Interview Notes
Feasibility Study for an
Ozark Man and the Biosphere Cooperative

This volume consists of notes taken by Judy Faulkner while conducting interviews
for a study of the feasibility of establishing a regional Man and the Biosphere
cooperative program in the Ozarks.
Following the interview notes are tables corresponding to Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8
from the Feasibility Study for an Ozark Man and the Biosphere Cooperative. The tables
in the feasibility study do not identify the individuals who provided comments, in
order to provide them with anonymity. The names and organizational affihations of
these interviewees are given in the tables at the back of this volume.

Guy Alexander, Director of the Farm Bureau Council

3/8/91

Marion County Farm Bureau
Highway 62 East
Yellville, Arkansas 72687
Very little good land in Marion County. A few hundred acres
along river is good. Not enough for a large farm. Majority of
land is very poor. Won't raise enough cattle to make it pay.
Most farmers subsidize income. A farmer may keep a few cows.
Would take a huge acreage to make a livestock business, and the
cost of land would be so high that you couldn't make payments.
You would need 1,000 acres of hill land to make a living.
Forestry: A few hills in southern part of county grow pretty
good pine. It might pay for itself. Not enough pine to do much
with; most is in National River ownership. Only one person is
growing timber that was planted.
Land here sells if it's closer to water: $5,000 to $6,000 per
acre if close to lake. Fifteen years ago there were five or six
real estate agents in the immediate area, now there are two.
Yellville had three or four, now two. A few in Bull Shoals, now
two.
No business. People can't finance land unless they have land up
north to sell. Factory workers can't afford to buy land. Twenty
years ago Alexander started a bank at Flippin. Money came from
those who sold land to the federal government. They became
wealthy. $40 million in Yellville bank. $30 Million in Flippin
bank. Land is being bought by speculators. A few years ago
people were buying large tracts of land. Purchasers included
insurance companies from Oklahoma. They had to sell off in
smaller tracks to make money. 12,000 people have a total of $80
million in bank. Bank tried hard for a few years to attract
retirees, who usually had $40,000 in the bank plus what they put
into their home. People have built shirt factories where people
are making $3.50 to $4.00 per hour.
Retirees require services and don't contribute much to the tax
base. However, they make the best citizens because of their
background and education. Need money to attract retirees from
other states. Tourism is not organized.
Tax-free money is available to build factories here. Other
industries that pollute should locate somewhere else. The area
should get tax money to help bring in retirees.
Bull Shoals needs better roads around the lake. Farm Bureau
tries to stay out of local politics but gets into state politics.
2000 people live on the north side of the lake, away from town.
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They have to go to Branson to get around the lake when the ferry
is not running. The ferry runs at daylight. It's as far to get
around the lake as to go to Mountain Home. They have to drive
100 miles to get around the lake when ferry closes.
Each town is knot-headed and each has its own chamber of commerce. He tried to combine them to coordinate the three towns,
but no one would cooperate. They did get an airport by cooperating. That's an example of what can be done.
Now they have a good water supply and it goes to all four towns
through a county water system. Both the water system and county
road system are two things to help. The state refund on gas tax
and so forth are on a per-capita basis. Baxter County has three
times the number of people and the same number of roads. He went
to the legislature to try to change this way of apportioning
money. They can maintain roads only on what they get. The
people donated cash to get 2 to 3 miles of road blacktopped.
There is a new gas tax of five cents but the county won't get a
dime because it's all for interstate highways. Roads are as bad
as 25 years ago. Park Service gives county money in lieu of
taxes.
National Park Service is just government. All government is
viewed the same. 60% of people are native and are solid families, have been here 100 years. They take time to get to know
someone, and they don't like government. County government is
viewed the same way. Don't need to duplicate all the city and
county governments. Towns have mayor, alderman, police, garbage,
water, sewer. Some government agencies could coordinate and cut
the cost of duplication. If someone could explain the advantages
of reducing government to increase efficiency, then the people
would accept it; otherwise they won't believe it would save
money. They are skeptical. It would take a federal agency to
say they won't fund city water and disposal unless there's more
coordination. The residents would respect that.
They have a new tax assessor. This guy served on the equalization board. Tax was assessed according to feelings about people's ability to pay. Valuation was too low. The new assessor
got reevaluation of all property. Dozens of properties had never
been assessed, and much land was never taxed. The county judge
threatened to run him out of county even though reassessment made
taxation fair and brought low taxes up.
So many things can be done to help small poor counties. He got a
zoning board definition for health standards, subdivision standards. A new charcoal plant was built, and people living nearby
got health problems. Zoning was needed to separate industry and
people. He came from Little Rock. There are lots of agencies in
the capital to help, but people don't take advantage of them.
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He doesn't want to see the poultry industry expand a lot. People
who raise birds like to move because dead birds build up in an
area and they can't get rid of germs. The farmers build the
houses and Tyson supplies chicks and food. But they can just cut
you off from the supplies if you don't cooperate.
Tyson wanted to put a processing plant in the county but couldn't
get 100 growers, so Tyson dropped the option to buy the land.
Now Tyson is in, the hog business. One hog operator is on the
Searcy County line. He pays a decent wage. He hires college
graduates. He pays $22,000 and provides a house and electricity.
He needs two people to raise the pigs because it's so automated.
Tyson has developed certain hogs that can grow to market faster.
Tyson is the largest processor of pork products in county.
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R.C. Alexander, County Judge
Kenneth Sutton, County Commissioner
Edmund Luther, County Commissioner
Stone County Courthouse
Mountain View, Arkansas
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Kenneth Sutton is employed by a telephone company and is on the
Industrial Development Commission. Edmund Luther is an insurance
agent.
The Chamber of Commerce is not paying enough attention to the
farming industry. It is pushing tourism and needs to acknowledge
cattle, broiler, and timber industries. Need utilization of more
of timber resources. One operation uses lumber that is sawed
here to build cabinets. It is owned by Amish from Pennsylvania,
who invested millions of dollars. A barrel stave manufacturer
makes staves and then ships them out to make barrels. One
company cuts railroad ties. No railroads in Stone County. Waste
material from mills could be made into pallets. Some is shipped
to charcoal plants. There once was one such plant here; could be
one here again. May be one at Harrison.
U.S. Forest Service has 168,000 acres. Bulk of timber is cut
from private hardwoods. Pine growers (Kraft, Green Bay) have
expanded over past 10-15 years and are buying more land to plant
for pine. In 1930s land was let go for taxes and timber grew up.
In late 1960s and early 70s, much land was converted to pasture.
Conestoga did resource plan: there's enough timber to supply
market. It's hard to keep land cleaned up.
Cattle are raised only on small family farms; it's supplemental
income. Chickens are a full-time operation. Chicken litter is
used to fertilize pasture, and it has improved pasture tremen-3-

dously. Chicken litter does more good than harm. It could
pollute streams, but there is no research to prove this. Cattle
will eat the litter also. Average cattle herd is 20 to 50 or 60
or 70 cattle and some brood cows.
Dairy: A few dairy cows—not as many as before regulation was
put on dairy industry. Regulation by government encouraged dairy
farmers to sell herds and get out of business. Government paid
people to sell their herds, and the restriction was that you
couldn't get back in for 5 years (like a "set-aside" program).
When herds were sold, the oversupply got closer to demand, and
this allowed more profit.
Poultry: Broilers, not layers. Con Agra and Townsend Corporation farms have 300 to 400 houses and raise 18,000 to 24,000
chickens. Lots of them were built in last few years. Pretty
safe investment. One house makes payments; second one is profit.
Very few farmers have chickens who don't also have cattle. Can
sell the fertilizer for $60/load.
Sawmill people use sawdust for the chicken houses. Waste wood
could be also used to make pallets. Some are hauling slabs to
charcoal plants and chip plants (particle boards are mostly
pine).
Ship out stone to New Orleans. Five to six people haul stone.
There would be jobs for more than this, if people would go into
the woods to get the stone.
Tourism: Ozark Folk Center and Blanchard Spring Caverns are
number 1 and 2.
Fishing: White River-trout fishing from Calico Rock to Guyon.
Motels here for 6 miles. They're full at all times. Downtown
shops and music special events bring in lots of tourists. In
summer the streets are full. Leatherwood Theater, hoedowns,
catfish restaurants, lots of craft people, pottery, quilts,
dulcimer shop, ironworks (fireplace tools), handmade chairs, etc.
There are 100 people employed in the Artisans Mall. Arkansas
Craft guild brings in craftsmen from all over Arkansas. They
also have shops in other places. Must be from Arkansas to be in
craft guild. Craft people and musicians move to the area.
Retirement: Big business and growing. Nursing home and hospitals have expanded. There are five clinics, four of these due to
retirees. In 1960 the population was 7,800. The 1962 per-capita
income was $500/year; now $9,700/year. Income tripled in last 2 0
years. Depression has decreased.
Way of life in county: They have all seen bad times. Lots of
people had to leave here in summer to pick fruit to make it
through winter. Development of Ozark Folk Center and a water
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system have really changed Stone County. Used to have problems
with water and sewer. Water is from White River. There are
sewers in Mountain View. Rural water system is coming for most
of county (extension of the West End Water Association). Individual septic systems are in rural areas and other small towns.
Solid Waste: Class 1 is garbage; class 4 is refrigerators,
concrete, metal. They are looking for a class 4 landfill.
Trying to get recycling project. Now have it one day a month.
Individual private carriers for trash. City has contract with a
hauler. In Switzerland power plants are powered from steam from
burning garbage. They'd like to try it.
Cooperation is good from all the state and federal agencies.
Extension Service, Parks and Tourism work very hard. Everyone
works well together. U.S. Forest Service cooperates well.
The state is divided into eight regions for solid waste. Three
counties going together for a class 1 landfill. Government has
passed 50 tax bills but has not faced solid waste problem!
Two things they wish for: Waste program and improvement in
county jail situation.
Sense of Place:

People identify with county.

Wish: Compatible operation to keep more of timber industry here.
Young people leave to go to college, or stay if they do not go to
college. They once had to pick cotton in the South to make a
living.
The Ozarks is under an Economic Development Administration region
covering Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Missouri.
MAB: Okay, but not overwhelming support. Stone County area
industrial development meeting—may discuss MAB.
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Jerry Ashworth
See Ted Thompson.
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Joan Baldridge, Director
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Department of Arkansas Heritage
225 East Markham
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
Her agency oversees the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission.
Joan said her most important concern is that we maintain a
balance between the environmental issues, and the social and
economic issues. The natural area issue is extremely important,
but it is not the only important concern. It needs to be balanced with economic development and the social world, and none of
the three should become out of balance with the others.
I asked her what areas were included in the agency she directed.
She told me that there were two natural resource agencies (Natural Heritage Commission and the Natural and Scenic River Commission) , three museums, a historic preservation program (includes
an environmental component—i.e., the environment of former
civilizations), and an arts council. These are all connected and
interrelated even though they are very different. The longer she
works there, the more she sees how important the interrelationships are.
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Don Bell, Executive Director
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Ozark Foothills Regional Planning Commission
P.O. Box 1183
Poplar Bluff, Missouri 63901
Major economic activities are agriculture #1, timber #2, and
recreation #3.
Agriculture: Half of one county (southern Butler) has rice,
soybeans, and milo. Four and one-half counties have hogs and
cattle.
Timber: Four and one-half counties, all except southern Butler;
less in northern Butler County. Kerr-McGee in Reynolds County
has 2,000 acres. Dr. Long owns tremendous amounts of land
(Wayne, Reynolds Counties). Government units own much land at
Clearwater Lake. Small timber lots are cut when owner needs
money. Private timber cutters won't do clearcuts. Some conversion from timber to pasture. Steep hillsides. Reynolds County
lawyer owns large tracts.
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75,000 people in all the counties; not much industrial development. Primary conversion of agricultural land is to small
residential tracts.
Recreation:

Wappapello and Clearwater Lakes.

Distribution center: Hub of transport for two trucking companies
and others (Poplar Bluff).
Some manufacturing at Doniphan, Piedmont. A factory or two in
Van Buren and Ellington. One major shoe company. Piedmont has a
shoe company. Plastics activities are encouraging for the
future. Plastics are clean; all raw materials are utilized;
waste is pelletized and used at another factory.
Environmental concerns: Solid waste, sawdust. Sawdust piles are
everywhere—come up with a use for the sawdust. Talk to Jim
Pickar with SCS in Van Buren, head of RC&D. Looking into pelletizing sawdust for new kind of stove. Solid waste: major concern
was recently studied. At beginning of the study, there were five
operating landfills. By the end of study, they were down to one.
Two were put out of business by Department of Natural Resources.
One got full. The Department of Natural Resources needs to come
up with an alternative. They are negative. They have to be
negative and restrictive, but they need to come up with alternatives that people can choose from. Come up with some use for
garbage. They looked at recycling, got a grant to do a white
goods (old refrigerators, stoves) collection and recovery program. They'll be picked up and recycled. They are encouraging
recycling. But they don't do curbside pick-up. Recycling
organization exists in Poplar Bluff. A few are recycling, but
there's no market for paper and plastic. They can't take it
because they can't sell it. Paper takes more money to handle
than it's worth because of transportation. No market of any kind
within driving distance. De-inker alone is a multi-million
dollar investment.
Groundwater: Seepage from sawdust piles. Don't have enough
industry to be a big problem. Fish kill in Piedmont from new
factory (Garden Frozen Food) which leaked ammonia to creek.
Sewage problem is small—a city or two are unsewered (e.g.,
Grandin, 250 people). Water table is high-after a good rain,
sewage is in ditches. Over 90% of Centerville has no sewer
system.
Attitude toward government agencies: State agencies are more of
a problem than local government. State and Forest Service came
up with ideas that local people don't like regarding usage of
public lands, road systems. People feel they have no control—they feel that government doesn't listen and is serving
interests of people outside of this area. He has not heard any
discussion by the people of the National Scenic Riverways.
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Suggestions for MAB: Any policy takes two years to discuss.
They need to get out and talk to people. MAB won't hurt but
unless they have money to spend at end, it won't help. Delta
Commission—$2 million project, operated for one year; at the end
of this time, there were good ideas but no ongoing money. They
knew the problems before they spent the money to find them out.
If there are no funds to implement MAB, it's a waste of time.
Millions of dollars are needed for each agency. The community
development block grant program is the only successful one
because they have lots of money: $12 million per year from HUD
passed through for infrastructure and ecological development.
Changes for next 20-30 years: Agricultural base is shrinking.
Land ownership will be in hands of fewer people. The nature of
local agriculture is changing from row crops to vegetable production. Local industry is looking for local value-added timber
product. Vegetable processing and canneries: process what you
grow. Intensification of plastics: they have four to five
plastic factories with few problems.
Major growth in future?: No. Increase would occur because of a
population shift within the Ozarks, not attraction of new people.
Change in road system would make major difference. Retirees
moving in, and some young moving out. Jobs don't keep the best
and brightest. No jobs for engineers, chemists. Retirees bring
transfer payments, government subsidies, pensions. Social
Security is important here, as is welfare. Much welfare here
compared to other 114 counties: these counties are ranked 87th,
110th, 111th, and 114th for having the most poverty. He does
housing rehabilitation. He has to de-flea after working on this.
Retirement community at Wappapello brings retirement homes,
nursing, skilled care facility for retirees. There are five or
six facilities, each with 60 to 90 beds.
Suggestions for MAB: Investment capital is needed; provide
extremely low-interest loans. Find sources of venture capital.
Create an investment pool for high-risk, small-venture investments. Make loans available through the regular planning commission and provide administrative money to oversee the program. If
any kind of program is created, provide administrative funds and
run it on a regional basis. Example: a white goods recycling
program grant provided no administrative funds and no overhead
money. If loans are not extremely low-interest, they'll not be
used in this area. 9-10% loans are not useful. An investment
pool would have to offer rates at 1-3%. Grants would be even
better. Per-capita income here is $5,000/year. Offering loans
to people in this income category is like throwing an anchor to a
drowning man. A sliding scale with lower interest rates for more
environmentally sound projects is a good idea.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Gary & Judy Belletini, owners
Dogwood Lodge
505 Shorecrest Drive
Bull Shoals, Arkansas
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The only way to get business is go to northern sports shows, take
mounted fish and photos and advertise. They tried all sorts of
advertising, including sports magazines. Need to educate people
that this area is not "the pits." Potential visitors think of
Little Rock and its problems. Visitors are worried about safety
and racial prejudice. Can I bring a black friend and will he be
treated well? Will my wife get raped? Will the people have
shoes? People have a bad image of southern states. Locals don't
accept Yankees and northern Illinois people. If he can get them
here, they'll repeat their visit. He has to get out and promote
his business.
County is ranked number 8 in the nation for retirement. No work
for young. Very depressed area. More people die than move here.
Losing population. Young people who move here get minimum wage
for asphalt, carpentry, skilled jobs that would make much more
somewhere else. Need industry. Springfield is the fastest
growing city in U.S. Can't draw industry here because there are
no good roads. Large tourist areas are the only areas that are
growing—Eureka Springs, Branson, Springfield. Natives are slowpaced; have to push them to get work out of them. Industry is
afraid of this mentality; they can't get the people to work.
This is the only resort that's not for sale on this road. Most
of the locals are unemployed in the winter or off-season, and are
paid a minimum wage ($3.85/hour) in season.
Retirement is an industry. Harp's supermarket is fighting with
city council and mayor; market wants to put in gas pumps, video
store, and deli; retired people will vote it down. They don't
want community to grow; they want it to stay the same. 80% of
the population is retired in the Bull Shoals area. That's why
they moved here—they don't want it to change. They don't like
the resorts either. Retirees don't like the tourists.
Every job is minimum wage—carpenter, asphalt, roofer, no matter
what—it's minimum wage. Arkansas has poor education system.
People are accustomed to fishing for supper. They are accustomed
to low wages and unemployment. They have no desire or ambition
for something better. Lakeview, Mountain Home, and Bull Shoals
are all that way.
The Belletinis sold a bar and grill
buy this place and get away from it
lake area. They mentioned the fact
doesn't allow any buildings "on the
-9-

in Crystal Lake, Illinois to
all. They are proud of the
that the Corp of Engineers
lake"; no one past a certain

buffer lives around the lake. Also no septic tanks on the lake.
Everyone is on a sewer system. This keeps the lake clean. You
can see down 20 feet. It's one of the cleanest lakes in the
state and Missouri/Arkansas area because of the regulations. He
strongly supports the rules.
People wear Levis everywhere, even to weddings. At the Kenny
Rogers concert in Little Rock, Mr. Belletini was one of three
people with a shirt, tie, and coat on. Mrs. Belletini was one
of a few people who had on a dress. It's a different culture
here.
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Kent Bonar
See Teresa Hayes.
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Rex Campbell
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Department of Rural Sociology
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65201
Comments on the area: The economic situation, although bad, is
not as bad as it seems. There is a large informal economy in the
area: non-cash or not reported. The income comes from selling
produce, bartering, and sharing. For example, one person fixes
cars in exchange for something the car owners can do for him
(electrical work) or give to him (produce). No one pays for
babysitting—they all trade off.
The people are very strong on their way of life. This is their
reason for being there and staying there. Too much development
will destroy their way of life. Tourism has already damaged
their way of life. They need better health care, etc. Theirs is
a fragile social system. Their worst enemy would be success.
The native crafts industry could be developed and enhanced. They
need markets, knowledge and encouragement. Small agricultural
businesses could be enhanced so they could help their own quality
of life. Examples: poultry industry on a small scale, organically grown horticultural products, other horticultural products
and also unique products. One person grows shiitake mushrooms as
a base for a steak sauce he sells. Value-added business would be
best. These would be small scale: one or two-person niches. A
few bed-and-breakfasts would survive.
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They don't need large-scale industry like Branson. If Toyota
built a plant there, it would be disastrous to these people.
They would not have the skills to take the jobs. Outsiders would
be brought in to take the jobs. The area would boom as would
tourism. The locals may be able to work as janitors in motels
that would come from the development. The taxes would rise.
These folks couldn't pay the taxes and they would be forced out
of their homes. The designation of the National Scenic Riverway
has even hurt them. This brought in access to drugs. Prior to
this they had alcohol and tobacco. Marijuana growing is the
largest industry since the influx of people came to the area.
Much of it is grown on government land.
These events would threaten their social system of close interpersonal relationships where they depend on and help one another.
Also when the population booms, an extra load is placed on the
existing social system which includes the schools, welfare, and
other social services. Taxes go up to support these.
One thing that would help is an entrepreneurial training program
in the high schools, so that high school and college grads can
come back and start their own business. One school in the area
at West Plains has such a program. In a model program from South
Dakota, during the senior year students develop a complete
business plan. These are judged by a panel of business men. The
best project gets a guaranteed loan to start the business.
Another key component in their fragile social structure is their
"network of kin." They, their family, and close friends share
joys, sorrows, food, chores, and services. They don't think
about using money for many things. It's a way of life to help
each other. They don't think about it—they just do it. There
are strong emotional ties in this system and a strong sense of
security and belonging. In a more developed area, people move
into a cash economy, which is not a sharing economy. With that
there is a loss greater than cash—the loss of the closeness,
kinship. The people here know it is a good way of life, respect
it, and want to keep it. They know they could move to the city
and make more money, but they want the way of life. With these
strong ties they can emotionally withstand hard times better than
most. But real stress on their relationships come when they are
at the margin of survival: no food, no health care, etc. If
they are beyond the margin of survival, they don't feel deprived.
It's the idea of relative deprivation. If you make $75,000 and
everyone else makes $150,000, you feel deprived. When everyone
around you is poor, being poor is not nearly as difficult.
If we want to include these people in the MAB program, Rex
suggests we get them involved at the very beginning. The group
should make individual contacts and then use those people to
assemble small groups. Ministers, social work people, and some
teachers are good contacts for this population. Spend a lot of
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time with them. Listen to the old-timers and let them talk. Do
not have a large meeting. They won't come unless your ideas are
invading their rights. If not, they won't show up. The county
officials and business leaders do not represent these locals.
They are a society apart. The business people have adopted the
ways of the "other world" and look down on these locals. About
half are church-goers, so they can be reached through the ministers. There are two types within the churches—the established
religions such as Baptists, Methodists, etc., and fundamentalists. The fundamentalists are usually a one-church denomination (twelve or fewer people) with a local name such as the
Church of Jesus Christ of Brushy Hollow. The latter group is
usually very suspicious of outsiders.
Note: In our interviews we have not attempted to reach this
group of people.
Rex feels it would be a failure of our program to involve only
the county officials and business people.
When asked how the locals view environmental concerns, he said
the newcomers to the area have a NIMBY concern (not in my back
yard). The natives do not recognize the problem. For example,
trash is not an issue. They have always dumped it in the hollows. The water is important but not a major concern. They
resent hunting areas cleared or closed, but it is okay to harvest
timber. Poaching is a way of life. They use it all year to
supplement the meat in their diet.
The people are self-sufficient in a different way. In a typical
family, the wife works in a nursing home and the man works parttime or seasonally and gets paid cash. Some have gardens and a
few cattle.
A book has recently been written about this kind of lifestyle by
Halprin: A Prevalence
of Kin—Multiple Survival
Strategies—How
to Make Do.
Remember that a limited audience is benefitted by development in
a traditional sense. Most often it doesn't benefit the rest of
the population. For example, when an outsider opens a restaurant, the real estate agent and banker make money, the newspaper
gets some ads, and the locals get seasonal low-paying jobs at
$4.35/hr for 25 hours/week so the employer doesn't have to give
benefits.
Mr. Campbell would be happy to help the committee on the MAB
projects. He thinks it's a good idea—provided that all the
people are included.
*

*
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Scottie Carr
See Ben Fruehauf.
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Ken Christgen, Jr., Director

*
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Missouri Forest Products Association
611 E. Capital Ave.
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
His group promotes education to state, federal, and private
foresters, the Department of Natural Resources, the Department of
Conservation, sawmills, charcoal makers, pallet makers, and
private landowners. They do direct lobbying. Dues are $35 for
an individual to $1,600 for the largest manufacturer. Membership
fee is dependent on the type of membership.
His concern is to keep timber coming from the Mark Twain National
Forest in an intelligent and responsible manner. Concern is to
keep it going. Producers are concerned about where to get trees.
Production on forest is 40% of growth. That's okay, but can't
live with 0%. There are appropriate places to clearcut and do
selective logging. John Powell at Rolla owns sizable acreages,
and he uses the various methods of harvest. He's in it for
profit. They are working for ways to promote more land for
timber production. Multi-cropping: plant trees and do pasture
and row crops in the early stages. MAB could invite some of the
members of this organization to be on the committee. There are
areas that should never be cleared; they are needed to grow
trees. Use the land for best, most appropriate use.
We need a lobbying alliance to get secondary industries to come
to Missouri. There is a lot of oak here, especially red oak.
There is a market for wood in barbecue grills that have wooden
shelves. Plants could be developed to supply the wooden part of
a primarily non-wood product.
Problem:

What to do with the old sawdust.

In Springfield, a sewage treatment plant will mix sawdust and
sludge to make a fertilizer.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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John Cooper, Jr., developer
Cherokee Village
P.O. Box 60
Bentonville, Arkansas
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Mr. Cooper is developer of the Cherokee Village retirement
community, and he is a former board member of The Nature Conservancy.
New developments can be successful—they can work; capital must
go to the opportunities. But there is not much opportunity in
northeastern Arkansas. Army Corps of Engineers retained real
estate brokers to sell excess land. Corps acquired land to make
a lake but aren't building it now. They tried to talk to John
about re-building a retirement community. He has done that in
South Carolina but the State did the financing and bought the
property. The delta portion of Arkansas is considered average
economically; the rest of the counties are below average.
Ideas expressed in MAB are opposed to each other in the sense of
timing because you have to be careful not to destroy what you
seek to build. He has tried a small, pilot ecological development and made it environmentally sensitive. You shouldn't make
the initial investors pay for all the pollution control costs on
the front end.
Trends are working against rural development. Deregulation has
tended to re-urbanize U.S. It costs more to travel in rural
America because there are no more subsidies for rural America.
Example: airline travel and phone service are a larger percapita expenses in rural areas; this makes it harder to develop
rural America.
Agencies on steering committee, if not careful, may try to take
on the mantle of tourism. Others are taking care of tourism.
Tourism: Operators must pay the cost of the infrastructure all
year but only get income for 7 months. He has merged retirement
with tourism. A large constituency doesn't want development
around the Buffalo River. Large group says it's already ruined.
Ozark Society, The Nature Conservancy, Wildlife Federation are
concerned about Buffalo. Capital will be expensive for real
estate investment. If development is not done now, investors
with capital will go to other areas in 5 or 6 years. Arkansas
and Missouri have a huge opportunity to reeducate the Midwest in
terms of retirement.
He can't show a mechanism to measure the effectiveness of his
ventures in environmentally sound development. He has to do a
lot of reporting. He may get a letter from a county judge saying
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that the county is glad his development is here; but—without
some sort of a system—it is hard to measure the success.
The retirement community is a great opportunity for retirees
because the quality of life is superior here. The retirees must
overcome the emotional impact of moving away from family and
friends. The reason why retirees move here is economically
driven. They fear they will live longer than their money lasts.
Today's retirees are the wealthiest group of retirees we've ever
had. This is the first generation in which their parents had
wealth, which is going to them.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Dean Cox
See Lloyd Rainbolt.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Betty Sue Crow, Presiding Commissioner of Texas County
210 North Grand
Houston, Missouri

*

*

7/11/90
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Wilford Crow, owner
Licking Motor Company
Licking, Missouri 65542
The largest land based industries in Texas County are, in priority order: #1 cattle farming, #2 timber, #3 manufacturing, and
#4 tourism.
Cattle farming: There are a few large corporate cattle farmers
in Cabool. These people cleared additional large acreages 10-15
years ago on the farms they already owned. Most cattle farmers,
however, are small farmers who farm part-time and also hold a job
elsewhere.
Timber: Most timbering in the county occurs on the Mark Twain
National Forest, but some private tracts are logged.
Manufacturing: Manufacturing occurs in Licking, where United
Apparel and Rawlings Sporting Goods employ 450-700 people.
Intercounty Electric also employs workers. This is a four-county
rural electrification plant. Licking is also home to the Patio
Chief charcoal plant. Some of the timber scraps are used to make
charcoal briquettes. Houston has a shoe factory. Summersvilie
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has Angelica uniforms, which is the largest area-wide company.
The county is close to Fort Leonard Wood. Many employees come
from the base. George 0. White State Nursery employs a number of
people growing tree seedlings. No mining occurs in the county.
Texas County is one of the few counties in this region blessed
with numerous manufacturing companies.
Tourism: This is an important industry, but not as important as
it is in Eminence. Fishing and canoeing occur on the Piney River
and Roubidoux. Tourism traffic increases during turkey and deer
seasons. Texas county is known for large kills of turkey and
deer.
Land-based economic and lifestyle changes occurring; over the last
50 years
Fifty years ago, most people in the county had small farms.
There were no manufacturing industries because there was no
electricity. Rural electricity came to the area in 1938.
Today there are not as many small farms and quite a few industries. Many people are coming back to the area to retire. More
young people are staying here now than in the recent past because
they can get jobs. In the recent past, they had to leave to get
jobs. It was unusual for a young person to grow up and stay in
the area. Two of the Crows' three children have opted to stay in
the area.
Today there is a growing retirement population because they can
live cheaper here. The government has encouraged this trend by
providing government housing complexes for senior citizens where
they can live better for less money. A new "industry" has
developed around this new population. Houston has one nursing
home and a county hospital. Licking has one nursing home and a
clinic with one doctor. Cabool has one nursing home. When Mr.
Crow was a child, four doctors lived in Licking. Now there is
only one. In general there is a shortage of doctors in southern
Missouri.
Future problems
A gradual influx of people is coming to Texas County because of
the streams, the area's beauty, and the opportunities of the
county. The cities in the county are "cleaning up their act" and
the county's schools are a lot better that when Mr. and Mrs. Crow
were young. With the large number of people, towns and county
government must be concerned with water quality, sewage treatment
facilities, and solid waste disposal.
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They are working with the South Central Ozark Council of Governments. Betty Sue attends meetings and education sessions sponsored by this organization. She feels they do an excellent job
making county and city officials aware of the problems. They are
concerned with solid waste disposal and have a clean water task
force. Art Sullivan with the Ozark National Scenic riverways met
with the committee of officials to determine if there is any
groundwater pollution.
What do you want to see for

your county

in the

future?

A large sportsman organization wants to see the land stay the
same. The Crows would like more industry only if it is the right
kind. They don't want to spoil the environment.
The people of the county are the county's biggest asset. Whatever is done to help or improve the county needs to be done by
the people themselves. If they support it and work for it, they
appreciate it more and it becomes theirs. They do not want to
make government bigger, but people should be made more active in
the process.
They want to maintain their good schools, which are small
schools. Big is not always better or beautiful. They do not
want to spoil the good qualities of life they have. People move
into the county because they are attracted to the schools. Fifty
new families from Fort Leonard Wood bought land in Texas County
so that their children could attend school here.
Either Mr. or Mrs. Crow is president of the local industrial
development board. Texas County's tax base is better than in
other counties. The county government is more frugal in how they
spend their money. Other counties do not manage their money as
well as Texas County does, and in other counties the tax base is
very low. Cabool, Licking, and Houston have a city sales tax,
which was raised to help the towns.
Summersville is putting in a sewage system now. Another rural
water line is going in east of Houston. Rural water lines are
instrumental in developing the rural population. These are
mostly funded by FHA.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

Richard Davies, Director

9/4/91

Arkansas Department of Parks and Tourism
1 Capital Mall
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
Richard Davies was very positive and enthusiastic toward my
description of an Ozark MAB program. He felt that the idea of
two-state regional cooperation was excellent, and that this
cooperation may help the Ozarks get grants that may otherwise not
be available to solve its problems.
There is currently a lawsuit filed by Oklahoma against Arkansas
(Fayetteville) for polluting the Illinois River. Fayettevilie's
sewage goes into the Illinois River and is in compliance with
Arkansas law. In Oklahoma the Illinois River is the only officially designated scenic river in the state. Oklahoma law has more
stringent protection standards for the Illinois River. Oklahoma
has charged Arkansas to stop polluting the Illinois River. Much
of the sewage is from the poultry industry.
The people of the Arkansas and Missouri Ozarks are concerned
about land use but don't want any zoning regulations. There is a
big danger of a foreign company purchasing thousands of acres of
forest land and ruining the scenic beauty. No regulation exists
to control this. An out-of-state landowner did buy 5,000 acres
near the Buffalo and cut all the trees. He did it in compliance
with all laws. What can we do to prevent this? We must be
careful not to kill the goose that laid the golden egg. Branson
is fantastically successful financially but we don't want a lot
of Bransons to spoil the scenic beauty.
It will take serious political clout to make MAB happen.
need cooperation from the regulatory people.

We will

He would like to be involved in the committee.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Audie DePriest, Coordinator

*

*

3/9/91

Searcy County Office of Economic Development
P.O. Box 938
Marshall, Arkansas 72650
Industrial development—Contact is Bob King.
are important.
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Tourism and cattle

Changes in last 25-50 years: There were a few row crops when he
was a kid, but not now. Farmers once raised their own cattle
feed. Searcy County was the largest strawberry producer in the
world; not many strawberries now. People were not as mobile
then. People came to town on Saturday to shop and socialize.
Marshall was so crowded you couldn't walk. Marshall was the hub
all the way from Van Buren County to Yellville. Now they go to
Harrison to the Wal-Mart. No industry here. There are several
sawmills; timber is the largest employer. Large stave mill in
Leslie. Many are self-employed with single-family farms. There
are individual timber owners. Largest part of population still
self sufficient on their own land. Character of county changed
mostly due to mobility. Other than that, it hasn't changed much.
A few industries now, but not many. Capital Mercury Corporation,
a shirt factory in Flintrock. There were 5,000 people in Leslie
in 1920s due to barrel stave mill. Partly died due to prohibition. Railroad left after stave mill closed. The whole town
square was a shopping area and two streets off the square for one
block. There were two large ladies' stores, a Lays (was the
Wal-Mart of yesterday), a few cafes, another bank (now closed),
two to three variety stores, grocery store, butcher, and a hotel.
They have always lost the young people with ability and talent.
If your family didn't have a job, you had to leave. They tend to
come back when they become financially independent and open
businesses, bookkeeping services, tax preparation services; or
they retire.
On Saturday at the square, you would see whittler on the courthouse lawn. There were social activities within immediate
community and church. People here grazed livestock on the open
range, and they ate well. Home was paid for; they lived comfortably, not in luxury. Leisure time was spent in community ball
games and going fishing. Now people go to races in Hot Springs,
go to concerts in Little Rock or Branson regularly.
Economic needs: Try to do more with our wood. Increase valueadded industry. Not enthused about processing plant for chickens. He would like to see less land devoted to raising cattle.
It has become a retirement community with recreation facilities.
They're trying to get a state park, lodge, and golf course
complex. Just need a little of each to make the economy better.
Need higher pay and a little competition.
Need to build a new airport and try to be a better site for
industry to locate. Try to accommodate even small jets; also
make site for flight training or air freight.
Used to have hardwood flooring factory, but it burned. Trying to
get it reopened. Trying to get natural gas. A commercial user
is needed to make it economical.
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Environmental problems: Water is in a critical stage. Never
thought he'd say that. Need an impoundment for water storage and
for recreation; could be the core for a state park. Game and
Fish would like to build a lake in Searcy County. SCS wanted it
to be a short term solution. County judges appointed county
water authority. They recommend an impoundment on upper Bear
Creek. Potential 250 acres to 1,200 acres. Roads: making
Highway 65 into four lanes is a concern. Not as important to him
as water. Need passing lanes; need more paved county roads.
Solid waste problem is better now that people don't dump in
hollers. Hundreds of thousands of tons of scrap covered. Sewage
disposal in towns is okay. Outside the towns, some homes have
septic tanks, some have a pipe with raw sewage coming out. They
have a natural drain field due to rock and soil.
Cooperation with government agencies: Agencies have been fairly
receptive. FAA had to be convinced that they needed to help with
grants; they had to get letters of commitment that people would
use the airport. People had to say it would help their business.
They have had inquiries about providing air service. Department
of Health in State is a problem. Radon occurs in wells. Can
filter it out but can't dispose of it. Leslie city water was
condemned because of radon and fluoride. Marshall has fluoride
and radon. Not enough state and federal money to do what needs
to be done. Federal government gives county and state mandates
to do things; but they provide no money to do it and have taken
away money that used to be available.
Need a community center with a pool. Need a golf course.
Influential people would be willing to join in if it benefits the
people of area. Would like to see a way for the kids to stay.
A state-of-the-art performing arts theater in Leslie is struggling for funding to keep it going. Nice stage, has everything
from a microphone to movie screen donated by a private citizen.
$250,000 converted a WPA gymnasium.
Stone quarry may run out of stone.
Audie has an 850-foot well on his farm.
There is an ironworks here. He would like to have a lot of small
industries. Need to tie apprenticeship into the businesses.
Need a county-wide tick eradication program. Silver Hill may be
the fastest growing area in the county.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

Joe Dillard, County Judge

3/11/91

Baxter County Courthouse
Mountain Home, Arkansas 72653
He is glad to see the agencies are concerned about locals.
that often they cater to tourists.

Seems

On the Buffalo River, the federal Government has tried to put
money back into improvements to benefit tourism. People come to
see river but they also stay to shop. The people now have better
working relationships with the National River and Game and Fish
Commission—i.e., people like the fish stocking program. If
people catch fish, they stay longer and come back. Catfish
stocking is needed on Buffalo. People buy gas and groceries from
businesses that outfit canoeists. That's the biggest impact. No
roads to the Buffalo in Baxter County. Marion County has more
access. Rural people really rely on tourism. National River may
lease some of the land back to the people for cattle or hay; he
thinks this is good. It doesn't involve many dollars but it
makes for good relationships.
Forest Service: Has been an impact on timber industry. It helps
local sawmills. Timber is the way of life here. The Forest
Service's "payments in lieu of taxes" (PILT) need to be more.
The land would generate more money if it was in private hands.
Forest Service and National Park Service do a good job. Park
Service attitude has changed in the last few years. There are
better people in the jobs. Forest Service has done a better job
in the past than Park Service. Local people are taken more into
consideration. Park Service bids out projects. At the local
level, the Army Corps of Engineers has good cooperation. They
are bidding out most of their projects-construction work, bathroom maintenance, etc. He praised the Forest Service's spirit of
cooperation. County has contracts to take out dirt and gravel on
Forest Service property and maintain Forest Service roads in
exchange.
Game and Fish does a tremendous job to help the economy. They
have the White River stocked with trout. They have restored
populations of turkey and deer. Trout fishing is to Baxter
County what duck hunting is to Arkansas County. Leatherwood
Wilderness Area is in the national forest. Forest Service and
National Park Service work closely together. When Leatherwood
became Wilderness and Buffalo became a Scenic River, roads were
closed. Now there is no access to Buffalo in Baxter County. He
wishes it were different. They appreciate the preservation for
future generations, but would like to have an access outside the
wilderness area. Locals are not given due consideration. They
don't need commercial access—just for locals and four-wheeldrive vehicles.
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Natural Heritage Commission: He doesn't know as much about it as
he should. It's not as visible.
Are there any threatened
and endangered species
in your
county?
They were noted in studies. South of the river they were going
to cut across with a road, but endangered bats and crayfish
prevented this.
Turkey hunting and deer: In-state people come to hunt; not too
many from out of state. East side of Norfolk Lake is more
primitive due to ferry. Now there are bridges (for 10 years) and
area is developing.
Three boat manufacturers are here: Ranger at Flippin, Bass Cat,
and Champion. There are many tournaments here with 400-500 boats
per tournament. Lakes are a good drawing card.
Retirement community is strong, drawn by recreation. Mountain
Home is becoming a regional retirement area. Hospital has 47
doctors and is a good facility. It helps all industries. People
out of county use nursing homes also. Five nursing homes came
due to retirees. They have the highest population in the state
of people 65 or older. 27% or 28% of the people are in adult day
care. They have three aging centers.
Agriculture: A lot of small cattle producers. Largest turkey
grower in U.S.—McClain Farms—is here. No row crops but truck
farms and farmers' market.
Cotter is the trout capital of the world.
Environmental problems with turkey production are not here, but
are present in other areas of state. People keep a close watch.
They know they have a sensitive environment, and they watch water
supply (from lakes). They have an abundance of water and work to
keep it clean.
Mountain Home has up-to-date sewage treatment. A line from the
industrial park 6 miles west runs into Mountain Home. Health
Department is stringent on septic tanks, which are customary in
rural areas. RL&H landfill has been open 18 months. It has a
life expectancy of 35 years. Serves Baxter and Marion Counties.
Engineered to meet proposed federal regulations. Some are
opposed to a landfill of any kind—especially those living near
it. The landfill owner has 1,700 acres. He is gearing up to
address recycling. Local clubs and RL&H are organizing an
effort.
Population trends: The area loses a lot of young; there are not
enough good jobs to entice them to stay. Try to create enough
jobs for young to provide services for old. There is a wealth of
experience and education in the retirement community. Example:
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They have a higher education center—a junior college board—but
no state funding. They have been able to get teachers and
instructors from retirees at a minimum cost. 579 students or 339
full-time equivalents. They tried to tell the Governor to
implement this in other places. Baxter County is probably
wealthier due to retirees. They build houses and they require
support services, which creates jobs.
Baxter County industry: Pharmaceuticals, Marbax shirt company,
Fisher Scientific, industries on the White River, trailer company
(largest boat trailer manufacturer in U.S.). These are clean
industries, and the county looks closely at this.
Wish: Interstate road through the county. Legislature passed a
5-cent gas tax that may help. Industry asks, "How close are you
to an interstate highway?" when they inquire about moving there.
Finally they have development of an airport—now have a commuter
service three times a day. Would like it to go to more places.
Have a new terminal building. Now have a 5,000-foot runway.
Airport is a key factor in development of Baxter County.
Environmental goals: Step up preventive efforts, keep what we
have. He wants Mountain Home to keep a small-town atmosphere, so
that people can know each other by their first names—a place
where people are not just a number. He takes time to know
people.
Sense of place: Residents identify with Baxter County and
northern Arkansas. Proud of Mountain Home. Baxter County is 60%
rural and 10% other small towns like Cotter and Norfolk.
Many changes in county. Two dams have been the beginning. The
people want to be progressive community leaders. They have made
180-degree turn, but still like to retain the small-town atmosphere. People who come back to the area remember the gravel and
dirt roads. There were dirt roads around the square. All they
had were ferries to cross the lake.
MAB shows a spirit of cooperation. He'd like to help. Can't
hurt anything. An advisory committee has been set up for Buffalo
River—county judges, state legislature, and private sector.
They try to be the go-between for local residents and the National River. It was created by a legislative act, and it is working.
Landfill people take in trash from Army Corps of Engineers parks;
the Corps of Engineers cooperates here.
He has been in office 11 years on 2-year terms.
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Baxter County passed a l-cent sales tax. They lost revenue
sharing 4-5 years ago. County residents have taxed themselves in
order to stay progressive. They have removed hospital from
county politics; the lease for the hospital is tied to county
people through a board of governors.. They have 47 doctors on
staff and a lot more that have staff privileges.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Richard Drewry, Coordinator

*

8/26/91

Resource Conservation and Development Commission
Soil Conservation Service
410 North Walnut, Room 102
Harrison, Arkansas 72601
He would very much like to be a part of the committee. They are
working with Colorado to get a bid on a sawdust pelletizing mill
and then want to build three more new ones. They are looking at
the commercial aspect. They'd like to use the pellets in the
poultry houses, schools, and courthouses. It will be easy to
convert their furnaces to burn pellets. There has been a tremendous amount of work in figuring out what to do with chicken
litter. They may bale it and send it to the Delta and haul rice
hulls back, which poultry growers could use for bedding.
MAB is a good idea and fits well with what they're trying to do
at the RC&D.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Leo A. Drey, owner
Pioneer Forest
941 Syndicate Trust Building
915 Olive Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63101
Leo Drey and I were unable to speak by phone or in person to
conduct a formal interview, but he participated in early discussions of the Ozark MAB steering committee as well as the August
1991 meeting to review the draft report.
In an August 1, 1991 letter to me, he stated:
Responding to your inquiry on how Pioneer Forest might
be involved in this biosphere reserve effort, please
note that we mange all of our 154,000 acres by the
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individual tree selection method. Since almost half of
this land lies in a single block in Shannon and Reynolds counties just south of the Mark Twain National
Forest, I believe that this tract might appropriately
serve as a biosphere reserve buffer zone area for some
of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways land it abuts.
Included in the Ozark National Scenic Riverways is a
"central area" of some 25,000 acres which could be
designated the core area for an Ozark Highlands Biological Reserve (with the concurrence of the Missouri
Department of Conservation for its adjoining land).
Possibly you are thinking of something far more grandiose, but I hope the thoughts I have briefly outlined
will be useful to you.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Joe Driskel, State Representative
State Capitol Room 234
Jefferson City, Missouri

*

*

*

*

*
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His family has been in the Ozarks for five generations. They
were early Irish immigrants.
It's difficult to make a living here. There are lots of natural
resources, but some are not useable, some are too costly to
extract, and some are too costly to get to the marketplace. The
best useable natural resource of the area is the timber. Timber
has been a tremendous gain for southern Missouri. He feels
timber is underused. The Forest Service and the Missouri Department of Conservation have been wise stewards of the land but have
been too conservative in timber use. 30-40% of the timber is
owned by the Forest Service and the Missouri Department of
Conservation. The rest is in private ownership.
As long as the MAB Program is not aimed at regulatory issues, he
can support it. Most people in the area would be interested in
pursuing ideas that involve appropriate economic development.
This is a key to getting locals interested. Driskel is the
chairman of the House Commerce Commission. They have been
grappling for years with the questions of economic development in
rural Missouri. What they think is most helpful is labor-intensive, capital-intensive, light manufacturing.
When I asked him about the two cultures, cash and non-cash, he
said there are very few people left in the Ozarks who live off
the land. These are mostly welfare recipients now, in the Ozark
hill country. A typical family consists of the wife working at a
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manufacturing plant or secretarial job (low-paying job). The
husband may drive a school bus. They both work after hours to
raise vegetables and livestock for personal use on the farm.
When asked if many people rely on game for food, and he said
"Yes, there is a lot of poaching but it's not their sole source
of meat."
I asked him how we can best include the people of the area in
this process. He said to have lots of meetings with economic
development as the drawing card. Also have regional meetings
that are more narrowly focused than the Delta Commission. If the
meetings include county officials, business leaders, planning
agencies, ministers, and some rural teachers, we probably will be
representing all of the populations except the "deadbeats."
Look at how the economic base can be diversified. When people
are laid off from their jobs, there is nowhere else to get one.
The planning agencies are important to include because of their
skill in grantsmanship.
We need to be aware of a very real prejudice against government
in general, the federal government specifically, and the Ozark
National Scenic Riverways specifically. There is less prejudice
against the Forest Service because they've been here longer and
they also provide a lot of service to people in timber assistance. The Ozark National Scenic Riverways is fairly bureaucratic and is autocratic. The people's prejudices are often
justified. Many times he's wondered why Art Sullivan couldn't
pick up the phone and call and talk to a violator explaining the
rule and why the citizen can't do something and why it needs to
be the way it is—instead of just issuing the citizen a citation.
The Army Corp of Engineers is even worse. He deals with them on
Clearwater Lake and Lake Wappapello.
He asked why the federal government's Department of the Interior
is interested in helping people with economic growth. I explained the interrelationships embodied in MAB.
He stressed that he would be happy to talk with anyone regarding
the MAB Program and would help in any way possible.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Curran Everett, County Judge

*

*

*

*

*
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Fulton County Courthouse
Salem, Arkansas 72576
Farming: Lots of dairy farmers; more dairy than beef cattle. A
few row crops, but that has faded through the years (a half-dozen
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farms in row crops).
Tourism: Northeast part of county—Mammoth Springs, Spring
River, canoeing in summer.
Timber: Declining rapidly, scarce, cut out; much land converted
to grazing.
How has it changed?: Many people work at factories now and farm;
also wife may work in a factory or in town (98% of families are
like this). Years ago people were self-sufficient. Most are
still single-family farms. Have maybe two or three corporate
farms. Shirt factory (Mawax); Tel-Star makes grinding wheels for
dentistry, sharpening tools. Mammoth Springs has catfish processing (for grocery stores). Have to get catfish from southern
part of Arkansas. Many truckers here are individual truckers.
The current population is 10,075. It went up 100 people in the
last census. Part of Fulton County is at Cherokee Village and
part in Horseshoe Bend. These are large retirement communities.
Future things he'd like to see changed: There is no main highway
now; Highway 412 will run from Memphis to Oklahoma City. It's
started and will come in this direction from Jonesboro. They
expect more tourism from this highway. Most young people have to
leave the area to find jobs. Some stay as teachers, some as
farmers. Some move back as they can.
Sense of place: People identify with northeast Arkansas or
Fulton County, 50-50.
When I asked if there were any threatened or endangered species
in the county, he said, Arkansas champion bur oak. He didn't
know of any others.
Forestry is a controversial issue. He wants to see areas reforested. This will require an incentive program of some kind.
Corps of Engineers has some timber land at Norfolk Lake.
Wish: Sam's Wholesale Club or Wal-Mart to bring in more revenue
or any clean industry. Each city except Viola has city water and
sewer. A solid waste planning board is being set up in three
counties: Fulton, Izard, and Sharp. Fulton County has a landfill approved for 10 more years. Rural areas have septic tanks
and county-wide trash collection. Household pays for trash pickup. Cities have their own pick-up.
Value-added industry: Milk goes to Little Rock, Memphis, St.
Louis. Used to have a cheese plant; would help to have dairy
processing here.
MAB: Sounds like a good idea. Biggest problem is finding a
market for the product. MAB could help marketing. Processing
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plant for beef and hogs would be good. His brothers are in hog
production. They have to sell hogs to Memphis or Mississippi and
also cattle to Kansas City, Little Rock. That's why a highway is
a key need.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Robert Flanders, Director

*

*

*

*
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Center for Ozark Studies
Southwest Missouri State University
Springfield, Missouri 65804
MAB should deal with projects that are finite in time and oriented toward a specific goal.
People on the outside and professionals on the inside generalize
about the Ozarks incorrectly (he is defining the Ozarks broadly,
to include areas both inside and outside the interview area).
Very few people in Ozarks make their living off land. The area
has mostly rural non-farm economics. Timber is a relatively
minor employment enterprise for many people. It creates a lot of
money for a few people. Relatively few people are employed in
agriculture. Farmers are either very poor or very wealthy. The
family farm doesn't exist. Money is made from tourism and the
area's heritage. It is not a purely rural region; there are
mixes. It's a special place. It has never been suited to
agriculture except for grazing. Now the closing of the open
range has caused agribusiness changes over the last 20 years.
The small stockman operation is relatively gone. His brother is
a small stockman and has to be a barber to afford his cows.
There are impoverished people in Ozarks just as in all regions.
The majority of the people are job-oriented. They want jobs.
There are jobs in government and industry. There used to be
feuds over who would get the job to drive the school bus. The
rural non-farm population drives long distances to work because
they want to stay on the farm (which is not really a farm). He
knows a couple in their 30s with small children living in Newton
County; she is a director of social services for Newton County
and drives 35 mountain miles to work; he drives 60 mountain miles
to teach junior high. People drive long distances to work in
town. Some individuals who live in the country hunt, fish, and
have a garden, a few cows and chickens or maybe pigs, and drive
to work in town. Their life style is both traditional and
modern.
Sense of place: The county seats are where the majority of the
people live. But they're not listed as living in a town unless
there are 2,500 people. Springfield is the third largest city in
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the state of Missouri. 200,000 live in metropolitan Springfield.
Its population is exploding. This puts a severe strain on local
government because it's not adequate to handle increased demands,
and people expect middle-class services like health care, fire
and police protection, and good road maintenance. When the
growth of the population is above 3% per year, the strain is
unbearable on the local government and local politics. In many
counties, the growth is above 50% per year. The tension in
politics and county government is great. People think county
taxes are too high—yet they are too low to provide what is
needed. The house of a school board member was burned down
because he supported a new bond issue. There are conflicts over
what is an appropriate goal. Who defines quality of life? The
modern idea is that each person gets to decide what quality of
life is for that individual. If they want to be poor, it's okay.
Missourians say, "You have to show me"; they are skeptical toward
new ideas.
But finally in Ozarks, people are embracing Conservation with a
capital "C." They identify with habitat, ecology, and conservation—it's a general concept of conservation.

What is your experience

with the government agencies

on the

steering
committee?
They are not all outsiders. The agency
heads might be. The Forest Service is okay. The Department of
Natural Resources has enlightened leadership.
The counties in our project are not the heart of the Ozarks. The
Ozark region is much larger. The upper Current River drainage is
a distinctive part of the Ozarks. The counties excluding Howell
are particularly rural in that there are no towns of any size.
Texas County has Houston, Licking, and Cabool. Shannon and
Reynolds Counties have no towns of any size, and parts are
remote. There are signs of population growth even in these
counties. Shannon grew 10% in the 1970s and 80s. In Oregon
County, Thayer and Alton have grown. Carter County has a low
population, and the majority of the land is government-owned, so
the tax base is crimped. There has been heavy population growth
in the lake counties such as Taney County (57%). Camden is the
highest-growth county in southern Missouri.
He thinks it's good to try to connect the two river areas (Buffalo and Current—Eleven Point) and the two Park Service areas
and two national forests.
Population growth equals new people. There's only a finite
possibility for population increase and decline. People are
living longer and new people are moving in. Sixty-year-olds are
coming home to the region—but not necessarily to the same town.
Middle-class people come here to retire or to prepare for retirement. They want to get out of the city. They began coming in
their 30s and 40s for vacation. Some have come to farm cheap
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land. Economic development follows population growth, and this
employs people. So now more can find work here. The Park
Service and Forest Service often employ people—especially seasonally, which often suits local people.
An economic geographer has done a table of Missouri counties
ranked by proportion of population in industrial employment.
There are 114 counties, and number 10 from the top is Shannon
County even though it has no large towns or industry. Reasons:
(1) a very small number of Shannon County residents are employed
at all; (2) the statistic is based not on the number of people
employed, but the percentage of employed people. Most employed
people worked in two garment factories, and all were women. The
main point this showed is that not many people are employed fulltime in Shannon County. There are lots of jokes about how
husbands are "go-fers": they go for their wife at work so she
can come home and work there.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ben Fruehauf, owner
Scottie Carr, employee
Gilbert General Store
Gilbert, Arkansas 72636

*

*

*

*

*
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Scottie
Carr:
Main industry here is tourism. Locals resent
tourism—this resentment goes back to the way land was acquired.
People were not paid fairly. Scottie's sister once lived here.
Scottie and her husband came back to retire here. Now the
National Park Service is doing a good job. The superintendent
attends all functions, attends church in the community. Rangers
on the middle portion of the river try to be part of the community. The rangers move around a lot because they transfer jobs
into and out of the region. The Park Service needs to listen and
to give honest answers.
Economics: Cattle, dairy, tourism. People travel to work in
Harrison or Marshall. Large retirement community. Younger folks
leave and then come back to retire 20-30 years later. Many
residents are factory workers and do odd jobs; people can't
survive on this. They come back to family and scenery. There
has not been a lot of change in Searcy County. Scottie and her
husband were in the Air Force and lived all over. The people
here identify with the area or with the type of people—friendly,
trusting people.
Ben Fruehauf:
The National Park Service is making the Buffalo
River a scenic river and is doing an excellent job advertising
overall.
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Attitude toward MAB: It couldn't hurt to get together and see
what happens. 99% of locals don't care about threatened and
endangered species. Not much education on threatened and endangered species.
Needs: Number 1, get more industry to keep young folks here.
There is a net population loss. County-wide problem is water.
Each little community has a rural water system. Wells are 2,400
feet deep. Gilbert or St. Joe have three years until water runs
out. Leslie has too much fluoride and radium; Morning Star has
too much fluoride. Marshall does not have enough water; it needs
a larger holding area. County is working toward a long-range
plan on water. Need grants to provide low-interest, long-term
loans. Industry can't come in without water. County has a good
workforce, but the workers are not high technology. ASCS has
been doing a study for Searcy County to come up with different
alternatives for obtaining water. Water is becoming a problem
all over northwestern Arkansas. Southern Arkansas gets salty
water. Deep aquifers are being depleted with so much irrigation.
No problem with solid waste yet. A nine-county area is working
on the future of solid waste disposal. Weekly county-wide pickup. Disposal in the city of Gilbert is free but not everyone
uses it. No problem with septic tanks.
Flora Patterson lived here for years; her husband had a canoe
concession before National Park Service came in. Her son is an
attorney in Marshall and lives in Silver Hill just across the
river where the ranger's office used to be. At Gilbert you can
float year-around. It's mostly family floating and ends after
Labor Day. One can float until November if the area gets good
rains. Water is rough from Ponca to Hasty. March to mid-May is
good floating. Buffalo National River Commission meets once a
month.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Sandy Garcia

*

*

*

*

*
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Ozark Recycling Enterprise
HC 79, BOX 271A
Marshall, Arkansas 72650
Leslie had the largest stave mill in the county at the turn of
century. No natural stands of oak left in county. Old-timers
talk about trees 4 feet in diameter. Stone business in county.
The area needs value-added industry. Food is coming from other
states into Arkansas. We should use the food we grow here.
Legislature just passed an act to establish a rural development
commission.
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The general sense of the county's people is to preserve the
quality of life. Population is split between locals and transplants. Many people are very religious, anti-education—i.e.,
the only book they need is the Bible. There are no PTAs even
though there are four school districts. No parent participation
in schools. One fiberglass plant and one shirt factory. Economic development is needed. There are private, small-scale bedand-breakfast operations. People want to maintain peace and
quiet. Not as many retirees here as in other places because
there are no services. 7,800 people in county. They have an
airport project in an industrial park. The Searcy County industrial development commission is trying to get a new state
park—but they already have the Buffalo River, and Tyler Bend
access area is newly opening.
Raising cattle has caused much clearing of land. Trees are
cleared to sell for pulp. No trees are big enough to sell as
lumber in this county. Local sawmill has to import trees. Not
many blacks in northwest part of state. State politicians are
Democrats, local politicians are Democrats. But in national or
Governor's race, it's a Republican stronghold. Used to have
crooked local politics.
Strong prejudice against females. Females can't act very aggressively or intelligently. Best collections for recycling are in
this county. Need an endorsement from county judge to form a
recycling committee. You don't make waves here. Most of politics is undercurrent. You can't oppose the established political
power, but must be accepted into the group or get their approval
to get things done.
The county is trying to upgrade water service, which now depends
either on springs or wells. The area does not have good phone
service. All lines in county are four-party. Large welfare
population: 60% of large grocery store receipts are food stamps.
In Searcy County there is a carry-over from the old days of being
self-sufficient. Very strong family ethic. The county is "dry"
but it has an alcohol problem.
She would like to see someone investigate the natural herbs. How
could they take advantage of the natural herbs for viewing and
education (e.g., purple coneflower roots are used medicinally).
The Japanese use kudzu for food and medicine. Local people have
found a way to make flea repellent powder from cedar.
There are many crafts people live here; a group went to an
international crafts fair in New York.
Sandy asked for some literature on biosphere reserves in other
places.
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J asked Minnie Moore how she liked living
in the area.
She and
her husband are retired and came in to shop at Sandy's natural
food store. They had relocated from the East Coast to retire in
a scenic spot where the cost of living was lower. They love the
hiking and leisure pursuits but miss having people around. She
now regrets having moved there because she misses seeing her
grandchildren grow up. They are getting older and can't get
around as well. The beautiful place was not worth giving up her
family for, but it's too late now.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Jim Gaston, owner

*

*

*

*

*
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Gaston's White River Resort
1 River Road
Lakeview, Arkansas 72642
Generally resource management has been excellent. He has been on
Parks and Tourism Commission for the State since 1973. Sometimes
it is a "them versus us" attitude. How much development do you
want? A hard question is that scenic byways mean easy access to
the resource. Signing is easy to do. Resource use is a development question. In the future we may be able to say this resource
will withstand a certain number of people per year. People need
to be educated about this well in advance. In Arkansas, generally, agencies have been receptive to the needs of the people.
Are the needs legitimate? What are the long-term effects on
protecting the resource? Both sides have to look at that objectively. The climate is right to do it.
Negative side: No agency negotiations. The Ozark area is
negative. A large amount of the facilities are controlled by the
Corps of Engineers. There is a problem with the Corps of Engineers. They do an excellent job of maintaining facilities, but
they are inflexible on how to help the private sector. Tourism
is not part of their "marching orders." If a change in lake
levels would help tourism, the Corps of Engineers should address
this. Their purpose is flood control (no flexibility here) and
meeting the demand for a power supply. They should be more
flexible here. What does recreation contribute relative to power
demands: can power demands be moderated to help? The way they
release water or hold water is detrimental to fishing and campsites. Downstream the water release is often detrimental to the
fisheries. Road signs here are a big concern: there needs to be
realistic control on road signs. How do you control good taste
legislatively or administratively? He takes pride in signs and
wants more uniformity. Look at what's been done in Smokies,
Rockies.
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Economic development will come if the resource is there. Need to
let people know what is here and they will come. Tourism hasn't
capitalized on the cultural history. They've spent the last 100
years apologizing for the history here. Missions shouldn't be
confused: certain things such as preservation are best done by
government, but private free enterprise does the hotel and
restaurant business better. Everyone needs to sit down and say,
"This is what we do the best." Government and private citizens
forget it's a marriage. A motel on Interstate 70 marries Bull
Shoals.
I mentioned the Man and Biosphere Program. We have no image like
Smokies, Rockies, New England. From the business operator's
point of view, we need traffic. Motel business is the most
perishable business in the world. If a gift shop wants to sell
two quilts a day, it may need 2,000 people a day passing through
to do it. None of the agencies on the steering committee should
be marketing.
The agencies should focus on what they do best. For example, ask
the Cultural Heritage people: What could they do to get someone
to preserve an old home? What could Game and Fish do to enhance
fishing? Agencies should try not to step on each other's turf,
and everyone must give up their bragging rights. It doesn't
matter "who did it." It's more important to consider, "What's
the reason to do it?" Focus on whether the people will benefit.
Mr. Gaston has been here since 1959. He had six boats and six
guest units in 1959; he has built a large business from this.
There hasn't been a lot of change here in 20 years in the communities.
The MAB committee should have a familiarization tour. Get the
heads of each agency in a room. Each one tells the agency's
purpose and activities. This may be different in each
state—different ways of doing things. The group should come up
with a list of projects, pick one project, work together on the
project, then go on to the next project.
The director of an agency must support the project first.
who work for director must have same ideas as director.

People

Projects: Get all bureaucracy together and find out what they're
doing that is a hindrance to the area. Examples: highway
signing, Corps of Engineers regulations, Forest Service regulations. Can they be changed? We tend to look at how this will
affect things in 5 years. We should be looking at 50 years or
100 years. What impact will it have 50 years from now? Resources left today in Ozarks are not due to our present-day
actions. They are here because they weren't valued. We said to
government, "Take it, we don't want it." There's no need to
repeat mistakes of East Coast or California. Pollution laws are
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basically pretty good, but we need to keep on top of it. Ozarks
is about as environmentally dependent as any region in U.S. As
long as you teach people why they need to do something for the
environment, they'll do it. But you need to teach the people
why. Also you shouldn't "study it to death." We built highways
and parks to solve problems. The first thing needed is to
understand each man's problem even if we don't agree. Then
compromise is the answer.
*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

Randy Gibbons, insurance agent
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Newton County Farm Bureau
East Side of Square
Jasper, Arkansas 72644
Small beef cattle operations; a few blueberry farms; no big
farming operations. A few poultry, swine, and dairy farms.
There were more hogs and beef cattle 50 years ago. Farms have
transferred to the children, but some farms have been sold
instead in the past 10 years. Most children can't stay but have
to go to work in factories. Some young people have had to move
away.
Timber is a big industry in this area. Most of the forest is
owned by citizens.
Bad relationship between private landowners and National Park
Service. An example of the reason: when Park Service bought the
land, his 88-year-old grandma lived on the farm and they made her
move. That was 12 years ago. National Park Service closed down
roads to the river that local people used. Local people were
pushed out. They feel the National Park Service cares more about
tourists than the local people. Public meetings help. But they
don't really ask the local resident's opinion on land management.
Park land used to be good fields; now it is grown up and wildlife
is hurt because there is no grass. He would like to see controlled burning. The National Park Service allows locals to make
bids on hay. If the land is not burned, it gets briars in the
fields and woods. What could happen here is like in Yellowstone
the year it burned. If you have meetings, you need something to
discuss. In the future there will be more tourists, but otherwise the area stays the same. He is very concerned about pollution. Solid waste disposal is okay and drinking water is okay
here. He wants small industry—clean industry—to offer more
jobs.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Richard Gore, Presiding Commissioner of Reynolds County
Route 1, Box 434
Ellington, Missouri

7/9/90

63638

Alfred Lorentz, County Commissioner
Reynolds County Courthouse
Ellington, Missouri 63638
Richard Gore is the youngest presiding commissioner in the state.
The major resource-based industries in the county, in order of
priority, are: #1 timber, #2 lead mining, #3 livestock farming,
#4 tourism, and #5 trucking.
Timber industry: A large percentage of logging is done on
government-owned land (Department of Conservation). The state
and federal governments own 44% of the land in the county. Some
out-of-state and larger timber companies (Kerr-McGee and Leo
Drey) own land in the county. The majority of timber sold is
from private land. The timber base is shrinking. Larger producers such as Leo Drey market on a 20-year rotation. The government clearcuts. Private individuals cut for short-term gain with
little planning for the future. Recent high prices have caused
overcutting in the private sector. Mechanization in the timber
industry has caused fewer timber-related jobs. Timber is not
being converted to pastureland to any extent. The soil in the
county is very poor.
County officials feel the PILT payments are adequate to replace
the lost tax revenue. They do not resent the government owning
44% of the land in the county.
Lead mining: Income generated by lead mining makes a big difference in the revised assessed valuation for taxes in the county.
There are several lead mines. Sarco mine produces $32 million
with their annual production. The lead mining is underground but
the commissioners feel there is no groundwater pollution caused
by the lead mines. There are tailings ponds on the surface. The
people of the county are concerned about quality of the groundwater. There is good cooperation between the county and lead
mines.
Farming:
cattle).
pasture.

This is almost entirely livestock farming (mostly
The soil is too poor for row crops but will support

Tourism: Lesterville is the city with the most tourism, but it
is slowing down with the passage of the ATV Bill (will keep ATVs
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out of the streams). Both men felt the bill was good and the
ATVs needed to be curtailed. They bemoan the loss of revenue to
the county, but they hope that family use will increase after a
period of time to replace the loss from ATV use. On any weekend
during the tourism season, the town of Lesterville (population
300) would have 10,000 ATVs and riders. The situation was
entirely unmanageable. On occasion an ATV would jump the streambank and land in a passing canoe. The officials were not against
ATVs but were against the way they were used.
Trucking: Quite an industry has developed around hauling the
products from the industries. For example, there are lead and
log haulers.
Land-based economic and lifestyle changes occurring over the last
50 years
Fifty years ago, 9 out of 10 families made their living on a
small farm. They were survival farms, producing almost everything the family needed to eke out a modest living. Today very
few are farmers, but this part of Missouri still ranks third in
the nation for number of small farms. The farms became larger
livestock farms, and farmers sowed permanent pasture which helped
stop erosion.
Timber also employs fewer people because heavy equipment replaces
the work of many men.
Today—two or more generations later—people are returning to
repopulate the homeplace, because they can come back now and get
jobs in industry. They once all had to go to the city to find
work.
The people who owned very much land and sold it to the government
went from "poor to rich" overnight.
Today there is a larger retirement community developing in the
county, mostly natives who worked their entire life, away from the
area and have come "home" to retire. Having a growing retirement
population poses additional problems for county officials to
face. The closest stores of any size (Wal-Mart) are 30 miles
away. Doctors and other health care professionals are also far
away.
The county is facing its the third generation of welfare recipients. It is easier to get welfare in Reynolds County than in
other counties. Welfare has become a chosen lifestyle for many
people, passed on to the next generation. This affects the
numbers available in the work force in Reynolds County. There
are a handful of good-paying jobs, and the rest are low-income
jobs. Farmers, merchants, and other employers cannot find
workers to fill the low-paying labor jobs because welfare pays
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more. The mines pay $12/hour and everyone thinks they should
earn this much.
The trend is for most young people to leave the area for better
jobs, especially if they are educated. Lots of low-paying jobs
in the county are hard to fill. People come in from outside the
county to fill these jobs. The retirement force is growing but
it is not a "work force."
Richard Gore does not feel that residents resent the government
ownership of land. The Forest Service is accepted the best, but
the Department of Conservation and the Department of Natural
Resources are not as popular. The Corps of Engineers is despised
because of the manner in which they took the land for Clearwater
Lake. Richard Gore's philosophy seems to contain wisdom about
the best manner in which government can work with the people in
the county. He says, "You can lead these people anywhere, with
patience, but you can't push them to do anything."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Don Hamilton, Chairman
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*
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Friends of the Buffalo River
1 Glenleigh Drive
Little Rock, Arkansas 72207
Mr. Hamilton said we might get better ideas from the National
Wildlife Federation. He's on the board of directors.
He has been in an urban area all his life. He has known the
Buffalo River for 30 years but he doesn't know the people well.
In the Ozarks, some who grew up and stayed there have no education. Some left and a few have come back in a retirement mode.
Others move in because they like the land.
Something needs to be done. There are conflicts in attitudes but
there is an overall positive attitude. Some people really
appreciate the river.
He just attended a seminar this weekend on water quality; the
Buffalo was put on the threatened list. The tributaries are
contaminated by cows. This increases the fecal coliform above
acceptable level on the Buffalo. How do you solve this?
He wants to see more tourism like Branson was in the early years.
It's ruined now.
His bottom line gut feeling is that MAB ought to be worth some
effort, but he wouldn't know how to proceed. National Scenic
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River was formed 20 years ago. It has been a slow adjustment.
There is controversy now over putting an access on the lower end
through the wilderness area. It's a big controversy.
He'd consider being on the committee, but he's in so many conservation organizations that he doesn't know if he has time. Others
may help. Neil Compton in Bentonville would be good to get on
the committee; he's in his 70s and retired (Box 209, Bentonville, AR 72712). Hubert Furguson is retired (Boxly Route,
Ponca, AR 72672). Harold Hedges (519A South Vine, Harrison, AR
72601). Sam Speers (Route 6, Box 120-H, Mountain Home, AR
72653). Steve Irby (1214 Heatherdown Trail, Mountain Home, AR
72653).
He wishes the people's efforts could be shifted to tourism rather
than trying to make a living off the poor-quality land.
*

*

*

*
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Teresa Hayes
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Newton County Wildlife Association
HCR 70, BOX 561
Jasper, Arkansas 72641
Kent Bonar
Newton County Wildlife Association
HCR 62, BOX 660
Deer, Arkansas 72628
I met Teresa and Kent while browsing in a local craft store run
by a craft cooperative. They began discussing local conservation
issues. I joined the discussion and took the opportunity to
interview them.
They are very upset about the clearcutting that the Forest
Service is doing in the area. They are opposed to any type of
clearcutting. They feel the Ozark National Forest does not use
the best forest management practices. They feel the Forest
Service does not listen to the conservation and environmental
constituents. That's why the Wildlife Association is important
and is serving a role in effecting change.
A copy of the Newton County Wildlife Association brochure contains other issues of concern to them.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Bob Hitzhusen
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Missouri Farm Bureau State Office
P.O. Box 658
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
The Missouri Department of Agriculture produces the Missouri Farm
Facts Annual. Missouri is second only to Texas in the number of
farms. Almost half of a farm family's income comes from non-farm
sources. Retirement income subsidizes the farms. Farmers are
committed to the land. Very little government subsidy in cattle.
Dairy is subsidized—not a direct check to the farmer, but if
they end up with surpluses, the government will purchase those
products.
The Missouri Department of Agriculture is committed to finding
value-added industry—for example, using corn to make ethanol.
Timber industry: Farmers don't view their trees as a crop.
Agriculture committee lets the Department of Conservation and
professional foresters do the education about timber. Need to
make a link between agriculture and timber. This is The "Show Me
State": you must show me more than once that something will
work.
Value-added hay: Need to develop more of a cash crop. An
infrared hay-testing device tells the percent protein and quality
of the hay. Alfalfa is grown in Howell and Butler Counties.
Native warm-season grasses: there is a market for the seeds, instate and nationwide. CRP land, wildlife projects, and the
Department of Conservation all need the seeds. Need better
management for pasture; it can be overgrazed and susceptible to
erosion.
Missouri has a one-tenth of one percent sales tax for the soil
and water conservation fund. Half goes to soils and half goes to
parks. The program is run by a commission.
His goal is to try to come up with better ways to help the
southern Missouri counties.
Cattle: the processing industry is lost in Missouri. They have
one hog processing plant but all others are gone. Processing is
going to states where cattle are fattened, such as Nebraska.
Also cattle processing is very specialized, technical, and
capital-intensive. Not suitable for southern Missouri.
Coordination: SCS tried to get working group on range management. Need money to get people to do it the better way.
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Don Holman, Presiding Commissioner of Howell County
HCR 66
West Plains, Missouri

*

*
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65775

Industries: truck body plant, Emerson Electric, auto engine
remanufacturer, Bruce Flooring, small electric engine manufacturer, furniture manufacturer, boat manufacturer in Mountain
View, Angelica Clothing, International Shoe, Mountain View
Fabricating, Garnet Wood, pallet maker, charcoal plant, Smith
Flooring at Mountain View.
#1 Timber and wood products—employs the most people and involves
the most money; includes cutters, haulers, skidders. (Check with
Extension Service for more information.)
#2 Agriculture—largest is cattle; dairy employs lots of manhours on farm; more money from farms than all wood products but
employs fewer people.
#3 Manufacturing.
#4 Not much tourism.
Changes: Donovan has grown drastically in the last 24 years in
population and economy. Lots of industry. In agriculture, 20
years ago this was the feeder pig capital of the world. Now
there are more cattle and fewer hogs. Howell County, Missouri is
second in cattle only to Texas. Howell County has most livestock. Green County might be equal. Timber industry has grown,
pallet industry has grown, and also charcoal. No more charcoal
permits are given because of air pollution. All this area used
to be prairie grass. All knew this was prairie. 55 years ago
the trees were huge. 50 to 60 years ago the lots were cleaned up
by small farmers, and are now growing up in trees.
Forest Service: The citizens have mixed feelings—pretty good
relationship, some good, and some bad. The biggest gripe is
clearcutting.
State: Owns quite a bit of land—White Ranch, Peck Ranch, and a
small part of Doane Ranch is in Howell County.
More people are staying in West Plains, but county-wide the
people are leaving. He has five kids. They have all moved away.
Population increase is from retirement. They come because of the
lower crime rate and better tax rate. These people never before
lived in Missouri. As population grows, the crime rate grows.
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The retirees are called a "mailbox industry" because of the
retirement checks. Hospitals are gearing up. Three more floors
($15 million) have been added to the local hospital. They've
added a stress unit and a cancer unit. Retirees build new homes
but increase the need for law enforcement and upkeep on county
roads. Three large nursing homes in Willow Springs, Mountain
View. There are several small boarding homes. Westview Nursing
Home has some apartments where meals are served but residents
have apartments. There are new low-income high-rises for the
elderly. There is a home-care business for the elderly.
More industry is needed county-wide. Industrial park is proposed
for Pomona. They have an airport at the industrial park but need
to get water and sewer moved there.
He has not heard of any endangered species or natural areas in
the county.
They're working on the solid waste problem through a regional
solid waste disposal plan. They are also surveying hazardous
materials (location, quantity, and how to handle it). Handlers
could be fined if not reported in the future. Planning agencies
are positive.
The county needs more room in the courthouse or jail; also more
money for bridge replacement. They need a stronger road and
bridge department, and a stronger law enforcement department.
Solid waste from hogs is a problem. Department of Natural
Resources say you can bury tires, but can't burn them. DNR
doesn't say what to do with them. There are dumps of used tires
on roads. Tire company rents U-haul under a fictitious name and
leaves truck full of tires abandoned. 42 tires were dumped on
county road at one time. Can't recycle rubber because they are
mixed with synthetics, nylon, steel, etc. He is very unfamiliar
with what the natural resource agencies do. If locals have to
pay a fee they'll still dump unlawfully. They don't use trash
haulers.
Sewage treatment will require county zoning.
over the county's dairy farms.

There is no control

Howell County is a "third class" county, rated on the basis of
population, assessed value, and economic depression. The county
board does not have authority to make any rules. They can only
administer what the county says they can. Carter County was the
only fourth class county in the state, and now it's a third class
county. Springfield and Green County are second class; St. Louis
and Kansas City are first class; Jefferson City is second class.
County zoning could be forced on first and second class counties.
If they wanted county zoning in Howell County, it would take a
vote of people. Salary of elected officials is set by the State.
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Terry Horton

7/9/91

Arkansas Wildlife Federation
7509 Contrell Road
Little Rock, Arkansas 72207
The Federation has a lot of members who live near the Buffalo and
are interested in the Buffalo National River.
The biggest environmental concern is how to keep the animal waste
(cattle, hogs, and especially poultry) from polluting the
streams, including the Buffalo. That is coupled with great
economic depression in the area. They have a Water Watch program
in which citizens monitor a particular stream segment and report
problems they see. They have developed a list of streams facing
threats. The citizens especially watch these. There is a very
strong Poultry Federation and Farm Bureau. If the latter is
successful at continuing pollution, the Wildlife Federation has
lost a major battle. There is a need to change the political
climate in Arkansas to be more receptive to environmental concerns. Many people have been working on it for years. Finally
they have had good success in the legislature. The issues he is
involved with are state and federal. He doesn't deal with county
issues or county judges.
A second problem is with the mining operations on the Current
River. He thinks the violators should be given a stiff fine so
they'll pay attention and comply with the law.
He is skeptical whether the MAB Program will work. He is supportive of the concept. He is a "professional meeting-goer." More
meetings and another report will not change anything. The
political climate must be changed on each issue. The group needs
to have the backing of the county judges and the legislature to
implement the process. The committee needs a lot of actionoriented goals outlined in a step-like progression. His skepticism is borne out by the Delta Commission's $3 million study
which was completed one year ago. In one year nothing has been
accomplished beyond the report. He will believe it will work
when he sees something accomplished. He is fearful that a lot of
people's time will be wasted. He has no desire to go to more
meetings.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Kenneth Jefferson, County Judge

3/8/91

Marion County Courthouse
Yellville, Arkansas 72687
Major sources of income:
(1) Tourism is a major industry in Marion County: $15 million
per year. Total retail taxable sales are $60 million.
(2) Retirement is a spin-off of tourism. People retire and move
here; retirees bring certificates of deposit, cash to build
houses, and money to buy land. This supports the tax base for
schools. The retirees bring a positive economic influx into the
area. They are educated CEO types, moving here to get away from
trashed-out ecology, traffic, etc.
(3) Clean industry—so that youth can stay in the area—like
Ranger Boats and Norge Electronics. He is opposed to industry
that would spoil the land.
(4) Cattle, row crops, sheep, horses.
Common denominator: we have to keep it the way it is or we lose
tourism. People come to see the scenery. Crooked Creek has the
best smallmouth bass in the region. We must take care of that.
What do we need most in the county?
Better roads and bridges.
Need more money for that. We can help figure that out. We have
800 miles of roads and $800,000 to deal with them. The bridges
are too old, etc. We need lots more money.
Has there been much land use change?
Some farmland has been
converted to subdivisions. Some farmland has been converted back
to wildlife. There probably has been an increase in grassland.
It's hard to make a living here. A lot of county judges are
strong on the desire to build industry. He's stronger on getting
roads and bridges. We also need a better state road system.
Arkansas legislators just funded a new road program.

How do citizens

view the agencies

on the steering

committees?

Not too many people are supportive of the National Park Service
because of the condemnation used to acguire land. A generation
must pass before they forget. His dad is a minister. He was
taught that we are stewards of land for a short time. NPS could
help by being more flexible. The park superintendent is trying
to listen. Judge Jefferson is on the National River committee.
The Arkansas Game and Fish commission is very good. He brags on
them. Working hand-in-hand in partnerships. The ramp project
(on Bull Shoals) was state, federal (Corps of Engineers), and
county (Dingel-Johnson funding). Marion County road commission
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is doing the labor. Partnership, teamwork, and cooperation is
leadership. He was author and promoter of the ramp project.

Do you have any threatened

or endangered species

in the

county?

The Ozark big-eared bat is the only one he has heard of. He
personally does not care much about endangered species, but he's
glad that other people are watching out for them. If God put
them here for a reason, he doesn't want to be the one to destroy
things and mess up the "Big Plan."

Do the people here have a sense of place?

Do they identify

with

the Buffalo
River?
They do not have a true sense of place. His
relatives date back to 1800. In 1835 Marion County was formed.
When he went to the Navy, he learned to appreciate what they
have. Folks who live here don't appreciate what they have in
terms of natural resources. Outsiders appreciate the area more.
This is a great place to live. You don't have to lock up your
house, car, etc. We have four distinct seasons—this gives
people a change.

Have the culture

and way of life

changed in the last

25-50

years?

The way of life has changed dramatically. He is only 38 but he
hears stories from the older folks. Politics need a two-party
system. We have a good, strong middle class. 35 years ago we
had a poor class and a wealthy class: a few controlled everything. This included natives and non-natives. When the people
became more financially comfortable, they became free-thinkers
and made their own decisions. Improving the economy helps in
many ways. Years ago they felt powerless to influence anything
because one person controlled everything.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

Herman Kelly
See Lloyd Rainbolt.
*

*

*

*

*

Don Kohler, State Representative
State Capitol Rm 115-E
Jefferson City, Missouri

7/8/91

65101

Shortly after the beginning of the interview, Representative
Kohler became opinionated and almost hostile because he perceived
that I was a college student from Southern Illinois University
doing a study on river use. (He had been sent a letter and
information packet but apparently had not read the material or
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had forgotten its contents.) When I was able to convince him
otherwise, he began to listen as I explained who had hired me and
what I was trying to accomplish.
He pointed out that many people in the Missouri Ozarks would have
over-reacted in a negative fashion—as he had—and would not
really listen to the presentation because they are already
prejudiced against "government helping" and "the environment."
He said there is a delicate balance between protecting the
environment in the Missouri Ozarks and making a living.
He would like to "see all the jobs he could for the people there,
but only certain kinds of jobs that will not spoil the environment." He thinks that for people to really accept and understand
what MAB is about, we need a visible project for people to see
how it would work. As an example, he suggested the committee
could work with Representative Garnett, who is in the wood
industry, to come up with an environmentally safe economic
development project in this area. As the project is successful,
people could be educated to the fact that the MAB Program helped
make this possible.
One big problem in the area he represents is they do not have the
work force. There are many third and fourth-generation welfare
recipients. There is a group of people who don't want to work.
$1.4 million goes out in aid to Shannon County and $2.2 million
in Carter County. Carter County's unemployment rate in June was
13%, one of the highest in the state.
A positive economic development problem to work on is creating
available work for the high school graduate or college graduate
who does want to stay in the area. Semi-skilled and skilled jobs
are hard to find, and the young people are forced to move away.
They need something other than service jobs which cannot support
a family. One successful example of this is the three small
manufacturing plants in the area (machine shops). They produce
parts for McDonnell Douglas and others. The plant in Alton
trains the boys right out of high school and pays $18/hour
starting salary. They work three shifts a day. It works well
for the employee and the small business.
There is a need for higher-technology jobs. Low-interest loans
for some of the college graduates to start business may be
helpful. The state legislature has gotten teachers salaries up
in southern Missouri so that more young people can stay there as
teachers, but only a limited number of teachers are needed. He
helped to accomplish the salary increases for teachers.
Environmental problems that MAB could address are the controversy
about mining on Forest Service land, the controversy about wild
horses, and making progress with sewer systems.
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Education about the local environment has helped. Twenty years
ago no one would think of bringing their beer cans home in the
boat. People always threw them in the river. Now many people
wouldn't think of throwing them in the river.
He thinks we will have to be very careful when talking with
people and proceeding with MAB especially since the Natural
Streams Act. People think it will be brought back in another
form. People are very wary of the government which took their
land and put restrictions on them. The people will be very
skeptical of any government program or government person who
says, "I'm from the government. I'm here to help." You can't
push these people or cram anything down their throats. They need
to know the facts and decide on their own. They can be led if
informed. He would like to help by providing any kind of information he has available. He would be happy to talk about MAB
again or do whatever he can to help.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Jack Linahan, Superintendent

7/3/91

Buffalo National River
P.O. Box 1173
Harrison, Arkansas 72601
His goal is to have more research on the resources, air quality,
water quality, and vegetation using expanded GIS mapping. One
person at the University of Missouri is being hired to do GIS on
the two scenic rivers. Another goal is to enlighten the public
about their responsibilities and the joint responsibilities of
the public and the agencies for natural resource and human
resource protection. They are running programs for schools that
range from snakes to air quality. These programs are well
received. To reach the adult population, they give talks to the
chambers of commerce, Rotary Clubs, etc.
The Buffalo National River Commission started locally to try to
direct what the agency does. The National River has turned the
group around to become a positive force. Their goal is getting
people to grasp what the agency is trying to accomplish.
Environmental problems: Water quality, land clearing, dairy
farming, hog farming, and development impacts. They are addressing these questions by raising the population's sensitivity to
the resource and how they are affecting it.
He is looking forward to getting the MAB cooperative established.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Alfred Lorentz
See Richard Gore.
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Edmund Luther
See R.C. Alexander.
*

*

*
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Raymond Lynn
See Clyde Turner.
*

*

*

*

*

Randall Mathis, Director

8/26/91

Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology
P.O. Box 9583
Little Rock, Arkansas 72219
There is value in the ideas of MAB. You can't get too much
communication. The Agricultural Extension Service has a staff
member help educate the local people about solid waste.
He would be in favor of anything that would help people communicate better and would educate the public.
He would like a staff person, John Giese, to be his representative on the committee. He wanted to know who to contact about
this. I suggested he call Dave Foster.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Doug McClelland, Office Manager

3/8/91

Crooked Creek Resource Conservation and Development
Commission
P.O. Box 307
Yellville, Arkansas 72687
Nine counties are covered by this RC&D's coordinator, who is
Lindsay Carter (741-8600). The Marion County steering committee
is newly organized. It met once to discuss the concept of RC&D.
They keep eyes open in the county to see where rural situations
can be developed. Ideas are brought before the committee to be
funded. The county office reviews grant applications, prioritizes them, and sends them to the Area RC&D office. The first
project is working on dry hydrants. If they can get these in
local ponds, they could cut down fire insurance. They get
$600,000 from the state for the materials. RC&D finds locations
and installs them with volunteer labor. They're working with the
county judge on the project. Another project is renovation for
Yellville*s school ground. They want to build a nature trail
which is accessible to handicapped and elderly persons.
The area used to be a prairie. They want to have prairie demonstrations. Extension Service used their landscape designer to
plan it.
County judges and local people have supported the RC&D strongly.
Stone County RC&D area coordinator is Doug Butts (in Batesville,
793-6550). That area has been set up longer. Secretary is Elda
Franks.
He has set up workshops for timber industry. Marion County could
get a cedar woodworking shop set up here. The RC&D's Arkansas
forestry committee chair is Chris Wyatt (449-4800). He helps
private citizens in Marion County and neighboring areas. Office
is off Highway 202. Doug says the forest can produce more. Much
hardwood is scrub, which can be used for pulp and paperwood.
He's interested in helping with our information. He knows all
the sawmill owners.
Lots of cattle and pasture here. North Arkansas Community
College at Harrison. Do they have a class for butchers? Could
do local butchering. Need a meat market to process meat "from
start to finish."
Lots of poultry industry with McClain Farms started in 70s. Con
Agra furnishes the birds. All turkey. Getting chickens in this
area soon. Taken to Huntsville for processing. Can't let litter
pile up. Con Agra has a farm plan developed with the SCS. They
require dead pits for dead birds. At Green Forest, Tyson has a
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chicken-processing plant (east of Harrison). Tyson has hog farms
in Boone County. Five or six dairy farms in Boone County. Talk
to Searcy County SCS (Sid Wrance, 448-3184). Lots of dairy and
swine farming in Searcy County; used to be strawberry growing.
Marion County used to grow watermelons.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

G. Tracy Mehan III, Director
Missouri Department of Natural Resources
P.O. Box 176
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
Director Mehan sent me a letter dated August 30, 1991, which is
quoted in the following two paragraphs:
Thanks for the opportunity to comment for your Biosphere
Reserve Feasibility Study. I am very supportive of the
effort to establish an Ozark Highlands Biosphere Reserve.
As director of Missouri's environmental protection agency I
can say, as have many of the local leaders in your draft
report, that there are a number of important environmental
problems we all wish to deal with. I also know that the
Ozarks is a broadly diverse area that holds a tremendous
proportion of Missouri's natural diversity — much of which
is being diminished or lost for want of research, management, or interest. Those of us within DNR who have been
associated with your project very much hope that it will
indeed become an effective vehicle for improving natural and
economic environments in ways that keep its unique natural
and cultural heritage alive.
Given that the research, management, and interpretive
efforts in state parks have for many years been setting the
stage for just such a program as this, I hope that we can do
more than provide written support as the Biosphere Reserve
develops. I would like to see some of our key parks, where
years of management have actually reestablished representative cores of Missouri's original natural diversity,
become active demonstration or research sites associated
with the proposed Ozark Highlands Biosphere Reserve. They
have large cores actively preserving regionally representative natural landscapes; abundant community contacts and
outreach programs already in place; and an interpretive
staff, programs, and visitor centers available to help. In
fact, your program is enlarging on the same concepts we have
been working toward for years, so I hope we could prove an
asset in furthering mutually beneficial goals.
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B.H. Rucker, Chief of Historic Sites, was asked by Director Mehan
to call me for an interview. He grew up in the Ozarks and knows
a great deal about the land, history, and people.
Mr. Rucker thinks that MAB has the potential to work. We may
have difficulty finding people to serve on the committee. We
need to find some people from the original culture to serve on
the committee, and they will be hard to find. He knew a logger
that they took to Washington to testify for the Irish Wilderness.
Mr. Rucker would be an excellent resource person to be on the
committee.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

John Miller, State Representative
P.O. Box 436
Melbourne, Arkansas

*

*

*

*

*

3/9/91

72556

This is his 33rd year in the legislature. He sponsored the
scenic rivers bill and legislation that protected the White River
from sand and gravel production.
A scenic area commission does not mean money; it is designed to
make people aware of how important scenic areas are. A scenic
area commission will help them set up and promote scenic areas.
The region's greatest asset is tourism, but tourism alone can't
improve the economy. They have tried to get industry in. Also
supported locating a prison at Calico Rock.
All agencies are helping clean the environment. His son serves
on the Game and Fish Commission and served 7-8 years on Arkansas
Forestry Commission.
Getting the word out: He worked hard to develop Ozark Folk
Center. Ozark Regional Commission is a group of citizens. He's
always had good cooperation from the steering committee agencies.
Biggest hinderance is not having good roads. Roads are crooked,
steep, and cause motion sickness. The legislature really needs
to try and do more to get better roads. This area needs major
attention.
Several years ago an ad-hoc group was formed to promote a toll
road; they got a feasibility study done. A road from Brunswick,
Georgia to Kansas City through Batesville and Mountain Home was
planned about 1958. They raised about $10,000, hired a consulting firm from Memphis. Then tried to get Congress to make an
appropriation. Some state highway money was appropriated, but
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haven't been able to get federal funding. The roads aren't just
for tourism but also for transportation of farm products.
He's now promoting an east-west road (U.S. Route 412) that goes
into Tulsa. That would help.
MAB would be good even if just to get people working together.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

Russell Mills, State Conservationist

*

8/28/91

Soil Conservation Service
555 Vandiver Drive
Columbia, Missouri 65201
Russell Mills was unavailable for an interview; but Pat Wolf,
Deputy State Conservationist, spoke with me.
MAB sounds good to Wolf. A foraging grassland resource project
sponsored by the RC&D would lend itself well to MAB. Grassland
is a wasted resource. Farmers could gain money by better management of grassland. This project focuses on managing animals by
moving animals to different paddocks frequently. Project divided
40 acres into paddocks. They raised 54 0 pounds of beef to the
acre. Grazing is an industry that's suited to the land. The
people are used to it.
Missouri Rural Innovation Institute (known as M R U ; phone 314882-5859) is statewide and is housed at the University of Missouri. It is operated on foundation grants. It focuses on the
kinds of things we're talking about. Russell Mills is on the
committee. Jim Preston is in charge of MRU. Vicki Wilson is
Deputy Director. SCS would like to be part of the committee; a
citizen from the RC&D council may attend. RC&D has hired a
marketing utilization specialist, at the Houston RC&D office.
This is cooperatively funded by RC&D, Forest Service, and Missouri Department of Conservation. A new person is in charge of
the Houston office, Lisa Ruller (417/967-4188) . She is the RC&D
coordinator.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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John C.F. Morris, Presiding Commissioner of Dent County

7/9/90

Ozark Heritage Tourism Association
Jodwin, Missouri 65501
The Lower Mississippi Delta Commission produced a massive report
called The Delta Initiatives
on May 14, 1990. This report will
provide some good information (7777 Walnut Grove Road, Memphis,
TN 38119; 901-753-1400).
Economy: Agriculture—cattle. Timber-cutting used to be for
charcoal but is now moving to wood furniture forms. Locally
owned timber and national forest. John Powell (not in this
county) owns 18,000 acres south of here. Leo Drey owns thousands
of acres of managed forest. Complaints of mismanagement of
timber in general. Land conversion is on a small scale. Less
now than 15 years ago because farmers can't afford to clear land.
Tax laws make it difficult to own land—can't pay taxes. Too
little rain, thin soil. Tourism here. No mining. Ozark Heritage Region (1-44, Sullivan to Fort Leonard Wood and south to
Arkansas line and to Poplar Bluff). Tourism is 11-13% of total
income.
Changes over last 50 years: In the past, there were small farms
and the economy was very diversified—dairies, apple orchards,
cheese, an apple processing plant, railroad tie production, iron
ore mining, businesses in the center of town. Used to be small
surface mines. Farmers used to dig out iron in winter. Brought
iron from northern Oregon County, cut timber to provide heat for
smelter. Shut down at time of Great Depression. Population
moved away. Now small farms are not viable economic units; can't
keep people on farms. People went to World War I and World War
II. They didn't retire. In 1963 they got phones. Gladden,
Jodwin, and other small towns dotted the landscape. Now there is
no reason to have these towns. Younger people leave; this is
true for the entire 14-county area. Two kinds of people who
stay: sons and daughters of previous wealth who return to run
businesses, and those who don't have the wealth and stay and work
for the wealthy.
50 years from now: Area will loose its identity entirely and be
a part of larger area. When there is no longer a reason for a
town, it dies or molds to a new reason to exist. The attraction
is really to get close to the University of Missouri at Rolla.
A sad thing—people who prevent progress and believe they're
preserving life for their children. They are actually driving
the children elsewhere. Can't keep yesterday. Shannon County
has no tax base.
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People do know about the biological diversity. This attitude was
not here 5 years ago. Ozark National Scenic Riverways began as
an attack to protect the Current River from being dammed. Not
enough policing on the ONSR. Local people are not doing the
despoiling. Locals are awakening to the fact that resources are
finite. Example: opposition by people to county who wanted to
buy a site for a large landfill in the northeast counties. Could
dispose of old rifle shells, household ammunition at this landfill. Locals were concerned that this would harm the land.
People were genuinely concerned, so the industry backed out.
The real ecological damage occurred in 1920s from logging the
hills. Soil washed into rivers.
Relations
Engineers
yet up to
different

between agencies couldn't be better. The Corps of
and Mark Twain Forest, etc. work together. Corps not
where other agencies are, but they come from a very
background.

Ozark Heritage Tourism Association sets goals for each year.
Those leading believe the economic situation is important. There
is a danger that people seeing need for jobs will take any kind
of industry. Missouri has big holes in laws that regulate what
you can and can't do. Counties south of Missouri River are
isolated and have poor roads. Not much planning and zoning. No
county-wide zoning. Town of Salem got zoning two years ago. If
there's not a state law to prohibit an industry, the industry
will locate somewhere else if it can't locate in Salem. Goal of
Association: recreation, travel, retirement—ensuring a nice
place to visit, a great place for outdoor recreation and to
retire. There is some success with the association. Need to
repopulate the area with people that have the same environmental
values as the local residents. They don't want people to come
here to exploit the land.
Real estate business people say the majority of sales are to
retired people moving back to the homeland or an area like the
place they grew up. Lumberyards are thriving because of the new
homes that retirees build. We need to give up chasing after
smokestacks. Attract people who bring money with them. Can
prove statistically the added value of attracting people (tourists) outweighs industry.
MAB: The people's initiative was smothered by factories coming
in. Local people need to do it themselves. Will MAB be the
"factory God" again?
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Eric Morse, Supervisor

8/26/91

Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
P.O. Box 180
Rolla, Missouri 65401
He had read the draft of the feasibility study and had Bill Alden
bring his comments to the August 22 meeting. He is supportive of
the program and very aware of the details of the committee's
efforts.
He still has a concern about the fact that within the Forest
Service organization there is a lack of direction on MAB. There
is no MAB representative for the Forest Service in Washington.
There is no direction given as to how the research branch should
interact with the administration on biosphere reserves.
The committee needs to be a problem-solving body rather than a
philosophical body. If the committee doesn't get down to doing
something very quickly, the county commissioners will not have
the time and patience to participate. Likewise the Forest
Service will lose interest.
He thinks that the Illinois Ozarks should not be included in this
MAB project because of the different political climate in Illinois. Most of the land that would be included in Illinois is
Forest Service land. The Shawnee National Forest is embroiled in
controversy on both sides of the timber issue. The Shawnee's
problems could ruin the whole effort.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ronnie D. Murphy, State Conservationist

*

*

*

*

*

7/12/91

Soil Conservation Service
5404 Federal Building
700 West Capital
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
He has been in Arkansas since April, so he is still learning the
area. I gave him a lengthy explanation of the MAB program and
asked if he had any experience with MAB.
He was rather excited by my explanation because it is very close
to the work he has recently completed. For the last 9 months he
has been on the Mississippi Delta Commission working in Memphis
at the request of a Congressman. He wrote the environ-55-

mental/natural resources part of the report, but his background
is in economics and rural development.
He says that this is very much what the SCS and RC&Ds are putting
their efforts into. He mentioned that some of their employees
are working with sawmill operators to find better markets for the
logs. The same wood sells for less in Missouri than in Arkansas
because Missouri markets are not developed.
He sees the main catalyst for our efforts relative to economic
development to be the SCS, RC&Ds, and the Extension Service. We
need to work through these agencies. FHA has money to do some
things but doesn't get into the development aspect. We need be
sure not to compete with places like Branson, and we need to
decide how much the market can bear in any particular area. We
also need to bring in outside people and outside money, not
transfer money from one poor county to another.
Other models of interest include the Rockefeller Foundation. Fee
Buzbee is the head of it. In Little Rock, the Rockefeller
Foundation is making grants to develop leadership in the Delta.
The Rockefeller Foundation has funded a study called
Building
Constituency
in Arkansas by Freeman McKindra. In a nutshell the
study says that the people of Arkansas take a perverse view of
being at the bottom, but will fight you to stay there. It's like
the attitude "poor and proud of it." This is a very good study.
He is using it in working with his employees who deal daily with
this attitude in the local people.
It is very important that the steering committee work through the
Extension Office also. David Foster is head of Extension in
Arkansas and has only been there about 3 months.
We need to develop the leadership and work with what we have. We
can no longer expect large influxes of federal money into the
area. We can use our creative ability to find value-added
industry such as finding a profitable use for the poultry litter
produced in Arkansas. We can utilize the excess labor in southern Missouri to produce handcrafts and find a market for them.
No other group is attempting to do what we are attempting to do
in this region. The coordination and leadership the MAB promises
will be very useful. The Department of Agriculture is charged
with promoting rural development and his office will be glad to
help in any way possible.
The Delta Commission's report is being followed up at a low level
because there is no federal money. Each agency has been asked to
do a demonstration project. His office in cooperation with the
Governor's office is putting fire hydrants in each rural county
in Arkansas. Adequate fire protection was an identified need
that came to light in the report. The Governor is using Exxon
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"turn-back" money to do this. Another project SCS is trying to
attract is getting the at-risk students (about to drop out of
school) to work in agriculture for a period of time. Ray Bryant
at the Delta Commission office in Memphis (800/448-4189) can
update MAB committee members on other projects.
*
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John W. Murrell, Jr.
See Gene Swanson.
*

*
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*

*

Lynn Neff, Supervisor
Ozark National Forest
P.O. Box 1008
Russellville, Arkansas

7/2/91

72801

He has been talking about MAB in the Ozarks for 3 years. He has
been with the Forest Service 20 years, mostly in the West. The
National Park Service and the Forest Service don't agree on
philosophies, and sometimes they are not nice to each other.
The Ozark National Forest has several thousands of acres in
preservation including wilderness areas, special management
areas, and research natural areas. They have a wilderness area
advisory commission. The Ozark National Forest has 1.2 million
acres; 700,000 acres have some form of use and it's sustainable.
You don't need to preserve all acres.
There is a push for environmental education and interpretation.
On seven districts, 16 demonstration areas are in place. An
overriding concern of public land managers is that more land will
be preserved. When you begin talking about MAB, a few agencies
can create a biosphere reserve and it's done. But there's no
point unless the counties and state agree with the idea.
The Ozark National Forest studied all rivers—16 at one time—for
inclusion in the Wild and Scenic Rivers category. Lots of people
want federal government to go away. They don't want any designation. They are still ready to shoot people over condemnation of
the Buffalo. The Forest Service does cost-sharing challenge
grants on roads. The first county road in Newton County was
paved through a Forest Service challenge grant.
The Buffalo River watershed is 800,000 acres. The National River
is a narrow ribbon up and down the river, with lots of activi-57-

ties. The Ozark National Forest has lots of land that would
qualify as a core area. They are full partners with the others
in MAB and it makes sense for their land to be included as part
of the core. In the 18 counties on the Ozark, they have agreements with most county judges and sheriff's departments.
The Ozark National Forest needs better public recognition of
questions related to sustainability, rather than preserving
everything. MAB is a way to bring people together to facilitate
cooperation, research, and education. Demonstration is a key—to
end up with something that might help people. He is opposed to
the negative "preserve everything" mentality. It's a good idea
to bring people together and coordinate on research and technology transfer.
Farm runoff from chickens and hogs is an important problem to
consider. A subgroup of the farming community that would be
supportive are the organic farmers. They are a growing force and
are knowledgeable, good people. They are in it for economic
reasons. They are not opposed to pesticides but can get $2.50
for a dozen ears of organically grown corn and 80 cents for
regular corn. They are becoming more vocal. They are mostly
good people—a few radicals. Problem is to understand sustainability. Lori Cook has a degree in rural sociology; she was from
Stone County, now in Fayetteville. In the late 1960s and early
70s, the back-to-the-earth people began organic farming here. At
the Buffalo Ranger District in Jasper, the Ranger is George
Rogers (501/446-5122 or 2228) ; he has done organic farming and
knows the people who are involved.
The biggest environmental concerns have high visibility: anticlearcutting, water quantity, and water quality. Can't separate
the national forest from the issues. After management for 80
years, the Ozark National Forest has the last clean water in the
state. Coordinated research on groundwater and surface water may
help solve problems.
Money: Tight budget times. MAB may help to get funding, but
it's more likely to be a drain. It will take money to purchase
and construct monuments that say "MAB." Writing reports, attending coordinators* meetings all take time and could be a drain.
He hopes that doesn't happen and MAB could be a positive force.
The Southern Appalachian MAB Cooperative may be able to teach us
things they have learned and mechanisms they have created to help
with our multiple federal and state agencies approach. They are
struggling with their MAB program. Groups need to work by
consensus of issues of common ground.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

Jim Nesbitt, Director of Farm Bureau Council

3/12/91

Stone County Farm Bureau
710 Northeast Main Street
Mountain View, Arkansas 72560
There is one active grade A dairy farm in the county; 2 or 3
grade C dairy farms. Had a buy-out a few years ago, but there
never was lot of dairy farming here. Majority is poultry farming
with beef on some farms. 24 million broilers produced annually
in Stone County. Cleveland County a few more, but Stone County
is the largest producer. It's within top 10 in state. Searcy
County and others have more beef.
Problems: In an area that is sensitive to runoff, new activity
is composting birds and litter. SCS is working on this. Farmers
want to live by regulations if they are fair. Farmers have rules
and regulations about quality that they have to live with, but
they have no say in the rules. Litter management and dead bird
disposal are concerns. Need to get EPA talking with farmers.
They don't have many public meetings; if they do, they're far
away from the place affected. They have a different lifestyle
here than in Little Rock. Here people live with the land.
Farming families are same families for generations.
The way of life in farming has been under drastic changes.
Farmers deal with so much information—scientific documents.
It's a management job rather that labor job. Now it's management-intensive, and one needs more intelligence to run the farm.
Some farms have increased in size. People maintain culture
better here than in other places. Jim remembers lots about his
heritage.
People have a strong sense of place. They identify with the
hills and lands and Ozark atmosphere, not the county.
He doesn't want MAB. He doesn't trust government. Culture is
now lost on the Buffalo because of the National River.
There is increased interest in public comment. Management over
the past 30 years—they've done the wrong thing. They've planted
pine and taken away hardwoods. Jim is more interested in forest
management. Places that should never have been cleared have been
cleared.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

Jim Pickar, Coordinator

8/13/90

Resource Conservation and Development Commission
P.O. Box 747
Van Buren, Missouri 63965
Jim has been in Van Buren for five and one-half years.
Carter County has one of the highest unemployment rates at 8 to
9%. The state average is 4.5% to 5%.
Timber industry misuse: All that the absentee landowners want is
the check at the end of the job. They don't do a forest resource
plan. They just get someone to cut and get the money.
In past years in five counties there were more than 100 sawmills.
A few mills sell to Westvaco—it's the only market now. A new
use for fresh sawdust is to pelletize it for fuel. It is used in
specially made stoves. They have a $260,000 government grant
from Exxon "overcharge" funds. They have $200,000 to give
rebates on the woodburning appliance. They have no emissions,
EPA doesn't even rate them. $500 rebate on a unit bought and
installed in a primary residence. It will heat 1,700 to 3,000
square feet. The units cost from $1,000 to $3,000. They produce
no dust or dirt and less film than from burning propane. They
broke ground 2 weeks ago for a pellet plant in Houston. A
corporation may put one in West Plains. One exists north of Cape
Girardeau at East Perry in Frohna. The pellets are $3.50/bag and
$165/ton. The stove burns 40 pounds in 24 hours. The stove has
a temperature control. 41 counties are included in the project
area in Missouri. State of Missouri has $5/ton tax credit for
utilization of wood waste. Transportation is the largest problem. No railroads in three counties. There is a good work ethic
among the people, but .some want "pie in the sky."
Environmental problems: Sawdust has caused a water quality
problem. Trash along sides of roads. Need white goods collection service. 61% of the land area in county is owned by the
government, so lots of dumping occurs. No hog waste problems.
No row cropland per se but cattle and some "green graze" (pasture) . He is doing a demonstration on proper grazing and selection of forage plants on a private ranch in Ripley County using
native warm-season grass (big bluestem) and cool-season grasses.
Cattle growers used same methods for generations and required no
fertilizers.
How could he help? The gist of RC&D is resource and economic
development. Rural development overlaps with Extension Service
and Small Business Administration. RC&D has a non-paid volunteer
council of three people. One person is a representative of
county government or can be a person who reports back to county
-60-

government. The second person is from the local soil and water
boards. A third person is a-member-at-large. Local RC&D councils are eyes and ears and sounding boards. Someone could come
to a council meeting to talk about the MAB program.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Jerry Presley, Director

7/3/91

Missouri Department of Conservation
2901 West Truman Boulevard
P.O. Box 180
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
He has no experience with MAB. Other staff members are very
familiar. He supports the project and is involved in funding it.
If he didn't support it, he would not have funded it. He attends
the annual coordinator's meetings with other agencies. The
Department of Conservation funds many projects, and he can't keep
track of all of them. Other than that, he assigns a competent
staff person and relies on them. He looks forward to seeing the
results from the cooperative effort. He fully supports the
entire effort.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Lloyd Rainbolt, Presiding Commissioner of Shannon County
HCR 2, Box 98
Eminence, Missouri

*

7/9/90

65466

Dean Cox, County Commissioner
Herman Kelly, County Commissioner
Shannon County Courthouse
Eminence, Missouri 65466
Timber: Leo Drey (86,000 acres), Kerr-McGee, Missouri Conservation Department own the bulk. The companies let contracts and
cut year round. There is a local lumber company. A flooring
manufacturer in Birchtree has been there for years and works
several men.
Farmers: hay, cattle, sheep, no row crops (row cropland is
converted to hay land). Was once hogs but hog prices dropped.
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Tourism is main industry. In summer commercial canoeing under
permit from Ozark National Scenic River (ONSR). ONSR works lots
of people. They own within 2 miles of every small city limit.
Large farmers bought out little farmers. Years ago a family of
eight could make a living in a hollow and raise all their food.
Now most farmers are also working somewhere for a wage.
Young people have to go away to find employment. The log cutter's wage is $100 per day for younger men and $35 per day for
older ones.
Big farmers are able to keep growing crops. Smaller farmers (2030 acres) need to clean up the land and convert it to pasture.
People keep their roots here and move back when they retire.
Better timber now than 50 years ago.
There is a lead mine in Shannon County. A mine would be a source
of revenue if developed; would improve economic base of county.
The mine has no detrimental overall effect.
People don't like big people taking over.
like change.
Government attitude:
resent ONSR.

Old fashioned, don't

People accept the Forest Service.

Some

Need: Locals burned timber twice a year. Forest Service now
doesn't burn woods. Forest Service teaches a long-range view but
this is not an argument against burning.
Need more employment—factories. Transportation is a big
lem. It is so far to get products to market. There was
a T-shirt and garment factory.
Gravel mining is here.
Trail Rides—four times a year, people come from all over

probformerly
Eminence
U.S.

Businesses in town: Town florist, crafts from local area,
pottery, lumber, groceries, cafe, craft store, T-shirt and
souvenir shop. Ellington has a large, prosperous implement
company. Large Rexall drug, florist, lumber company, large
grocery, Farm Bureau.
Natural areas: Some people have an awareness of the rich biology. Most don't care, take it for granted. It takes age to see
the beauty that's been around all your life.
Wish: More industry, solid waste or recycling industry. Against
Natural Streams Act, too much fine print—local people need more
control. Utilize natural resources more, utilize sawdust and
-62-

waste products from timber industry, more farmers1 markets. Have
industry to keep kids here.
Big government: Cooperative. National Park Service has a public
relations problem but they're trying harder. Can lead the people
but not push. Clearwater Lake, the Arkansas Corps of Engineers
is okay. The Corps office in St. Louis has responsibility for
Wappapello Lake. People are used to going their own way and it
is hard for them to respond to land managers. Corps won't allow
people even to cross their land. Can't get rights-of-way to cut
their own timber. Forest Service is very cooperative. They
designated ATV trails and are responsive to people. State used
eminent domain to get Johnson's Shut-ins. Locals didn't want to
sell. State has hiking trails but doesn't want hunting and
running dogs on natural resources land. He can't see what damage
dogs could do.
Attitude toward MAB: Hold meetings to try to increase tourism.
People from Scenic Riverways, Conservation, could sit down and
talk about the problems. Scenic Riverways doesn't help Reynolds
County very much. Eminence and other areas profit the most.
Environmental problems: Solid waste—would like to see more from
state and federal government to help solid waste problem and
recycling. Department of Natural Resources has a lot to say
about solid waste. They think they're next to God. If they
don't help rural trash disposal, it won't be a pretty county.
They shut your landfills down and there's.nowhere to put the
trash. Trash is going 75 miles to a landfill. The rest is
dumped in woods and in streams. These industries (tourism) bring
a lot of people in. Today's lifestyle makes more trash.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

James Rhein, Director

*

*

*

*

*

*

3/11/91

Baxter County Farm Bureau
1424 Highway 62 Southwest
Mountain Home, Arkansas 72653
No row crops.
truckers.

U-pick berries. No truck farms that sell to

Cattle were raised on small family farms. Most people must have
other jobs to support the farm. Poultry employs lots of people
through preparers of feed mixes, truckers who haul turkeys to
processing plant, and laborers who take care of turkeys. Turkey
houses are mostly on cattle ranches. Turkey litter fertilizes
the pasture for the cattle. Smaller turkey producers sell litter
to cattle people. Not enough litter to go to all the farms.
-63-

McClain Poultry contracts with farmers who have their own farm
and operation. Individuals have contacts with them. McClain has
the house. Farmer supplies the feed and turkeys. West Arkansas
bags litter and sells it.
Mainly retirement and tourism is an industry here. Not many
farming problems.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Gerald Ross, State Forester

*

8/26/91

Missouri Department of Conservation
P.O. Box 180
2901 West Truman Boulevard
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
As State Forester, he has a much broader interest than solely
economic concerns. He is interested in public and private
forestry and the total forest community.
Many of the MAB objectives are already being dealt with in one
agency or another. If the agencies are carrying out their
programs and coordinating, there could be duplication of effort
with MAB. But MAB may help highlight the important things. He
doesn't know whether the approach will work unless MAB capitalizes on the non-traditional areas of emphasis.
Issues he sees: School support, county and city government,
solid waste, billboards, proper grazing and pasture management
(SCS is already involved here), and proliferation of dumping and
landfills.
The items in my introductory letter (see Appendix 5 of the
feasibility study) are not detractors from the quality of life,
but the above-listed things are. Need an analysis of the key
environmental issues and what the real impact is. People don't
see the big problems like Ft. Leonard Wood polluting Piney River.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

B.H. Rucker
See Tracy Mehan.
*

*

*

*

*
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John R. Sandridge
See Gene Swanson.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Charlie Santiff

*

*

*

*

8/14/90

Missouri Department of Conservation
P.O. Box G
Eminence, Missouri 65466
Santiff works in Shannon, Oregon, Ripley, and Carter Counties.
Businesses: #1 Tourism. #2 Timber. #3 Light manufacturing
(garment factories and Winona and Ellington cap factories). #4
Agriculture (mostly cattle).
Timber: Cut logs are run through one manufacturing process to
make lumber or railroad ties. Also quite a few secondary processing mills (e.g. pallets). Improvement—need more secondary
manufacturing processes. Missouri ships hardwood lumber out and
someone else uses it. People with initiative to do it aren't
here. The labor force is here (semi-skilled labor) and raw
materials are here. Flooring company takes lumber and remanufactures it into hardwood flooring. Sawdust piles—a few are
producing acid runoff in the watershed.
Lots of timber land conversion to pasture in the 1970s. When
timber and cattle prices are high, farmers may sell timber to pay
for land conversion. Timber tracts are 50% private, 35-40%
government, 10% large private (Pioneer Forest, Kerr-McGee, Huber
Corporation), including Shannon, Reynolds, Carter, Wayne, and
Iron Counties. Mills are small, local, private; loggers are all
local.
Department of Conservation gives assistance to private landowners, but they're not affecting more than 10% of what timber is
sold. A lot of the owners do not use the Department of Conservation's recommendations. They cut anything they can get. In
the 1930s land was all cut over, not leaving much timber. The
woods have gone through a period of fire protection and 50-60
years of resting; now it is being cut again. All same-age
timber, so it is cut all at once. May go 20 years with cutting
and then 30 years with no cutting. Timber prices are high
because it is sent overseas. Cutting timber down to 10-inch
diameter. Forests will come back as good quality. About 10% of
timber is affected by Department of Conservation; they never had
and never will have manpower to affect more. Landowners haven't
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come in and requested assistance. They've tried lots of ways to
encourage use of their services, such as tax incentives.
Problem: Much rough, steep ground.
small diameter trees.

Need to find ways to sell

Agricultural land: If ground is too steep, it reverts back to
timber; 20% of what has been cleaned up has reverted back. Most
cattle operations are done soundly (in west and south part of
county).
Tourism: Shannon, Reynolds, and Carter Counties are on the verge
of getting developed for tourism. People come to float but
there's nothing else to do. Not many restaurants or motels.
They have the trail ride and a rodeo (new construction). They
are ripe for more motels and need county zoning to control this
potential development. Zoning is not going to be taken well.
Forest Heritage Center—a few are trying to develop one. We need
MAB. A drive-in liquor store and tourist store, a water slide
were all put in without planning but they're not high enough
quality to attract people. Things that are substandard will
collapse, but the eyesore will still be there. River's Edge Bed
and Breakfast is nice. Advertized in Country Woman magazine.
It's full next year every weekend and most weekdays.
4,000 trail riders come to Eminence. No substantial effect on
river because they're here too short a time. People don't have
meetings here because there are no facilities. They bring in
port-a-potties but not enough.
Problem with solid waste is slowly getting worse: lots of dumps;
can't get rid of them because no trash service is available.
People would never vote in a tax levy for trash. Suggestion:
put dumpsters out at central points in county. Can't put landfills in sinkhole country. A "sheltered workshop" did recycling,
collected copper, aluminum, and paper. However, people didn't
bring it in, and there was no collection system and not enough
volume.
Problem with sewage. Towns have treatment facilities. Country
has septic systems. If more people lived rurally, it would be a
problem. Forest Service said spring water is contaminated.
Groundwater protection has to be high priority. People don't use
much pesticide.
Lead mining: Mining company asked to put 10-20 test holes on
Forest Service land south of Winona. Reason is so Forest Service
can see what they need to do to protect groundwater. Use test
holes to figure way to keep from polluting groundwater.
Retirement population: They need health care, hospital, ambulance. Most go to West Plains or Poplar Bluff for hospital.
-66-

They come here because it is less humid, higher hills, cooler
temperature, lots of shade. St. Louis, Springfield, and Kansas
City, some Memphis and Illinois influence is felt in the area.
Land $200 to $250/acre average; highest $300 to $400/acre.
Are there enough agency programs and dollars to spread out to
MAB? If agencies were doing their job well now, these problems
wouldn't be there. He'd rather see the agencies work better
within and between the agencies than see a new structure created.
Possibly MAB might force the agencies to sit down and have a
coordinated approach.
He is concerned that MAB may unintentionally bring more regulation to the area and hurt rather that help the small businessman,
farmer, or timber operator. Overall he sees it as a positive
idea, but has skepticism that it will work as planned.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ken Smith, Special Assistant to the Governor
for Natural and Cultural Resources

*

*

*

7/15/91

Office of the Governor
State Capitol
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
He was involved in the initial stages of planning MAB. The
concept and goal of MAB covering from the Boston Mountains to the
Springfield Plateau is good. His major concern in working with
the people is that every effort should be made to include the
local public. Make sure they know it is not a land grab, that
it's to preserve their way of life.
Have small committee meetings on the people's own turf. Agency
people need to be out of uniform. Contact them one-on-one as
much as is possible. Do this first before any public meeting.
Must get key supporters on board first. Public meetings should
put out information in a coarse fashion—not too detailed.
Quality of life means a lot to the people. It has to be a key
message. Most live there because they like the outdoors, clean
air, clean streams, and lack of fear of crime. Also they incorporate a responsibility to the land to maintain this. He could
help as a source of guidance.
Key environmental issues: Non-point pollution of groundwater is
the threat in the Ozarks. Loss of natural diversity is also a
threat. He'd like to see responsible forestry practiced, including a strong reforestation effort. Must include sound timber
management that reflects more of a respect for the land in
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keeping with the ecology and geography of the Ozarks. Many
places are not suitable for clearcutting. One source of nonpoint water pollution is the land application of chicken litter.
Best approach is to talk through the Farm Bureau and Cooperative
Extension Service office in each county. Family farms aren't
diabolically a problem to the MAB program. We're looking for
good land use. They're against any land management plan or
control.
Their key concerns are the right to farm even in more urban
areas, and no additional controls on family farms. Emphasize
cooperation.
The next step is to involve the community leaders such as sympathetic folks on county boards, mayors, judges, quorum courts.
These people should meet with the steering committee.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Lloyd Smith, Staff Officer
for U.S. Representative Emerson of Missouri
Federal Building
339 Broadway
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

*

6/12/91

63701

I explained the MAB program and gave examples of what could
happen. He thought it seemed very broad. He would work with the
people in the district. He would not be the initiator. He would
want us to work with the presiding county commissioner as the
representative for the people.
I asked his reaction to the project and what role his office
could play. He is very task-oriented, and this is such a broad
global concept. How would we actually go about making anything
happen on the ground? I explained my basic idea. He asked me to
send him a copy of the report when it is finished, and he asked
me to stop by and talk with him some more the next time I go
through Cape Girardeau. He would especially like to talk with me
after the ideas are all formulated.
Note:
*

This is something a Missouri committee member should do.
*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

Mark Soloman, Environmental Aide
for U.S. Senator Danforth of Missouri
U.S. Senate
249 Russell Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

8/26/91

MAB sounds like a great idea to him. So much of the industry of
the Ozarks is based on the land, scenery, and tourism. The
southern part of the state needs more economic development. The
value-added industries seem like a good idea.
He thinks Senator Danforth will be very supportive and wished the
committee well in its efforts. They would like to be kept
informed of the progress.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Sam & Phyllis Speers

*

8/28/91

Ozark Society
Route 6, Box 12OH
Mountain Home, Arkansas

72653

I talked with Phyllis. They are very interested in knowing more
about MAB, and they would like to be contacted as potential
committee members. I sent them a brochure on MAB. Phyllis
wanted to know in detail what she would do as a committee member.
I explained the committee as I have it outlined in the recommendations. They think it has great potential.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Lynn Spradley, manager
Dogpatch U.S.A.
Scenic Highway 7
Dogpatch, Arkansas

*

*

*

*

*

8/22/90

72648

The Scenic 7 Byways Partners includes the Corps of Engineers,
National Park Service, Ouachita National Forest, Ozark National
Forest, State Parks and Tourism, and timber industries (the road
goes through private timber lands). They formed the Scenic
Highway 7 Tourism Association. Arkansas Highway Department and
Chrysler are involved in this too. They have worked together and
produced a copy of the brochure and Chrysler put it in all the
new cars. Arkansas has six of the 66 scenic byways. The Forest
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Service initiated the program. John Archer, District Ranger at
Jessieville and his executive secretary. (Star Route 8, Box A,
Jessieville, AR 71949; 501-984-5313) were in charge.
They have been meeting since March. It's new but all are excited
about it. He never pictured Forest Service as a promotionoriented group. Frank Lewis is marketing coordinator for Scenic
7 Byways Partners. USFS has chosen to support Scenic Highway 7.
They are really positive. Bob Tabbext and Don Hurlbut in the
Russellville office (501-968-2354) coordinate for both the Ozark
and Ouachita National Forests.
This is Lynn's 16th year with Dogpatch. He started in 1971 while
in college. His degree is in park administration at Arkansas
Tech.
Goals: Clean up Highway 7 through Adopt-a-Highway with Arkansas
Highway Department and Forest Service adopting some stretches.
Tourism Association adopting sections also. Encourage members to
help clean up sections of the road. Pride in Highway 7 may
transfer to cleaning up yards and old cars and discarded white
goods.
A few people are meeting with the Governor to improve Highway 7,
but this is controversial. Governor supports a safe and compatible flow of traffic, so they created pull-offs and passing
lanes. Signs say, "Next 15 miles of Highway 7 are crooked and
steep." Scenic Highway 7 is in the top ten in the nation according to Car and Driver magazine. The State of Arkansas has to
take the initiative for upgrading the highway because it is a
state highway. The plan to upgrade the road is presentable and
it is compatible with the scenic designation. Tourism and timber
are not compatible on a road like this. There are certain places
on highway where we can make pull-offs without destroying the
landscape.
You have to ask and help people with yard clean-up, but you
cannot impose it on the people. The National Park Service could
have done things differently. His folks have lived here since
the mid-1800s and they have protected it. When lots of outsiders
are brought in, people destroy fences and gates.
Some people established a commune and that's when the drug
problem really escalated. Local people became suspicious of
everyone—even those who are legitimate.
Arkansas Department of Parks and Tourism believes in establishing
wilderness areas. Buffalo River is cleaner but not better off.
Maybe protection could have been done differently to avoid
condemnation. Facilities are built better because of government
money. He doesn't agree with the way it was done. It wasn't
necessary to take land and hay fields to achieve where we are
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today. Park Service doesn't hire a lot of local people. Employees are moved in. Park Service doesn't help the economy. $1
million payroll into the area but not paid to local people.
Could have trained local people to do the job. An example of how
interested people are in learning: at the town of Deer, 43
people enrolled in EMT training, 39 finished in 17 weeks; now
they work as volunteers with fire department. The Park Service
could have trained these people to work for the Park Service.
Partisan politics are strong.
No blacks in Newton County or other study counties. Ozarks are
white. It's hard to sell tourism in this area to blacks because
there are no blacks in the area. Only two blacks in Boone
County.
Most young people have moved away. His wife is a school teacher
and makes $20,500 with a Master's degree, could make $10,000 to
$15,000 per year more in Illinois or Missouri. Good educational
system and getting better, but there are no incentives to stay in
Arkansas in the form of salaries and bonuses.
Private citizens don't understand the government jargon.
It will take a real change in attitude on part of government to
develop sensitivity to feelings of the private citizen. Feelings
go back to culture. Government is not only taking away 80 acres
but taking away cultural history and way of life. I told him
about MAB.
Wilderness areas create mixed emotions, depending on whether its
from a business standpoint or a cultural standpoint. Government
condemns and takes the land. The government attempted to take
areas close to his home at Deer. Of people who voted for and
support the Scenic River, 98% never experienced the area. Lots
of folks have moved in and grow marijuana. The climate and other
factors are conducive to growing it. Forest Service trying to
spot it and stop it. Pulled 100 plants next to his farm. His
father had two barns burned because he turned people in. He
would not ride four-wheeler through woods this time of year
because of the marijuana growing.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

Danny Staples, State Senator

7/11/91

State Capitol Building
Jefferson City, Missouri

65101

Senator Staples initially was defensive and interrupted me by
saying that the people of his district did not harm the environment. I clarified that the call was not about them harming the
environment but rather utilizing the environment in a wise
manner, and that the agencies involved would like to assist in
the wise use for economic benefit to the people of his district.
He then quickly said he would be glad to meet with me or anyone
else at his office in Jefferson City. I was able to briefly
state a few sentences about MAB. He suggested that he set up a
meeting with Carl Koupal, Director of the Department of Economic
Development, and the six senators of the region, and they would
help in any way possible. He also suggested that I call Mr.
Koupal and say that Senator Staples referred me. I said I would
pass the information on to the MAB steering committee.
He was supportive of land-based, value-added economics. He was
however very reluctant to speak over the phone. He wanted a
meeting.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ken Steel

*

*

*

7/12/91

Arkansas Water Resource Research Center
113 Ozark Hall
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701
Ken had known for some time that there was a plan to make the
Buffalo a biosphere reserve, but had not known about the larger
areas. He was surprised but supportive of the expansion. He is
familiar with some of the African biosphere reserves but didn't
realize the extent to which the local people are involved in a
biosphere reserve. He is supportive of the MAB program and
anything that will enhance the ecology and maintain the biological diversity—especially of the streams.
His agency primarily does research and some information dissemination. I explained the role of research in the MAB.
The population is low and the people are poor in the Ozarks
because the soil will not support agriculture. Economic growth
has been stimulated through tourism and animal production, mainly
poultry. These two affect the water quality.
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Recently John Giese of the Department of Pollution Control and
Ecology (562-7444) was asked to do a report on the highest
quality streams in Arkansas that were being affected by pollution
(i.e. poultry). His report called the streams threatened and
endangered and listed all of the high quality streams. One of
these was Richard Creek, a tributary to the Buffalo River. The
farmers became irate and protested. The farmers are gun-shy from
water protection, but they drink the water too so they don't want
to pollute. In an area 30 minutes from Fayetteville near Fort
Smith at one of the chicken centers many of the chickens were
dying off. They found it was because the chickens were drinking
water contaminated by their own waste.
Ken thought the MAB model that I described was good. He said
everyone will have to be patient and everyone needs to have their
say. People with opposing opinions will have to be dealt with
sooner or later. It is better to bring them into the process at
the beginning. It is important to keep a balance between the
various interest groups.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ed Stegner, Executive Director

*

*

*

*

8/16/90

Conservation Federation of Missouri
728 West Main Street
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
The Conservation Federation of Missouri (CFM) is the largest
private conservation organization in the state, since 1935. They
started the Conservation Commission. An initial petition and
ballot campaign resulted in a 1/8 % sales tax, and the main
groups involved went back and got another 1/10 % sales tax to
support conservation. Its main interest is in legislative area.
Clubs contribute $1 per member. Individuals pay $10 to $500.
Small staff does direct lobbying.
He came from central Missouri, his wife from Reynolds County.
Welfare is high in this area.
Ozarks has light industry related to timber. Waste disposal site
is at Bunker. Salem tried to put in waste incinerator and didn't
get it in.
Solid waste: No place to put it. Recycling and waste separation
systems need to be established.
Groundwater pollution: Not too much fertilizer and pesticides
are used, but some on pasture.
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Attitude toward MAB: Probably would think it's good, and he
would be likely to participate. Conservation Federation may have
two or three clubs in the Ozarks, but they have no money. There
are few clubs because people who live close to the land and have
access to hunting and fishing don't see a need for a conservation
organization. The federation could help by supporting and
lobbying for good legislation that MAB may design.
Problem: Violation of fish and game laws. People take what they
want, when they want it. People don't want to be told what to
do. They are independent people. More so here than other rural
areas. Used to have open range—didn't have to confine livestock. Used to burn the entire area. Counties could vote to
close the open range, and then legislators closed the rest. This
happened about 25 years ago.
Why did they burn hills? It killed ticks and chiggers and made
grass grow better. They would burn out a neighbor to get even.
Burning kept the cedars back also. Hercules Glade Wilderness
needs to be managed to protect it.
Conservation Federation works with the agencies of the steering
committee on a regular basis. He's on the DNR advisory board and
on State Parks board. Natural Streams Act: CFM is staying
neutral. They're for what the bill's sponsors are trying to do,
but have some concerns about how it's drafted. Opponents say it
will do horrible things. Ed doesn't think it will do any of
those things, but it's so controversial they are staying out of
it. CFM had a bill they'd worked on last year that was passed:
getting ATVs out of the streams.
Issues: Controversy over clearcutting on National Forests.
Clearcut looks horrible but it is the only way to regenerate.
Conservation Federation is in favor of it if it's done properly.
Sierra Club radical doesn't think any timber should be cut. The
National Forest was established basically for timber. Purpose of
forest has changed. Now multiple uses. He thinks multiple use
is good. Public has lot of ideas on how the forest should be
used. ATV bill—local legislators voted for it last time, but
opposed it before. Threats of the Natural Stream Act swerving
them to vote for ATV bill. ATVs mostly in Lesterville area. CFM
has good working relationships with all the agencies on the
steering committee.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Kenneth Stillwell
See Clyde Turner.
*

*

*

*

*
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Art Sullivan, Superintendent

7/1/91

Ozark National Scenic Riverways
Van Buren, Missouri 63965
He is supportive. The Ozark Riverways is unique in their enabling legislation in they can go beyond the boundaries of the
Riverways to work with the State of Missouri and others to
protect the watershed in eight counties. He wants to establish a
relationship with locals and establish data on the river. Tom
Aley has data too. They met with county commissioner from eight
counties (Dave Foster, Art, Peggy O'Dell, and Assistant Superintendent) . They discussed legislative concerns. They got a very
positive response. They had a general meeting with commissioners
and others. This group is called the Scenic River Watershed
Partnership. They are petitioning the EPA to identify Big
Springs as a sole-source aquifer. This provision is in the Clean
Water Act of 1974. Any agency etc. can designate an aquifer as
sole source if 71%-100% of the people get their water from the
aquifer. There will be a public meeting on this. What the act
does is require any federally funded project to satisfy certain
criteria.
Education is most important. Their type of outreach is with
interpreters through local schools talking about clean water and
biodiversity. Missouri Department of Conservation has excellent
education programs. They work through structured programs with
teachers. Art would like to see that expanded. They would have
a summer program and a newsletter written to a broad segment of
the population. Dave Foster and his shop have identified research needs. MAB will give an advantage on funding historical
projects. Dave has talked to the Department of Natural Resources
and the Department of Conservation. The committee has gone
beyond county commissioners in membership and now involves Ozark
Riverways, the Missouri Department of Conservation, and the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources as associate members.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Kenneth Sutton
See R.C. Alexander.
*

*

*

*

*
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Gene Swanson, Executive Director
John R. Sandridge, Assistant Planner
John W. Murrell, Jr., Planner-in-Charge

7/10/91

South Central Ozark Council of Governments
608 Porter Wagoner Boulevard
West Plains, Missouri 65775
Gene Swanson came to the county in 1969. He once lived in St.
Louis and worked in Madison County, Illinois.
John
most
come
home

R. Sandridge is originally from Oregon County. He spent
of his young years in Kansas City, Missouri. He decided to
back to Oregon County to raise his family. He lives in the
his father grew up in.

John W. Murrell, Jr. has lived in the area all his life.
National Scenic Riverways
This is a big issue in Shannon and Oregon Counties. The people
feel pushed out of their own land by big government. John
Sandridge says there is a lot of resentment on the Eleven Point
River. For example the farmer who owned the land and lost it to
the Forest Service against his will, still has access to the
river for his cattle but has to compete with the canoeist who has
no ownership rights at all. Boundaries of private land on Scenic
Riverways are posted, but often the canoeists cut the sign posts
up to use for firewood. When the boundary is poorly defined
there is trouble between the canoeist and the locals. The rules
and regulations of the National Scenic Riverways are poorly
understood by locals or visitors. Law enforcement on the rivers
is inadequate. Because of nude swimming, Sandridge will not
allow his family to swim on the rivers. The National Scenic
Riverways has law enforcement but they pay local government by
contract to carry out to the enforcement. The federal government
makes no arrests. The local sheriff (an elected official and
politician) is charged with making arrests and settling disputes
between the new laws and traditional uses (which most often the
sheriff believes in).
Gene Swanson:
The people were told that the ONSR would bring in
millions of dollars but that hasn't happened and people are
soured. The ONSR needs to put more money into upkeep of its
property and trash collection. In addition the ONSR is a financial burden on the local tax base because it contributes lots of
trash to the landfills and sewage (from the pump-out toilets) to
the sewage systems but contributes no money to any of these
services. In addition large amounts of sewage are dumped at once
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(from trucks) into small sewage treatment plants.
handle it? Who monitors this?

Can the plants

All three volunteered that they were very opposed to the Natural
Streams Act because it won't allow traditional uses of the river.
They fear campgrounds and roads would be closed and locals would
not be able to camp in their traditional places.
There is also local controversy over who gets a canoe hauler's
permit and how many permits can be issued.
Forest Service
The planning commission used to have the A-95 review process but
now they are not as involved in the Forest Plan review.
Clearcutting is an issue here. Gene and many citizens do not
like clearcutting.
Among several problems they saw with regard to the Forest Service
are the use of eminent domain, and people who own inholdings and
don't keep up their property. When the property value declines
the Forest Service gets the property.
The counties used to get revenue sharing and now they only get
PILT payments. This affects their ability to provide roads and
fire protection to the people in the county.
The Mark Twain National Forest has a dirt road to the Hammond
Mill camping area. The Forest Service put in a bridge to the
campground and later closed the campground and moved it to a
field—a bad choice, in their opinion. They believe the local
perception is "us against them." They believe the rights of the
local people are being infringed upon. They would like to see
improved campgrounds with RV hook-ups and a campground store
leased to a local concessionaire. A higher standard of camping
is needed. The federal government thinks the locals will go away
but they won't.
State agencies
The one-eighth cent of the sales tax that goes to the Missouri
Department of Conservation should be redirected to park upkeep
and fire protection. Some of the resources could go to the
locals to help the fire departments get their work done. The
Forest Service and ONSR could match money provided by the Farmers
Home Administration to provide adequate fire fighting equipment.
Some of the money should go into the enforcement arm of the
agencies. Also more needs to be done with local emergency
planning. For example a hazardous substance survey should be
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done. What type of chemicals are stored in what facilities?
People should be better educated as to what to do in case of a
spill.
Groundwater (well water) and streams quality protection, sewage
treatment, and solid waste disposal
Gene has a large concern over the groundwater in the area. He is
concerned that no one is monitoring the quality of the water; and
how are the local people informed of the results? One town
(Alton) in their planning district "lost" its sewage lagoon when
the sinkhole it was housed in opened and the entire town's sewage
entered the underground water system. Most wells in the area are
1,200 feet deep. Coliform bacterial count is high. Yet they
can't get a sewer system for most towns. There are four cities
in the district with no wastewater treatment. He wondered
whether the Forest Service or National Park Service could get a
federal grant to help with the water and sewage problems. The
state has a revolving loan fund with low interest rates; but in
an aging population, who will pay the taxes to repay the loans?
He would also like to see revenue sharing brought back as a
supplement to the existing tax structure. Some practices in the
timber industry and hogs and dairy farms cause polluting runoff
to enter the stream. He advocates environmental requirements to
protect the water but doesn't want the farmer etc. put out of
business because of the expense.
There was talk of a regional water facility in 1968 and they were
laughed at. Now the talk is serious. In Texas County the city
of Houston wanted a reservoir. The Corps of Engineers and
Department of Natural Resources disagreed on what and how they
could build it. There is a great need for a solid waste disposal
system and recycling operation. West Plains, Kaboul, and Willow
Springs have a recycling consortium (for profit). The state will
mandate a solid waste plan next year. The people want to decide
on a plan before they are mandated to do things a certain way.
Who will enforce the solid waste program? There is only one
state-approved landfill in the region (out of Hartville). Bob
O'Dell is the owner. Arkansas is looking at eight statewide
landfills. Howell County has a used oil disposal site. What do
the state and federal agencies in this group do with their used
motor oil? It's important for government to lead by example.
Education is key in this area.
Zoning may help solve some of these problems. Greene, Taney and
Christian Counties have county plans and zoning. Texas County
has planning but no zoning.
The salaries of the elected county officials have gone up.
will help recruit quality people.
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This

Population trends
Many young people are moving out of the area to find work,
especially those with higher levels of education and skills.
There is no work here for them. The number of people on welfare
is increasing, and the region has many who are third or fourthgeneration welfare recipients. Many of these people have lost
the work ethic. Therefore even though many people are unemployed, there is no dependable work force. Industry needs a dependable work force to locate here. The area needs industry. The
Angelica uniform factory shut down 2 years ago with a loss of 250
jobs.
A recent trend is a large and steady influx of retirees. They
come here for the quality of life, scenic beauty, opportunities
for leisure pursuits, and a lower cost of living. They spend
money which creates jobs but they pay no taxes to support the
services and improve the infrastructure of the area. They don't
have a long-term interest in the area, don't vote for tax increases, and sometimes don't keep up their property. The need
for special services for this population such as more doctors and
nursing homes has helped the region.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Duford Taylor, County Judge

*

8/21/90

Searcy County Courthouse
P.O. Box 297
Marshall, Arkansas 72650
Industries
#1 The largest land-based business is dairy and beef farming. A
good contact is Ann Brown at the Extension office. A few turkey
houses in north part of county.
#2 Largest non land-based industry is Flintrock shirt factory—employs 400. Largest employer in County.
#3

Timber:

National Forest may be third.

No mining.

Lots of people work in Harrison. Used to be more farming. Small
farms—farmers grew their own livestock's feed. Farmers usually
have to have a second job. Farming is a sideline.
Land use: Lots of conversion of forest to pasture. Pattern is
to go in and cut all marketable timber and then clear for pasture.
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Tourism (3rd or 4th largest business): It's growing at Tyler
Bend on the Buffalo. Mostly RVs, some canoes, convention center,
hiking trails, swimming. Not as large an impact yet as expected.
We'll see more RVs on two-lane Route 65. We'll need to upgrade
this road. State will have to do it. This will be a problem to
get money from the state.
He thought the population was stable, but census says it's down
about 1,000. Young people can't stay—not enough jobs. Leaving
the area to go to Conway, Little Rock, and Harrison. They'd stay
if there were jobs. Not that many people are moving in. The
county used to have strawberry growing and transients moving in.
There are some retirement folks, but mostly people moving back
who moved away. Mountain Home is a retirement community but not
Searcy.
National Forest land in Searcy County is 31,123 acres. Richland
Creek (wilderness areas) is here. Trying to get new wilderness
protected. Buffalo River has 54,941 acres in Searcy County. The
County gets PILT funds. They get less income from PILT than if
the land was in private hands. But they have to look at the
sales tax and other money they get from tourists. People get
along with Forest Service but local people don't like National
River people. Locals resented taking of land, and too many
floaters keep local people from enjoying the river. Park Service
doesn't want locals. Question:
Hovr could relationship
be
improved?
Need to stop changing boats in middle of stream. They
change the rules too often. They change rangers too often. This
keeps confusion going. Input is indirect—Buffalo River Advisory
Commission is the people's voice, but it has no authority. Judge
is on the Commission. The Buffalo staff listens but doesn't do
what the people want. Example—National River closed road to
cemetery, and locals can't go to cemeteries. National River
staff doesn't keep cemeteries up. They need to be more rec
Buffalo. Mostly RVs, some canoes, convention center, hiking
trails, swimming. Not as large an impact yet as expected. We'll
see more RVs on two-lane Route 65. We'll need to upgrade this
road. State will have to do it. This will be a problem to get
money from the state.
He thought the population was stable, but census says it's down
about 1,000. Young people can't stay—not enough jobs. Leaving
the area to go to Conway, Little Rock, and Harrison. They'd stay
if there were jobs. Not that many people are moving in. The
county used to have strawberry growing and transients moving in.
There are some retirement folks, but mostly people moving back
who moved away. Mountain Home is a retirement community but not
Searcy.
National Forest land in Searcy County is 31,123 acres. Richland
Creek (wilderness areas) is here. Trying to get new wilderness
protected. Buffalo River has 54,941 acres in Searcy County. The
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County gets PILT funds. They get less income from PILT than if
the land was in private hands. But they have to look at the
sales tax and other money they get from tourists. People get
along with Forest Service but local people don't like National
River people. Locals resented taking of land, and too many
floaters keep local people from enjoying the river. Park Service
doesn't want locals. Question:
How could relationship
be
improved?
Need to stop changing boats in middle of stream. They
change the rules too often. They change rangers too often. This
keeps confusion going. Input is indirect—Buffalo River Advisory
Commission is the people's voice, but it has no authority. Judge
is on the Commission. The Buffalo staff listens but doesn't do
what the people want. Example—National River closed road to
cemetery, and locals can't go to cemeteries. National River
staff doesn't keep cemeteries up. They need to be more receptive
to county government, and they could help maintain all the roads
within their boundaries. They could help by allowing power lines
to get to private property. Park Service doesn't want water
lines to cross the river. They could work with city and county
governments a lot better. There are many very hard feelings
against NPS. They arrested one man at gun point for taking shots
at the bluff (explosives) to get gravel. The Buffalo River is
the only potential new source of good water in Searcy County.
They (county) used to all get water out of the river. Then they
went to a deep well. Radon and fluoride are always in the water.
It's not pollution—it's naturally occurring, but is harmful.
Now water shall have to come from impoundments.
Water quality is a large environmental concern. They gave up on
taking water from the river. Trying to get a reservoir on upper
Bear Creek. It's feasible but will take 10-12 years. It will
also be a recreation lake. It would help if federal government
would financially help with reservoir, but money would have to
come through Department of the Interior.
County government has a quorum court. It works like the legislature on the state level. The quorum court can pass ordinances.
County judge is the administrator. They are elected throughout
the county. They have to work with the Congressmen in Washington.
His wish for the county: County-wide water system and industry.
He wants industry that will not ruin the scenic beauty or cause
pollution. He'd rather have five individual industries that
employ 100 people each than one that employs 500 because there
would be fewer layoffs and less turnover, and more people would
be employed at different levels of skill.
Environmental problems: Their landfill problem is solved.
Stone, Van Buren, and Searcy Counties formed a solid waste
authority. A private landfill operator in Van Buren County
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leased the landfill and will supply landfill needs for 20 to 25
years.
Sewage: Marshall got a new sewage plant 2 years ago. It will be
sufficient for most industries. He would like to get certain
types of poultry processing plants where they bring dressed
poultry and process to TV dinners. Most of early stage poultry
processing takes 8 gallons of water per chicken, but they don't
have the water in Searcy County.
Problem: The County bought 100 acres and made an industrial park
and built a new airport. Hoping to get corporate jets. A
commuter line is not needed. Even Harrison can't support a
commuter line. No natural gas line—they need one. No four lane
roads. No water transportation.
Attitude toward MAB committee: Committee is a good idea to
discuss what is going on. There is a need for more communication. The locals do not have the same animosity for the Forest
Service as for the Park Service. They are easier to work with.
People can cut firewood. People are angry with the Park Service;
no hunting, no running dogs. They always close roads. Forest
Service keeps up their roads and comes in with a different
attitude. Park Service creates more trash than before. They
allow fields along streams to grow up. Some environmental
groups—Sierra Club—from other states are crying that the local
people are polluting the river and say the bacterial count in
places makes it not suitable to swim. Park Service will never be
able to control the river because of large rough terrain. They
need more law enforcement. Only two roads across rivers.
Enforcement can't get to the offenders. Locals wanted a dam on
the river. This lake was to control floods in southern Arkansas.
In Newton County you can't float all summer. If you put in at
Highway 14, you can float the Buffalo into the White River. Here
it's floatable year round. "Rough it in luxury."
Sawdust is mostly taken to paper mills. There is no need in
county for recycling this type of material. They don't have a
dry kiln—could use sawdust to fire dry kiln to produce steam.
Unique for the area: Solid waste house-to-house pick-up, countywide once a week. White goods are picked up twice a year. This
is county-supported. They passed a 1 cent sales tax. County
contracted it to an individual. County doesn't charge a fee.
Searcy County is the only county that has this. As rough as the
terrain is in Searcy County, if they can handle it so can other
counties. One cent covers the cost and can be used for road
equipment and road materials in that priority. Regulations on
new landfills will cause costs to go up 50%. It costs $10 per
ton to dump at their own landfill now. In January it will go up
to $2 0 per ton.
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Natural gas—a proposed new line from Fort Smith (southwest part
of state) to Bootheel of Missouri. If approved will cross at
Clinton, 28 miles away. Searcy County would like to get a spur
to come here.
Park Service bought land in 1970s. The acquisition dragged out
for 15 years to get land bought. $12 million was spent to
develop the Tyler Bend access on the Buffalo River.
County-level politics are not as bipartisan as is desirable.
He's a Democrat in a Republican county.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Van Thomas, Director

*

*

7/15/91

White River Planning and Development District
P.O. Box 2396
Batesville, Arkansas 72501
He works with volunteers a lot. A caution: sometimes if you are
not selective, you end up with "volunteers" who are paid by the
power company or other citizen interest groups and you don't
really get the true picture of the public. When I asked how to
avoid this, he said that he and Mike Norton (the new director for
the planning district in Harrison) could recommend and/or recruit
local people who would work hard on the committee.
The biggest environmental concern he sees the committee needs to
deal with is the poultry litter. He is familiar with technology
that offers a method to turn the litter into organic fertilizer
or fish food. It has the potential to be sold. The pollution
problem in his district is not as advanced as it is in northwestern Arkansas, where the runoff from too much litter on the
ground has caused a lack of oxygen in the lakes and is killing
the lakes. In his district they have time to fix the problem
before this happens here. Education would have to change the
perception of the local farmers who spread it on their pasture
for added growth. The poultry companies could be an ally in this
endeavor if it can be shown to be a profitable venture.
There is not much of an industrial base to deal with in his area.
Their main goal is keeping what they've got from being spoiled.
Their next goal is to figure out how to get a little more light
industry and tourism that gives dollars back to the locals. This
would be in the form of small service businesses. How can they
get people to stop and spend a little time rather than just drive
through? There is a need for corporate money to start the
process. Low-interest loans for capital will be very helpful.
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The people in this area of Arkansas have a positive attitude
toward new ideas, education, facing problems and life, especially
in Stone County. The people are very inventive and can make do
with what they have. There is a ready work force. If a job
opens up, hundreds of people will apply. It is not a high
unemployment welfare area. The people are interested in better
opportunities—economic and environmental. Citizens of Stone
County are trying to start a recycling service. You don't hear a
lot of negativism here.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ted Thompson, grantsman
Jerry Ashworth, environmentalist

*

*

8/2 0/90

Northwest Arkansas Economic Development District
P.O. Box 190
Harrison, Arkansas 72601
Timber: More interest in large-scale timber harvest. Private
timberland of 5,000 acres was clearcut in less than one year.
Several owners bought the land. Pretty recent change in land
use. This may be an impact on Buffalo River.
Environment: Spraying (herbicides) is bad. Timber is not being
cut on national forest to Thompson's knowledge. Newton County
land is $3 00 per acre in low-cost area. Timber prices fluctuate.
In Leslie a white oak stave mill closed down and now is coming
back. Lead and zinc mining in 1950s in Searcy, Marion, and Boone
Counties; mining stopped now. Small independent sawmills. They
negotiate with private owners to cut timber. For about 15 years
there have been manufacturers of wood pallets, truck and trailer
beds, and furniture. Buyers come in from Missouri to harvest
cedar.
Agriculture: Boone County and west to Washington County and into
Oklahoma is poultry. Poultry companies contract with independent
owners to set them up in business to raise chickens and turkeys
on a financial plan. Raise poultry and process them. Poultry
needs medium temperature, not extreme of heat and cold. Problems: (1) dead birds, (2) chicken litter washes into streams,
and (3) poultry processing created lots of effluent but is now
better.
Improvement has been made in these problems from their own
commitment and environmental pressure. There is growing awareness that these people have a plan to make money and ruin the
groundwater. People can't drink out of springs anymore. Carroll
County and westward has contamination from point-source runoff
from sewer plants because treatment is inadequate. Non-point
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pollution from chicken litter is spreading over Ozarks. Because
of forest topography, large investments are needed to study the
hydrology of the Ozarks. Water movement changes with the
weather. Groundwater consciousness has been raised. Their
senators are on the poultry commission. EPA does not say "the
State should solve the problem." The Arkansas Department of
Pollution Control and Ecology and the Arkansas Department of
Health are under-funded as to regulation. There is nobody to
regulate the spreading of litter. Poultry industry will fight
small cases with millions of dollars to keep doing the polluting.
Need to study what is happening and police the applicators. Get
regulations with teeth and major fines. Develop innovative
techniques to solve the problems. Some people have done this in
Washington County. One of these techniques is making compost out
of the litter. There should be an industry to use it like the
sawdust waste. Judges won't condemn poultry industry. Part of
why poultry industry is here is because they can pay low wages.
They'll bus Indians in from Oklahoma to get cheap labor. Residents of rural counties have to drive too far to work. Newton
and Searcy Counties have a lot of deadbeats. Boone and Washington Counties have an available workforce. They will bring in
people from out-of-state before they raise wages to $5/hour.
Natural competitive process would be to raise wages. But prices
are cheap for chicken, and people like them cheap. Environmental
damage has been done over the years at Greene County. Tyson says
it's cheaper to pay the fines than cleanup the water. Job
creation is the big word of the day. They'll go where the
resistance to the pollution is not as great. Hatchery trying to
go in at Harrison. Most local people are not even aware of the
problem. You can't even drive to lake because of the smell.
Litter in field and the sludge smells, and you can't picnic at
the lake.
Solid waste management: Need to plan for future and deal with
our own solid waste. We should not accept it from others and
should not ship it out. Northwest Planning Board spent $100,000
on a needs assessment and studies from which they'll develop a
plan. Sewage sludge may be a component of landfill. Follow EPA
guide and site two regional landfills (one for the eastern five
counties; one for the western four counties). Include recycling
and recovery in the plan. The majority of poultry industry is
composting and not incinerating dead birds. EPA, Arkansas
Pollution Control and Ecology is doing a Solid Waste Plan B for
the county government; authority needs to be higher than local
level. Trying to get authority at regional levels. It's a
subset of a federal law through EPA. In 1989 local government
was mandated by state legislature to establish a planning board
to authorize and develop a solid waste management plan. They're
tying in to the regional plan. A community can dispose of its
own waste or cooperate with a regional group. Only 2 to 3 years
left on major landfills. They are composting yard waste in
municipalities and households. Regional solid waste disposal
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site being sought. Curbside recycling is the most expensive.
Cheaper to have one large operation where you collect regular
garbage, and then separate into recyclables. That would be the
most efficient and cost-effective. Not much aluminum in trash.
No real working models to copy from.
Need to raise quality of life and earnings. Northwest Arkansas
has lower pay. Air quality is extremely good. Charcoal processors produce air pollution. Only two places where it is
done—Omaha and Yellville. It's a byproduct of sawmill industry;
black dust covers everything near a plant. Part of the independent mentality of the area also accounts for the lack of neighborly responsibility. People say, "That's
tough about the
pollution—it's my land and I'll do what I want." Policing of
the environment is a major concern. He wants the polluters to
have to submit a plan that shows how they'll treat the waste.
Money is a major influence on what happens. Pollution Control
shouldn't have businessmen on the board. It should be scientists. Restructuring move is intended to change this, but it
will be defeated. They are unabashed about accomplishing their
goals of production even if they pollute. No reason to have a
state representative on Poultry Commission. Their board of
directors is county judges and the mayors and private (poultry)
industry representatives.
This problem is related to poor education and ignorance. Also,
to have any political influence you have to have choices. People
vote more for quorum court, not for the Governor. We'd go from
one county judge to one just like him.
Environmental groups: CAP (Citizens Against Polluting the
Natural State). Organized in Madison County around groundwater
issue. Steve Work near Green Forest is a glass factory owner.
He organized a group and filed suit against Tyson and won. He's
a hard core environmentalist. He doesn't care about jobs.
Politicians know that jobs buy votes. Politics is controlled
mostly by county judges, except for metropolitan area west of the
study area; politics are different there.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Ollie Torgerson

8/26/91

Wildlife Division
Missouri Department of Conservation
2901 West Truman Boulevard
P.O. Box 180
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
People have been trying to make the Ozarks pay for itself for a
long period of time. Best use of land is for tourism and recreation. Some timber and mining is profitable.
How can you improve the economic situation
when the land is so
poor? Marketing is needed for tourism. The Department of
Conservation's job is to restore and manage the resources
there—forest, wildlife, and streams. They've been successful
and that's why the area looks good. Through fire control and
elimination of the open range, the forests have recovered.
They've restored deer, turkey, beaver, ruffed grouse, and are
working on the black bear. This has been helpful to attract
tourism. Important forest stewardship has increased populations
of songbirds and other forest mammals and reptiles that couldn't
make it with indiscriminate annual burning. There is no good
data on non-game species. In the 1920s and 30s, no one collected
data except on game species. Their biggest challenge is stream
management.
The counties are so poor and people don't want other people
there. He doesn't think economic growth is possible, because the
inherent productivity of the land is poor. Tourism needs marketing but some areas are already overused. The Forest Service's
New Perspective
program has been helpful. In these counties, the
best use is recreation and wildlife, and it ought to be used that
way.
The bulk of what they're doing with the streams is on private
land. How do you get private owners to be better stewards when
they don't have much money for conservation practices?
Perhaps MAB could help with education about stream protection.
But they already have a Streams for the Future Committee.
Need to look at broader picture of ecosystem management. How do
we connect certain types of communities and hook them up with
private industry? Missouri Forest Ecosystem Project is a 10-year
research project. It is centered out of Wildlife and Forestry
Division, but includes Fisheries and Natural History. It asks,
"What impact is current management versus no management?" So far
they're finding out it's helping some species and not others.
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Need to look at larger-scale landscape management, but it's
complex. It will be very difficult to get the average person in
the hills involved in MAB because they don't want to be involved.
They just want to live there and be left alone.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Clyde Turner, Presiding Commissioner of Ripley County
Route 1
Naylor, Missouri

*

8/14/91

63953

Raymond Lynn, County Commissioner
Kenneth Stillwell, County Commissioner
County Clerk's Office
Doniphan, Missouri 63935
Industry: #1 Logging, timber, row crops, pasture. Manufacturing
and other services are the number one money-makers and employ the
most people. Lots of people work in Poplar Bluff. Farming is
equal to timber, and people are usually in more than one business. Most of big timber was cut in the last 25 years. Land-use
conversion: lots of clearing of wetlands and timber to make
pasture and row crops. Everyone's lifestyle has improved—higher
standard of living, better roads, good schools (above standard).
They are trying to get a 3A rating for the county. 25 years ago,
small farms were self-sufficient on 80 acres. There was no other
way to make a living.
Environmental problems
Solid waste is the main concern.
Water quality is excellent.
No contaminated well water.
a rural water district.

Dumping is a problem.

City water is not even chlorinated.
No groundwater pollution. They have

Septic tank drainage field lines are sometimes put under the road
because the lots are too small. Some have no septic system. All
larger towns have sewage systems. If there are six homes in a
subdivision, they have to have their own sewage system. Towns
have sewage treatment and lagoons.
Industry
Vitronics, garment factory, steel molding, steel fabrication,
tool and die, trailer factory, wooden pallets and handles.
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Sawdust may be an environmental problem. Duraflame logs are made
from sawdust. Some sell sawdust to use to make "liquid smoke"
flavoring for barbecue.
One-third of county is mostly owned by the Forest Service (93,000
acres). PILT (payment in lieu of taxes) goes to schools and
roads. Good cooperation with government. Can't think of anything they could do to make it better. Would like to see land
that is now in government possession placed in private hands.
Tourism industry not really big.
squirrels is big.

Hunting deer, turkey, and

Youth can't find jobs. Not much that pays well. The area loses
valuable resource in youth. How could this be changed?
Need
diverse manufacturing jobs. Clean industries. They are competing with larger cities with larger bonding base.
They are on a dead-end road because the highway doesn't pass
through. New Highway 60 east-and-west will improve the condition. Sikeston to Willow Springs is four lanes.
They get carryover from larger factories in cities like Poplar
Bluff. Unemployment level is under 5% county wide. 8.5% is
normal for the region. They have the same unemployment as Oregon
County.
Population shifts
Old-timers (retired people) and some newcomers are moving in. A
large percentage are above 50 or 60 years old. This is good
because they bring in retirement, Social Security, and welfare
funds. Population center has shifted to an older age. You can
go to polls and check: most are over 50 years old, two-thirds of
Turner's church is over 60.
Welfare and illiteracy rates are extremely high. Youth used to
go to St. Louis, and now they go to the armed services or to
whatever town has work. Youth would like to stay. Need clean
industry to keep young people here.
County government takes a certain amount of money to run. No
matter how much the county makes, there is little left over for
other things. Law enforcement takes 50% of the county's money.
Poplar Bluff has a $500,000 budget and takes one-third of the
money for law enforcement.
Attitude toward government agencies: Excellent cooperation with
the Forest Service and other government agencies. They don't
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know how it could be improved. They are using the land the way
it should be used, and the county is glad they are there.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Chris Varneycastle, Director
Arkansas Forestry Association
410 South Cross
Little Rock, Arkansas 72202
7/9/91
He will read the material and call me back. He feels he needs to
read the material I sent again before he makes any comments on
it. I explained it in a nutshell but he wants to study further
first.
8/26/91
He still had not had time to review the material I sent. He was
also very busy and did not have time to talk with me. I offered
to explain what the project was about so he could give me his
reaction but he did not want to do that. He wanted to read the
material first.
I told him that today was the last day his comments could be
included. After today he could call Dave Foster to give him his
comments.
He has only lived in Arkansas for one year. He moved from
Atlanta, Georgia, so he is not really familiar with Arkansas. He
is looking at it from a broad perspective. He likes the potential for dialogue among the folks. He likes the economic aspect—too often the environment gets the focus and not economic
development. Someone from his association would be on the
committee.
Ideas of what to work on: The Ozark National Forest hasn't come
under attack like the Ouachita but timber issues in general are
of concern. The economics have to play a part. Public forests
are out in the forefront for issues. Battles are taking place
there now in lots of states. Ozark is top priority in timber
issue with them. The public has misconceptions about timber
issues. Maybe MAB could help work it out. Ouachita issue is all
emotional. There is no effort to get people to sit down and
discuss their differences and explore both sides—the environmental and economic.
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*
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*

*

*

*

Eugene Villiness, County Judge

3/7/91

Newton County Courthouse
Jasper, Arkansas 72 641
Economy: Timber—first priority. Agriculture—second priority.
Organic growers of blueberries, strawberries, vegetables going on
for 7-8 years; hippies started the organic growing. Cuts down on
commercial fertilizer and cuts costs. They keep their own
animals to produce fertilizer.
Newton County had a hard time taking in outsiders and accepting
them. Prior to this, each raised enough vegetables to supply own
family.
Livestock:

Mostly beef, some dairy production.

Timber: Forest Service marks stands and lets bids to cut the
timber. Usually a three or four-man operation. Not big corporations. Exception: 5,500 acres from Georgia Pacific, which did a
large mechanized operation. Money from timber stays locally.
Primary living of many is from timber for 50-75 years. Also
produced stave bolts and cross-ties 50 years ago from white and
red oak. Now wood is used for flooring, cross-ties, pallet stock
(two pallet mills). Flooring is done in Boone County or out-ofstate. Several sawmills here for rough logs and grading mill.
They will sell rough lumber for houses.
A little mining a few years ago, mostly for tax write-off.
Good communication between Forest Service and locals. Locals are
against clearcutting and spraying to kill vegetation because that
kills bees and wildlife.
National River: Locals didn't like how the land was taken.
Locals had sentimental value for land. Now National River is
leasing it back to the people. They should have done that to
begin with. Tourists think the river is great.
Tourism: Largest industry-Dogpatch, Scenic Highway 7, and
Buffalo River. Tourists spend nights in motels and buy groceries. The Buffalo River is second most important. Tourism is
seasonal, but April to October tourism is the largest industry.
In winter, timber is the largest industry.
Sense of place: Fishing is a way of life. It supplies food.
People fish 3-5 days a week all year. Hunting is very important.
Family ties were stronger before modern transportation, in the
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days of the wagon and horseback. The men would fight at the drop
of a hat to say that their county is the best. Attitudes have
changed because of marijuana grown in area. The people are
afraid and angry that they have to lock their houses. They
believe neighbors shouldn't have to lock houses. The county has
one sheriff and one deputy. Outsiders first started marijuana
growing. Locals have gotten into it now.
Young people have to go out of county and state to find work. No
industry here, but have manual labor for low wage. If you don't
finish college, there's not much of a job.
He hates to see the kids leave the area and would like industry
to come in. It takes both man and wife to make a living. Most
youth who move away come back if they can. More are coming back
and staying after their 30s or older. Some drive long distances
to go to work.
Not a really big retirement area. Small percentage is retirement. No hospitals—have a clinic but it's only open once a
week. There is a hospital in Harrison.
Wish List:
roads.

#1 Industry—wants more clean industry.

#2 Better

Attitudes toward government agencies: The Forest Service is
really trying to help him as a county official. They have a
really good working relationship. Park Service is letting fields
they used to harvest grow up. Locals had used burning to get off
brush. Locals ran open range and burned and set woods on fire.
This would cause a small amount of erosion.
He is 4 7 years old. He grew up hard. Most people 25 years old
and younger wouldn't know how to harness a mule. His family
would go out in spring (February) and tap maple trees and boil it
down and make maple syrup, and make sorghum.
Environmental problems: Solid waste is the world's number one
problem. They have rural pick-up. Locals are given special bags
with Newton County printed on it. County compacts the bags. Two
truckloads per week go to landfill on other side of county at
Springdale. A nine-county area is working on the solid waste
problem. Packaging from factories causes waste. Worst thing is
baby diapers.
Water: Houses are on higher ground; springs are on lower ground;
septics are in-between. Most people get water from springs,
wells, and deep wells. He was raised on Steele Creek where there
is a boat landing now. His dad still lives there near the creek.
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If we should have a disaster, he could survive. The ones capable
of living off of the land could survive. The others would take
from those who could survive.
He has fond memories of stories about maple syrup and making
sorghum. He doesn't want the culture to be lost, but it almost
is already.
I told him I was going to recommend him as a resource or contact
person to the people on the committee because he has such a
strong cultural sense of place and very clear understanding of
biological systems (no formal training—all experience). Also he
has experience at lots of different jobs (carpenter, timber,
farming). He holds to the old values—Help your neighbor. You
don't need to lock up.
He says he made a mistake in taking the position as county judge.
People trust him and voted him in, but he can't handle this job
like his life. He tries to do too much with too little and has
to accept the limited resources of the county. He wants to
satisfy the needs of people but he can't because there are no
resources (for example, to improve dirt roads) and it bothers him
a lot.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Al Vogt, Chairman

*

*

*

*

*

7/11/91

School of Natural Resources
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65201
He is familiar with the Current River and will be canoeing there
next weekend. There is a growing forest resource there that
needs to be managed and perpetuated. He is also familiar with
the economy and culture, which is similar to that in parts of
Ohio where he spent some time.
When I explained MAB, he said it completely fits the stated
mission of the entire School of Natural Resources. The cooperative efforts of MAB fit in well with the school's mission. They
have many broad-ranging subject areas in the school. They are
currently doing research in many diverse areas. Many students
and faculty are currently doing research in the Ozarks.
They want to be involved in any way they can help coordinate the
public learning more about the problems in the environment. If
MAB would cause the university to serve the public better, he
would also be supportive.
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The public is closely involved with the School of Natural Resources as part of a 100-person advisory council. Members of the
advisory council are from Sierra Club, the chemical industry, the
wood industry, and many diverse backgrounds including John Powell
and Leo Drey. They span the spectrum of issues and do not line
up behind one issue.
He asked if I would be willing to give a paper on our work with
the public in this MAB program at a conference in Missouri in
late January or early February which brings together the members
of professional societies of many resource disciplines. This
year's theme is dealing with the public. He will send me information.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Leo Warren, Presiding Commissioner of Oregon County

*

*

7/10/90

Route 2, Box 2131
Thayer, Missouri 65791
Industries: #1 Farm—cattle (most important), hogs (second),
dairy (third), pasture and hay sales (beef and dairy), little
corn, some wheat. Sheep for the wool. Coyotes are a problem.
#2 Timber—mostly private industry. Their farms are 40-100
acres. They cut trees to a 14 to 16-inch stump on a 10 to 20year rotation.
Tourism on the Eleven Point River is on a smaller scale. It's a
National Scenic River. Forest Service owns a lot of
land—100,000 acres. Oregon County has more national forest land
than any county.
7 00 acres at Greer Springs: A. Busch wanted to buy Greer
Springs. Busch backed out and Leo Drey bought it and hopes to
sell to the Forest Service. The town wanted the industry that
would have come with Busch's purchase. Natural Streams Act—he's
against it. Too much control by St. Louis.
Two factories are in county. Lee curtains, and Ozark Machine
Shop, which makes airplane parts. Busch employs 20 to 30 people.
Industrial Development Commission was appointed by county
commissioner.
More people are concerned with biodiversity.
Changes: Not as much pasture, more hogs, larger farms, young
mostly moving away for college graduate jobs. Some are coming
back. Retirement people are moving in. Looking 50 years ahead,
farming and timber will slow down, business will move.
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Wish: A couple of good factories to put people back to work.
Enterprise zone will extend from Shannon County through Alton and
Thayer.
Government: The State of Missouri mandates the county to do too
much with no funds. Emergency preparedness is mandated but there
is no money to do it with. Revenue sharing—used to get it and
now don't get it. They increased sales tax to compensate.
Good cooperation but resentment toward Forest Service because of
condemnation on the Eleven Point River 15 years ago. County
commissioners work with Forest Service on river patrol—Forest
Service pays county for river patrol but not enough. Most local
people don't like Forest Service. Irish Wilderness is in this
county so people resent the Wilderness. The Eleven Point River
was taken to court by the county over condemnation. It would
help if the Forest Service would truly listen to local people.
How agencies can help:
tourism.

Utilize the land as best they can. Help

Solid waste: The burden of cost is on the county. Farmers burn
or dump. Cities haul trash to Arkansas. There is some cooperation between the two states. Regional planning may include
recycling.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Randy Washburn

*

8/29/91

Audubon Society
659 Oak Creek Court
Jefferson City, Missouri

65101

Randy is the Audubon Society's state representative to Conservation Federation of Missouri. He has been involved in environmental issues as far back as the Irish Wilderness. He has worked on
the timber issue and realizes there are a lot of polarized views
about cutting methods. He wonders if this will cause the group
to have a hard time functioning.
He is familiar with MAB through Dave Foster and is also familiar
with TNC's bioreserve effort.
The Audubon Society would like to help any way they can and are
willing to serve on the committee.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

Paul Weaver, County Judge

3/11/91

Izard County Courthouse
P.O. Box 327
Melbourne, Arkansas 72556
Izard County has the White and Strawberry Rivers. The White
forms a boundary for the county. The White River brings in lots
of money from tourism. The Strawberry River starts in Fulton
County. It is a major stream in Izard County, running west-east
across the northern half of the county. Better farmland borders
the rivers and their tributaries. The rivers are beautiful and
taken for granted. The county needs more emphasis from the Game
and Fish Commission. The rivers generate some tourism from float
trips and good fishing. The county would benefit from more
tourism development on the Strawberry River. In Izard County
there is only one public access to the river developed by the
Department of Transportation, Izard County, and the Game and Fish
Commission. At one time there were 2,100 people at Horseshoe
Bend where the access is. Lots of publicity on the White River.
Game and Fish helped develop two nice access points in last 5
years—good cooperation. In northwest part of county is Calico
Rock. The area's money-making tourism spots are at Mount Olive
and Calico Rock. Trying to develop third access at Guyon. The
end of trout stream is at Guyon.
Timber and raising cattle are biggest, along with tourism. No
row crops. Lots of land converted through the 1970s to pasture;
through 1950s tried to grow cotton, now poultry. There are two
or three large poultry corporations in the county, and private
people grow for them. The individual provides facilities and
management for the poultry house. No public forest land in Izard
County. Still have good small timber industry—pine, oak, and
local sawmills. Izard County is the lowest in state for unemployment at 4%. They are fortunate to have McDonnell Douglas in
Melbourne—expanded 300 jobs in the last two years. Good work
ethic here—reliable, competent workforce. Color Tile is here
and employs 3 00 people. They have a buyer of local hardwoods,
and a garment factory employs 150 people. There are small
factories in Horseshoe Bend—machine and tool. Silica sand is
mined in the Guyon area. Calico Rock has Sentinel Woodworking
and a glove factory. They've worked hard at getting industry.
Industry likes the work force, and the quality of life is good.
Top employees of factories like to live here.
The county was rural and farm-oriented until 1960, and then
factories came in. Before that, people were self-employed or
went to another county to work. The young left. Majority of
young can stay if they want to, now. Government jobs
here—correctional facility employs 150 at Calico Rock.
Vocational Tech School is run by the State. Fortunate to have
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these jobs. Izard County is unique: the effect of the recession
is not bad because stable industry has been here a long time.
Environmental problems: Solid waste—a tri-county solid waste
authority involves Fulton, Izard, and Sharp Counties. Private
landfills have room now, but what do they do when space runs out?
City wells are good and they have plenty of water. Water for
rural development comes from one of the cities. Larger towns are
on city sewer. Calico Rock has a new sewer system. Melbourne
has a fairly new one. Rural dwellings have septic systems.
His wish: Better road system. Roads are hampering future
development. You don't just happen to travel through Melbourne.
A new highway package is in the development stage; it will open
corridors north, south, east, and west across the north part of
the county and improve the connection of secondary roads to the
main highway.
Attitude on MAB: Good to get people together for cooperation.
MAB is a good idea.
People are very adept at living with the land and taking care of
it. The people understand that the land is their living. People
identify mainly with Izard County and secondarily with their
town.
It's a conservative area. His thoughts on government: "If it's
not broken don't fix it." More government is not necessarily
good. He is very cautious with such matters. They have no
county building permits and ordinances; other places have such
regulations and can't police them.
Retirement culture fits in very well and is an asset and source
of money for the county. The community has nursing homes (three
or four), one hospital, clinics, and other service businesses.
No sales tax. 12,000 population. The population grew from
10,000 to 12,000 in the last 3 years.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Alvin Wiles, Director of the Farm Bureau Council

*

*

*

3/12/91

Izard County Farm Bureau
Highway 9 North
Melbourne, Arkansas 72556
Beef cattle, chicken, hog, and dairy farms, saw mills are all
within a mile of his house. 40 years ago people thought timber
would be gone. Not as much land conversion, very little. Been
encouraged to replant by SCS.
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He is principal of a school, and the campus is a model. They got
a grant to put walks and sod in the school yard, and SCS designed
it. Before it was eroded clay banks. 20 years ago, four fewer
buildings were here. In 1969 when he came, delivery trucks drove
on the grass.
He has lived here all his life except to go to college around
1968. He has a farm, house, and cattle. Most are single-family
farms in the county. Small farms of several hundred acres. Not
many made a living off farm. Hog farm families between Zion and
Franklin. Hog farmer built a log house from our local logs. He
came from Gainesville, Florida. Mostly broilers, and egg farmers
involved in large laying houses. They also have six growers in
Sidney area who are producing fertile eggs. Large operations
usually employ one or two families—furnish them a mobile home
and salary and they are just existing on the salary.
Don't foresee lots of problems with poultry industry. They want
as little government control as possible, but sometimes government helps. Cave City raises watermelons. One orchard has
peaches (12-15 acres of peach orchard) and also a watermelon
grower rents ground. There is a 400-acre farm for cattle and
watermelon.
Trash dumping: They have county-wide trash pick-up.
would rather dump. He sees trash pick-up as good.

Farmers

SCS and Arkansas Forestry Association have stiff regulations. He
wants people to fix up their fences, put down sod, and build
pretty lakes. Government will pay landowners to leave land out
of production. In the early 1960s, could buy land for $10/acre.
Could pay for a farm then with the price per acre. Land now and
for 10 years was $250/acre and up. Not much land is selling.
Late 1970s and 80s when farmers put in permanent pasture, they
invested $400/acre and can't get money back out.
Sense of place:
People identify with hill country. Once they
identified with several counties, west to east. Now Stone,
Fulton, Izard Counties identify together. People fight for their
land. Cooperation exists between the counties now. He can't
remember exactly when he went to county seat the first time, but
it was a big adventure to go to Batesville. Ferry was the way to
cross the river. Within last year a bridge was built; no more
ferry. 25-30 years ago used to be lots of ferries.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

Brad Williams, President

8/14/90

Eminence Security Bank
Eminence, Missouri 65466
The National Park Service bought the best land and has taken it
out of production. He wants to find ways to put good river
bottomland to use, to farm it and graze it (lease from NPS).
Park Service is being wasteful with land.
His family had a grocery store here 50 for years—now out of
business for one year. He has been at the bank for 21 years.
Park Service's largest goal is supposed to be pushing for tourism. No comparison in a Park Service campground and a State
campground. Park Service's is not mowed and they keep people
away from river. The state parks at Alley and Round Springs are
excellent but you can't see spring branch because it's grown up
in buckbrush. Campers used to stay 1 to 2 weeks. The campground
is nicer now but swimming has changed because the campground is
away from river at Alley Spring. State of Missouri Conservation
Commission is easy to work with. They have trails and promote
park well. Brad's family thought the National Park would
increase tourism and it hasn't. Used to have whiskey making
demonstration and an interpreter on area and native people.
Alley Springs Mill—they only keep it open a short time and they
charge to go in and people won't go. Park Service really doesn't
promote tourism. At Alley Springs, people used to camp right on
spring branch; now campground is moved to a field. Took away
best campground.
Agriculture: Park Service could have grazing and hay leases.
Could have trail rides. Need good public relations and image if
you want to sell yourself to public. Two fine head rangers at
Alley and Round Springs, but law enforcement is college kids who
are undertrained and have no public relations skills. Lot of
trouble with seasonal rangers in public relations. Not cordial
to visitors and locals. Part of problem is lack of communication. They have meetings, but few come to any person like Brad
and ask his opinions. Park Service program could be an asset to
the community if managed properly. Senator Staples' dad and
Brad's dad pushed to get national park here but now he thinks he
made a mistake. Brad couldn't run his business the way the Park
Service runs theirs. The Department of Conservation does a good
job cooperating with the public to promote their public land, and
they make you feel like they want you to use their land.
Last spring the Forest Service had built a trail on the Eleven
Point River and asked local Eminence and Winona people to try
their new trail. This made them feel really good. Canoe rentals
don't make as much money as they used to. Park Service needs a
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limit on canoes. Kid's rodeo in town now. Bull riders—100
entries. Carol White from St. Louis moved here and started a new
rodeo.
Federal government keeps buying land and setting it aside, but no
money is coming in to manage it. The Park Service has created a
number of good jobs, but best jobs are people transferring in.
He wants to keep streams and hills beautiful. Trash problem—no
place for people to dump it. Need solid waste collection and
disposal system. There isn't even anyone to pay to haul off junk
like refrigerators.
Largest drawbacks: Shannon County is now an enterprise zone.
Eminence, Winona, and Birch Tree all need a factory. There's an
empty building in Eminence (200 by 200 feet, modern) owned by
city; used to be Angelica uniforms.
Enterprise zone: Brad is on the board. He wants to abate all
county taxes for new business for up to 25 years. The enterprise
zone gives them free water, free sewer on the city building. The
county has to keep the city building maintained and insured. 60%
of new industries that are coming to Missouri come to enterprise
zones—Houston, Salem, and West Plains.
Unemployment here is 12%. They have work force and good school.
45% of Eminence students go to college. Most youth go to Springfield, Kansas City, or St. Louis to work. To keep youth, need
higher level jobs. He has seen a change this summer because of
outside money. Low-cost loans would help. Need country music
theater, golf course, all types of amusements for kids. Outside
people bring the bulk of capital, but then they need more and
come to Brad's bank for loans.
Seven-twelveths of their old grocery business was in June, July,
and August. Local businesses now serve mainly local people
except during trail rides and holidays. The PRCA Rodeo was here
for two night performances (Friday $10, Wednesday $5). Janie
Fricke on Friday brought in $3500. Low-cost money is needed to
get these kinds of activities started.
Roads: Don't change them—they're scenic; they're a part of the
area. Need a law to keep log cutters from cutting up to the
road. Leave 150 to 200-foot barrier next to road on private or
government land, especially on government land. Pioneer Forest
and State does good job. Not much Forest Service land here.
Leo Drey has fought Shannon County officials on every tax increase on his property. Before they reassessed the county he
didn't pay any taxes. He's not well liked but his employees are.
He will give the impressions he's an environmentalist, but he
strips the land as clean as he can get it.
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Attitude on MAB: He would see benefit to having a working
committee if they'd listen. Gary Smith and Tony Cook are good to
work with, and they listen. Park Service won't put in a toilet
at one area because they want to cut down use, and Brad disagrees. He can't stand smell from human excrement. The committee should include representatives of business, local citizens,
county commissioners, one government concessionaire from each
district, and Park Service. He'd like to see cooperation and
friendliness.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Nick Wilson, State Senator
P.O. Box 525
Pocahontas, Arkansas

7/8/91
72455

He thinks the whole program as outlined in the material I sent is
a good idea. He is very supportive of what the committee is
trying to do. He is also very supportive of the agencies in the
two states working together.
He thinks the most important environmental issue is water quality. He is very concerned about that, and even more concerned now
than before.
Economic development is a secondary concern. They only want the
type of development that will not harm the environment.
He thinks the people in his district will be very supportive of
the concept and will work to promote it. He will be very supportive and would like to help in any way he can.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Steve Wilson, Director

*

*

*

*

*

7/11/91

Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
2 Natural Resources Drive
Little Rock, Arkansas 72205
He is very supportive and on board for the MAB. He has no
questions or concerns about the program. He sees their agency as
being compatible with the program since their main goal is to
provide hunting and fishing opportunities for the public.
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When asked if he has any specific goals he would like to see
accomplished through the MAB, he said no, that his staff deals
with the details of the program.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Pat Wolf
See Russell Mills.
*

*

*

*

*

Bill Wright, owner

8/13/90

Vitronic Industries
700 Walnut
Doniphan, Missouri 63935
Solid waste is a large problem for Vitronics and locals. He just
spent $12,000 on a waste container system. They accumulate one
46-yard container once every 2 weeks. They have scrap vinyl and
cardboard. They buy vinyl and send back the scrap. The company
reprocesses and sells it. They boil cardboard and give it to a
paper company. The paper company supplies the boiler. They pick
up the pulp. Paper company is in Batesville, Arkansas.
A problem faced by industry is an inadequate highway system. No
adequate highway from here to Kansas City. Working on system
from Poplar Bluff and Cape Girardeau to Kansas City.
Legislators are responsive. People in urban areas think they
know what we need, and try to tell us what to do. We have good
legislators—U.S. and Missouri.
Their products are shipped all over by UPS.
truck and go out UPS.

Supplies come in by

Deterrent to industry: Lack of skilled labor (electrical technicians, tool and die makers). Hard to get those people to move
here from St. Louis. Hard to find people to work. People need a
lot more that minimum wage to live. Women with two or three kids
quit because can make more on aid to dependent children (ADC).
But even if money is not an issue, they're accustomed to the
lifestyle. Unless industry can save money on labor, there's no
reason for them to relocate to a rural area. A small business
incubator system is set up in Poplar Bluff; they provide a
building with favorable rent, secretary pool, etc. There are no
tax incentives for business to move in. All small communities
have industrial parks, land, etc.
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School systems are a deterrent. Schools are not as good here as
in other places. Legislature is talking about reallocating
education funds, which will hurt rural areas worse.
In the mid 1940s, the trend was toward small towns. Retail
businesses are going under, so they must move to central areas
like Poplar Bluff (Wal-Mart, etc.). Industry will establish
outside the population centers because there is a larger labor
pool.
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Table 1, page 1. Comments on economic topics from personal interviews. The person interviewed was asked to
describe the main industries in the area. The numbers indicate the relative importance of the industry to the local economy.
Value-Added Industry

Persons Interviewed

Land-Based Industry

Non-Land Based Industry

Judge Kenneth Jefferson,
Marion Co., Ark.

(1) tourism ($15 million per
year); (2) retirement community;
(4) cattle, row crops, sheep,
horses.

(3) Ranger Boats, Norge; he
wants only clean industry.

Judge Paul Weaver, Izard
Co., Ark.

(1) tourism (White and Strawberry Rivers—fishing, floating);
(2) agriculture (cattle, poultry;
timber, all private); (3) retirement community; other: silica
sand.

McDonnell Douglas, Color Tile,
garment factory, machine and
tool factory, correctional facility.

Judge Eugene Villiness,
Newton Co., Ark.

(1) timber; (2) tourism (Buffalo
River, Dogpatch U.S.A.); agriculture (organic growers, beef
and dairy cattle); mining.

Judge Duford Taylor, Searcy
Co., Ark.

(1) dairy and beef cattle; (3)
timber; (4) tourism.

(2) Shirt factory.

Sawdust made into paper.

Judge Curran Everett, Fulton
Co., Ark.

(1) dairy; (2) beef; some row
crops; little timber.

Shirt factory, grinding wheel
factory.

Catfish processing plant.

Judge R.C. Alexander, Stone
Co., Ark.; Kenneth Sutton
and Edmund Luther, Commissioners

Timber; cattle; chickens; stone;
tourism is large, retirement is
large.

Craft shops, theater, iron works.

Lumber made into cabinets,
barrel staves, railroad ties; sawdust used for chicken bedding;
chicken litter used for fertilizer.

Judge Joe Dillard, Baxter Co.,
Ark.

(1) Retirees; (2) tourism; cattle;
turkeys.

Pharmaceuticals, shirt factory,
Fisher Scientific, boat trailers.

Sawmill for pine and oak; specialty woods (local hardwood).

Flooring, railroad ties, pallet
stock, sawmills.

Table 1, page 2. C o m m e n t s on e c o n o m i c topics from personal interviews. T h e person interviewed was asked to
describe the main industries in the area. T h e numbers indicate the relative importance of the industry to the local economy.
Non-Land Based Industry

Persons Interviewed

Land-Based Industry

Value-Added Industry

John Miller, State Representative, Melbourne, Ark.

Tourism.

Ted Thompson, Northwest
Arkansas Economic Development District, Harrison, Ark.

Timber (large-scale harvest:
clearcut 5,000 acres within one
year); zinc mining in 1950s, no
mining now; small sawmills.

Doug McClelland, Resource
Conservation and Development Commission, Yellville,
Ark.

Marion County: watermelons,
cattle, and pasture. Searcy
County: dairy and swine.

James Rhein, Farm Bureau,
Baxter Co., Ark.

No row crops; U-pick berries;
cattle; family farms; poultry
farms.

Feed mixes, truck haulers for
turkey litter sold for fertilizer.

Jim Nesbitt, Farm Bureau,
Stone Co., Ark.

(1) poultry (24 million broilers
produced each year); (2) beef
cattle; (3) dairy farms.

Composting dead poultry and
litter.

Randy Gibbons, Farm
Bureau, Newton Co., Ark.

(1) timber; no big farms; some
beef cattle, poultry, hogs, dairy,
blueberry farms.

Guy Alexander, Farm Bureau,
Marion Co., Ark.

Small, poor farms; growing pine;
tourism (Bull Shoals, Buffalo
River); retirees; hog farming in
Searcy County.

Charcoal processing at Yellville
(causes air pollution), furniture,
cedar posts, chicken litter for
compost, barrel staves, pallets,
truck beds, trailer beds.
Twin Lakes Technical College,
North Arkansas Community
College.

Five or six real estate agents,
shirt factory, airport.

Cedar wood workshop in Stone
County; sawmills.

Table 1, page 3. Comments on economic topics from personal interviews. The person interviewed was asked to
describe the main industries in the area. The numbers indicate the relative importance of the industry to the local economy.
Persons Interviewed

Land-Based Industry

Alvin Wiles, Farm Bureau,
Izard Co., Ark.

Beef cattle, chickens, eggs,
watermelons, hogs, dairy; small
farms.

Jim Gaston, Gaston's White
River Resort, Marion Co.,
Ark.

Resort development.

Gary and Judy Belletini,
Dogwood Lodge, Bull Shoals,
Ark.

Tourism; county is ranked
number 8 in the nation for
retirement; much of population
is retired.

Lynn Spradley, Dogpatch
U.S.A., Newton Co., Ark.

Non-Land Based Industry

Value-Added Industry

Dogpatch U.S.A

John Cooper, Jr., Cherokee
Village, Bentonville, Ark.

Retirees and tourism.

Ben Fruehauf and Scottie
Carr, Gilbert General Store,
Searcy Co., Ark.

(1) tourism, which local people
resent; retirement.

Sandy Garcia, Ozark Recycling Enterprise, Searcy
Co., Ark.

(1) cattle; stone business; few
retirees.

Shirt factory, fiberglass plant,
bed-and-breakfast, airport project.

Audie DePriest, Office of
Economic Development,
Searcy Co., Ark.

Tourism, cattle, few row crops,
strawberries, self-sufficient single
family farms.

Shirt factory, new airport, flight
training, iron works.

Sawmills, stave mills.

Table 1, page 4. Comments on economic topics from personal interviews. The person interviewed was asked to
describe the main industries in the area. The numbers indicate the relative importance of the industry to the local economy.
Persons Interviewed

Land-Based Industry

Non-Land Based Industry

Gene Swanson, John R.
Sandridge, and John W.
Murrell, Jr., South Central
Ozark Council of Governments, West Plains, Mo.

(1) farming; (2) timber; retirees;
hogs; dairy cattle.

Uniform factory.

Leo Warren, Presiding Commissioner, Oregon Co., Mo.

(1) beef, pasture, hay, swine,
dairy, sheep (wool); (2) timber
(mostly private); (3) tourism
(Eleven Point River); growing
retirement population.

Curtain factory, machine shop.

Don Bell, Ozark Foothills
Regional Planning Commission, Poplar Bluff, Mo.

Hogs; cattle; timber (owned by
Kerr-McGee, Dr. Long); vegetables.

Factories in Doniphan, Van
Buren, Ellington; plastics factory, nursing homes.

John C.F. Morris, Presiding
Commissioner, Dent Co.,
Mo.; Ozark Heritage Tourism
Association

Cattle; timber; tourism (11-13%
of total income); no mining.

Charcoal, wood furniture forms.

Lloyd Rainbolt, Presiding
Commissioner, Shannon Co.,
Mo.; Dean Cox and Herman
Kelly, Commissioners; others

(1) timber (large holdings: KerrMcGee, Leo Drey); (2) cattle,
some sheep; tourism (Eminence
trail ride); retirement; lead
mining; gravel mining; tourist
stores.

Wood flooring.

Value-Added Industry

Pelletizing sawdust for wood
stoves; canneries.

Table 1, page 5. Comments on economic topics from personal interviews. The person interviewed was asked to
describe the main industries in the area. The numbers indicate the relative importance of the industry to the local economy.
Persons Interviewed

Land-Based Industry

Non-Land Based Industry

Value-Added Industry

Clyde Turner, Presiding
Commissioner, Ripley Co.,
Mo.; Raymond Lynn and
Kenneth Stillwell, Commissioners; others

(1) logging, row crops, pasture;
(2) manufacturing; (3) farming
(small farms—80 acres); tourism;
small industry; retirement community.

Vitronic Industries (plastic industry), garment factory, steel
moldings, steel fabrication, tool
and die, trailer factory.

Wood pallets, wood handles;
Duraflame logs and "liquid
smoke" barbecue flavoring made
from sawdust.

Don Holman, Presiding
Commissioner, Howell Co.,
Mo.

(1) timber; (2) agriculture, beef,
dairy cattle; tourism (very little).

Manufacturing of truck bodies,
auto engines, electric engines,
boats, uniforms, shoes; Emerson
Electric; highrises for elderly,
nursing homes, boarding homes.

Pallets, charcoal, Bruce flooring,
furniture manufacturer.

Richard Gore, Presiding
Commissioner, Reynolds Co.,
Mo.; Alfred Lorentz,
Commissioner

(1) timber (mostly private land,
recent over-cutting), (2) lead
mining (brings in much tax
money), (3) livestock farming
(mostly cattle); (4) tourism (near
Lesterville); (5) trucking; retirement community.

Betty Sue Crow, Presiding
Commissioner, Texas Co.,
Mo.; Wilford Crow, Licking
Motor Company, Licking,
Mo.

(1) cattle (a few large corporate
farms, but mostly small); (2)
timber; (3) manufacturing; (4)
tourism (turkey and deer season); retirement community.

United Apparel, Rawlings sporting goods, Inter-County Electric,
shoe factory, Lee jeans, uniform
factory, Fort Leonard Wood,
nursing home, county hospital.

Charcoal plant.

Jim Pickar, Resource Conservation and Development
Commission, Van Buren, Mo.

Cattle, hogs.

100 sawmills in five counties,
pelletization of sawdust for
wood stoves.

Table 1, page 6. Comments on economic topics from personal interviews. The person interviewed was asked to
describe the main industries in the area. The numbers indicate the relative importance of the industry to the local economy.
Persons Interviewed

Land-Based Industry

Non-Land Based Industry

Value-Added Industry

Charlie Santiff, Department
of Conservation, Eminence,
Mo.

Tourism (trail rides, rodeos);
timber (50% private noncorporate, 40% government,
10% corporate); cattle;
retirement population.

Garment factory, cap factory.

Railroad ties, pallets, hardwood
flooring company.

Ed Stegner, Conservation
Federation of Missouri,
Jefferson City

Tourism.

Bob Hitzhusen, Missouri
Farm Bureau, Jefferson City

Farming: Missouri is second in
the U.S. for the number of
farms.

Ken Christgen, Jr., Missouri
Forest Products Association,
Jefferson City

Timber is underused.

Vitronic Industries (plastics
manufacturer), vinyl reprocessing.

Bill Wright, Vitronic
Industries, Doniphan, Mo.
Brad Williams, Eminence
Security Bank, Eminence,
Mo.

Sawmills, charcoal, pallets.
Idea: mix sawdust and sludge to
make fertilizer.

Tourism, trail rides, rodeos.

Cardboard recycling as pulp for
paper.

Table 2, page 1. Comments on environmental topics from personal interviews.
Persons Interviewed

Scenic Beauty

Judge Kenneth Jefferson,
Marion Co, Ark.

Important for
tourism.

Judge Paul Weaver, Izard
Co., Ark.

Must maintain.

Judge Eugene Villiness,
Newton Co., Ark.

Must maintain.

Judge Duford Taylor,
Searcy Co., Ark.

Must maintain.

Judge Curran Everett,
Fulton Co., Ark.

Endangered
Species

Land Use
Changes

He is supportive.

Conversion of
forest to pasture.

Judge R.C. Alexander,
Stone Co., Ark.; Kenneth
Sutton and Edmund
Luther, Commissioners
Must maintain;
he wants only
clean industry.

John Miller, State Representative, Melbourne,
Ark.

Preserve scenic
beauty.

Groundwater
Quality

Solid Waste
Disposal

Sewage
Treatment

Potential pollution from poultry
industry.

Good wells.

Landfill shortage
in future.

Most towns have
treatment plants.

Contaminated
wells.

Number one concern; they have
county-wide trash
pickup.

Large-scale conversion of timber
to pasture.

Contaminated
wells.

County-wide
trash pickup; new
landfill.

They have new
treatment plant.

Large-scale conversion; need
incentive to plant
trees.

Good water.

Tri-county plan;
county-wide trash
pickup; 10 years
left on landfill.

They have adequate sewage
treatment.

Okay.

Need recycling,
class 4 landfill.

Okay,

Good water.

County has plan,
new landfill with
35-yr. capacity.

Good.

Conversion of
forest to pasture.

He is not aware
of any.

Judge Joe Dillard, Baxter
Co., Ark.

Surface Water
Quality

He knows of
endangered bats
and crayfish.

Area is beginning
to recycle.

Table 2, page 2. Comments on environmental topics from personal interviews.
Persons Interviewed

Scenic Beauty

Endangered
Species

Land Use
Changes

Ted Thompson, Northwest Arkansas Economic
Development District,
Harrison, Ark.

Surface Water
Quality

Groundwater
Quality

Solid Waste
Disposal

Sewage
Treatment

Spraying herbicides; chicken
litter, poultry
processing waste
are problems.

Contaminated
(poultry industry
is strong lobby).

Regional plan is
being developed;
authority needed
at regional level;
2 or 3 years left
on many landfills.

Inadequate.

No pollution
from poultry
litter.

James Rhein, Farm
Bureau, Baxter Co., Ark.
Jim Nesbitt, Farm Bureau,
Stone Co., Ark.

Hardwoods converted to pines;
excessive land
clearing.

Randy Gibbons, Farm
Bureau, Newton Co., Ark.

Okay.

Guy Alexander, Farm
Bureau, Marion Co., Ark.

Good water
supply; potential
problem with
poultry.

Alvin Wiles, Farm
Bureau, Izard Co., Ark.

Gary and Judy Belletini,
Dogwood Lodge, Bull
Shoals, Ark.

Okay.

County-wide
trash pickup;
some people
would rather
dump.

Very little land
conversion.

Bull Shoals has
clean water.

Good system at
Bull Shoals.

Table 2, page 3. Comments on environmental topics from personal interviews.
Persons Interviewed

Scenic Beauty

Endangered
Species

Land Use
Changes

Surface Water
Quality

Groundwater
Quality

Lynn Spradley, Dogpatch
U.S.A., Newton Co., Ark.

Sewage
Treatment

Adopt-a-highway
litter pickup.

Ben Fruehauf and Scottie
Carr, Gilbert General
Store, Searcy Co., Ark.

Sandy Garcia, Ozark Recycling Enterprise, Searcy
Co., Ark.

Solid Waste
Disposal

Wells 2,400 feet
deep contaminated from minerals;
water supply will
last only 3 years.

99% of local
people are unaware.

County people
want to preserve
quality of life.

Audie DePriest, Office of
Economic Development,
Searcy Co., Ark.

Poor quality.

Trying to get recycling program;
need political
support.

Stream pollution
from runoff.

Groundwater
contaminated by
minerals.

Getting better.

Okay.

Fearful of contamination; conform bacterial
count is high.

Recycling consortium at West
Plains, Kaboul,
and Willow
Springs; no trash
pickup; lack of
landfill space.

Visitors to Scenic
Riverways contribute to problem;
lagoons can seep
into groundwater:
hard to get sewer
systems in towns.

Most timber is
gone; large-scale
land conversion
to pasture.

Gene Swanson, John R.
Sandridge, and John W.
Murrell, Jr., South Central Ozark Council of
Governments, West
Plains, Mo.

Important.

Pollution by
logging, hogs,
dairy cattle.

Leo Warren, Presiding
Commissioner, Oregon
Co, Mo.

Important.

Pollution from
sawdust piles.

Table 2, page 4. Comments on environmental topics from personal interviews.
Persons Interviewed

Scenic Beauty

Endangered
Species

Don Bell, Ozark Foothills
Regional Planning Commission, Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Important.

He is aware of
biological diversity.

Lloyd Rainbolt, Presiding
Commissioner, Shannon
Co., Mo.; Dean Cox and
Herman Kelley, Commissioners; others

Important to
protect.

Citizens are unaware, take for
granted.

Groundwater
Quality

Area was prairie;
farmers knew
this; it is growing
into trees; no endangered species
or natural areas
in county.

Solid Waste
Disposal

Sewage
Treatment

Need white
goods collection
program.

Need improvement everywhere

Conversion of
forest to agriculture.
No solid trash
pickup; no landfills; trash dumped in woods.
Conversion of
wetlands and
timber to pasture
and row crops.

Clyde Turner, Presiding
Commissioner, Ripley
Co., Mo.; Raymond Lynn
and Kenneth Stillwell,
Commissioners; others

Richard Gore, Presiding
Commissioner, Reynolds
Co., Mo.; Alfred Lorentz,
Commissioner

Surface Water
Quality

Large-scale conversion of forest
to farmland.

John C.F. Morris, Presiding Commissioner, Dent
Co., Mo.; Ozark Heritage
Tourism Association

Don Holman, Presiding
Commissioner, Howell
Co., Mo.

Land Use
Changes

Sawdust piles
may cause pollution.

Excellent.

Hog waste causes
pollution.

No pollution
from lead mines.

Major concern:
no trash collection.

Larger towns
have sewage
systems; individuals have
septic systems.

County is working on a plan.

Need county
zoning to correct
sewage problems.

Table 2, page 5. Comments on environmental topics from personal interviews.
Persons Interviewed

Scenic Beauty

Betty Sue Crow, Presiding
Commissioner, Texas Co.,
Mo.; Wilford Crow,
Licking Motor Company,
Licking, Mo.

Important.

Endangered
Species

Land Use
Changes
Large-scale conversion of forest
to pasture.

Conversion from
timber to grazing.
If not kept
mowed, pasture
reverts to forest.

Charlie Santiff, Department of Conservation,
Eminence, Mo.

Ken Christgen, Jr.,
Missouri Forest Products
Association, Jefferson City

Groundwater
Quality

Solid Waste
Disposal

Sewage
Treatment

Okay.

Working on
problems.

Okay.

Sawdust piles
cause water pollution.

Jim Pickar, Resource
Conservation and Development Commission, Van
Buren, Mo.

Ed Stegner, Conservation
Federation of Missouri,
Jefferson City

Surface Water
Quality

Need burning as
a management
tool.
Concern: use
land for most
appropriate use;
some cleared
land should have
been left in trees.

Dumping in
every hollow.

High priority.

Problem worsening, no trash
pickup, no landfills; need dumpsters at central
points in county;
need recycling.

Potential for
groundwater
pollution.

No trash pickup;
need recycling.

Inadequate treatment facilities.

Table 2, page 6. Comments on environmental topics from personal interviews.
Persons Interviewed

Scenic Beauty

Endangered
Species

Land Use
Changes

Surface Water
Quality

Bill Wright, Vitronic
Industries, Doniphan, Mo.

Brad Williams, Eminence
Security Bank, Eminence,
Mo.

Groundwater
Quality

Solid Waste
Disposal
Problem for
Vitronics. They
recycle vinyl and
give cardboard to
paper company.

Important.

Park Service took
farmland out of
production.

Current River is
contaminated by
human waste.

Need trash collection.

Sewage
Treatment

Table 3, page 1. Attitudes toward concepts embodied in the M a n and the
Biosphere Program, expressed during personal interviews.
Persons Interviewed

Negative

Judge Kenneth Jefferson,
Marion Co., Ark.

"It can't
hurt." Hopeful Positive Enthused
BBB3B1

Judge Paul Weaver,
Izard Co., Ark.

M R S

Judge Eugene Villiness,
Newton Co., Ark.
•HHi

Judge Curran Everett,
Fulton Co., Ark.

HBBS

Yes

HHSH
MHHS

Ted Thompson, Northwest
Arkansas Economic Development
District, Harrison, Ark.
Doug McClelland, Resource
Conservation and Development
Commission, Yellville, Ark.
James Rhein, Farm Bureau,
Baxter Co., Ark.
Jim Nesbitt, Farm Bureau,
Stone Co., Ark.
Randy Gibbons, Farm Bureau,
Newton Co., Ark.
Guy Alexander, Farm Bureau,
Marion Co., Ark.

Yes

Yes

MSBi

Judge Joe Dillard,
Baxter Co., Ark.
John Miller, State Representative,
Melbourne, Ark.

Yes
I —

Judge Duford Taylor,
Searcy Co., Ark.

Judge R.C. Alexander,
Stone Co., Ark.; Kenneth
Sutton and Edmund Luther,
Commissioners

Introduced to
MAB Program

Yes
BraH^S

WSHBBB&

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 3, page 2. Attitudes toward concepts embodied in the Man and the
Biosphere Program, expressed during personal interviews.
Persons Interviewed

"It can't
Negative hurt." Hopeful Positive Enthused

Introduced to
MAB Program

Alvin Wiles, Farm Bureau,
Izard Co., Ark.
Jim Gaston, Gaston's White
River Resort, Marion Co., Ark.

Yes

Gary and Judy Belletini,
Dogwood Lodge, Bull Shoals,
Ark.

Yes

Lynn Spradley, Dogpatch U.S.A.,
Newton County, Ark.

Yes

John Cooper, Jr., Cherokee
Village, Bentonville, Ark.

Yes

Ben Fruehauf, Gilbert
General Store, Searcy Co.,
Ark.; Scottie Carr, employee

Yes

Sandy Garcia, Ozark Recycling
Enterprise, Searcy Co., Ark.

Yes

Audie DePriest, Office of Economic
Development, Searcy Co., Ark.

Yes

Gene Swanson, John R.
Sandridge, and John W. Murrell,
Jr., South Central Ozark
Council of Governments, West
Plains, Mo.

Yes

Don Bell, Ozark Foothills
Regional Planning Commission,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.

Yes

Needs funding.

Yes

Leo Warren, Presiding Commissioner, Oregon Co., Mo.
John C.F. Morris, Presiding
Commissioner, Dent Co., Mo.;
Ozark Heritage Tourism Association

If people are made
to take the initiative.

Table 3, page 3. A t t i t u d e s toward concepts e m b o d i e d in t h e M a n a n d t h e
B i o s p h e r e P r o g r a m , expressed d u r i n g p e r s o n a l interviews.
Persons Interviewed

Negative

"It can't
hurt." Hopeful Positive Enthused

Introduced to
MAB Program

Lloyd Rainbolt, Presiding
Commissioner, Shannon Co., Mo.;
Dean Cox and Herman Kelly,
Commissioners; others
Clyde Turner, Presiding
Commissioner, Ripley Co., Mo.;
Raymond Lynn and Kenneth Stillwell,
Commissioners; others
Don Holman, Presiding Commissioner,
Howell Co., Mo.
Richard Gore, Presiding Commissioner, Reynolds Co., Mo.; Alfred
Lorentz, Commissioner

U3SBB9

Yes

Betty Sue Crow, Presiding Commissioner, Texas Co., Mo.; Wilford Crow,
Licking Motor Company, Licking, Mo.

•MHNSi

Yes

Jim Pickar, Resource Conservation
and Development Commission,
Van Buren, Mo.

MMSI

Charlie Santiff, Department of
Conservation, Eminence, Mo.

Yes

H B

Yes

Ed Stegner, Conservation Federation
of Missouri, Jefferson City

HHH

Yes

Bob Hitzhusen, Missouri Farm
Bureau, Jefferson City

HBBOTI

Yes

Ken Christgen, Jr., Missouri Forest
Products Association, Jefferson City
Bill Wright, Vitronic Industries,
Doniphan, Mo.
Brad Williams, Eminence Security
Bank, Eminence, Mo.

B3UB3

Yes

Table 4, page 1. Attitudes toward government agencies expressed during personal interviews in Arkansas.
Persons
Interviewed
Judge Kenneth
Jefferson, Marion
Co.

Buffalo National River

Ozark National
Forest

Arkansas Game
and Fish Comm.

Ark. Natural
Heritage Comm.

Excellent cooperation.

Residents are still angry about land
condemnation. Agency needs to be
more responsive.

Judge Paul Weaver,
Izard Co.

Good; two access
roads were built
on White River.

Judge Eugene
Villiness, Newton
Co.

Residents are angry about land
condemnation and letting good land
grow up in brush.

Very good
relationship,

Judge Duford
Taylor, Searcy Co.

Residents are angry about land
condemnation, letting brush grow up.
Frequent changes of rules and
personnel. No direct input from
local people. Too many floaters.

Very good
relationship.

Judge Curran
Everett, Fulton Co.
Good relationship with all agencies.

Judge R.C. Alexander,
Stone Co.; Kenneth
Sutton and Edmund
Luther, Commissioners
Judge Joe Dillard,
Baxter Co.

Agency is improving its attitude.

Very good
cooperation.

Tremendous job.

He needs to
learn more about
the agency.

John Miller, State
Representative,
Melbourne

Good.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Local & County
Governments

Army Corps of
Engineers

Table 4, page 2. Attitudes toward government agencies expressed during personal interviews in Arkansas.
Persons
Interviewed

Ozark National
Forest

Buffalo National River

Arkansas Game
and Fish Comm.

Ark. Natural
Heritage Comm.

Local & County
Governments

Ted Thompson,
Northwest Arkansas
Economic Development District,
Harrison
Doug McClelland,
Resource Conservation and Development Commission, Yellville

Good support for
RC&D Commission.

James Rhein, Farm
Bureau, Baxter Co.
Jim Nesbitt, Farm
Bureau, Stone Co.

Because there have been so many
changes along the Buffalo River, the
culture has been lost.

Randy Gibbons,
Farm Bureau,
Newton Co.

Residents are angry because of land
condemnation and closing of local
roads. Agency does not care about
local people, lets fields grow up in
brush—they need burning.

Too much pine;
need more hardwoods.

Guy Alexander,
Farm Bureau, Marion
Co.

Residents think all government is the same; people do not like government.

Alvin Wiles, Farm
Bureau, Izard Co.

We need as little government control as possible.

Army Corps of
Engineers

Table 4, page 3. Attitudes toward government agencies expressed during personal interviews in Arkansas.
Persons
Interviewed
Jim Gaston,
Gaston's White
River Resort,
Marion Co.

Buffalo National River

Ozark National
Forest

Arkansas Game
and Fish Comm.

Ark. Natural
Heritage Comm.

Local & County
Governments

Army Corps of
Engineers

Good.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Lots of problems
with fishing and
power production.

Cooperation is
important.

They are doing a
good job.

Gary and Judy
Belletini, Dogwood
Lodge, Bull Shoals
Lynn Spradley,
Dogpatch U.S.A,
Newton Co.

Local residents do not like agency.

Helping to
promote scenic
byways.
He has worked
well with the
Corps.

John Cooper, Jr.
Cherokee Village,
Bentonville
Ben Fruehauf and
Scottie Carr,
Gilbert General
Store, Searcy Co.
Sandy Garcia,
Ozark Recycling
Enterprise, Searcy
Co.
Audie DePriest,
Office of Economic
Development,
Searcy Co.

Local residents resent agency.
Fruehauf thinks they are doing a
good job.
They need to be
more responsive
to the people's
desires.

Table 5, page 1. Attitudes toward government agencies expressed during personal interviews in Missouri.
Persons Interviewed
Gene Swanson, John R.
Sandridge, and John W.
Murrell, Jr., South Central
Ozark Council of Governments, West Plains

Missouri Dept.
Conservation

Ozark National
Scenic Riverways

Mark Twain
National Forest

Local resentment;
Riverways has not brought
in much money.

Local resentment; poor law Agency does not
enforcement; anger over
maintain parks well.
condemnation; clearcutting
is disliked. They do not
involve local people in
decisions, do not provide
adequate facilities.

Missouri Dept.
Nat. Resources

Local and
Army Corps
County Gov'ts, of Engineers

Good cooperation but
residents still resent them.

Leo Warren, Presiding
Commissioner, Oregon Co.
Don Bell, Ozark Foothills
Regional Planning
Commission, Poplar Bluff

They come up with ideas
that residents do not like.
They help outsiders more
than local residents.

They come up with ideas
that residents do not like.

They come up with
They are negaideas that residents do tive, need to
not like.
suggest alternatives when
regulations stop
activities.

John C.F. Morris, Presiding
Commissioner, Dent Co.;
Ozark Heritage Tourism
Association

Needs law enforcement.

Good.

Good.

Lloyd Rainbolt, Presiding
Local resentment.
Commissioner, Shannon Co.;
Dean Cox and Herman
Kelly, Commissioners; others

Local acceptance; Forest
Service is cooperative.

Clyde Turner, Presiding
Good cooperation.
Commissioner, Ripley Co.;
Raymond Lynn and Kenneth
Stillwell, Commissioners;
others

Good cooperation.

Good.

Good cooperation.

Good.

Good.

Good cooperation.

Good cooperation.

Regulations are
too severe.

Good cooperation.

Good cooperation,

Table 5, page 2. Attitudes toward government agencies expressed during personal interviews in Missouri.
Persons Interviewed

Ozark National
Scenic Riverways

Mark Twain
National Forest

Missouri Dept.
Conservation

Missouri Dept.
NaL Resources

Don Holman, Presiding
Commissioner, Howell Co.

Good cooperation. People Good cooperation.
do not like clearcutting.

Local residents
are angry with
regulations.

Richard Gore, Presiding
Commissioner, Reynolds
Co.; Alfred Lorentz,
Associate Commissioner

No resentment. Forest
Service owns 40% of land
in county. PILT payments
help county.

Not as good a
relationship as with
Forest Service.

Not as good a
relationship as
with Forest
Service.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Local controversy over
clearcutting. This organization says clearcutting is
okay if done properly,
favors multiple use.

Need law enforcement
to stop poaching.

Betty Sue Crow, Presiding
Commissioner Texas Co.;
Wilford Crow, Licking
Motor Company, Licking

Good working relationship. Do not make government
bigger, but make people
more active in the process.

Jim Pickar, Resource
Conservation and
Development Commission,
Van Buren

Good.

Charlie Santiff, Department
of Conservation, Eminence
Ed Stegner, Conservation
Federation of Missouri,
Jefferson City

Bob Hitzhusen, Missouri . .
Farm Bureau, Jefferson City

Very good cooperation with all agencies.

Local and
Army Corps
County Gov'ts, of Engineers

Agency is
despised for
land condemnation at
Clearwater
Lake.

Good.

Good.

Table 5, page 3. Attitudes toward government agencies expressed during personal interviews in Missouri.
Persons Interviewed
Ken Christgen, Jr., Missouri
Forest Products Association,
Jefferson City

Ozark National
Scenic Riverways

Mark Twain
National Forest

Missouri Dept.
Conservation

Concern: Timber
management continues in
an intelligent and
responsible manner.

Bill Wright, Vitronic
Industries, Doniphan
Brad Williams, Eminence
Security Bank, Eminence

Local anger with Scenic
Good relationship.
Riverways. They took good
land out of production;
they do not keep up
campgrounds; they do not
listen to local people; they
closed local people's
favorite spots.

Good relationship.
They take care of
parks well. Need
better law
enforcement.

Missouri Dept.
NaL Resources

Local and
Army Corps
County Gov'ts, of Engineers

Table 8, page 1. If you could have anything you want for your county or area,
would it be?

what

Judge Kenneth Jefferson,
Marion Co., Ark.

Better roads and bridges to get products to market;
money to build them.

Judge Paul Weaver, Izard
Co., Ark.

Better roads to get products to market.

Judge Eugene Villiness,
Newton Co., Ark.

More county resources to help upgrade the quality of life
for the people of the county.

Judge Duford Taylor, Searcy
Co., Ark.

An airport and a natural gas line into the county. A
county-wide water system and more clean industry.

Judge Curran Everett, Fulton
Co., Ark.

A better road system to get products to market. A
Wal-Mart and cheese plant or meat processing plant.

Judge R.C. Alexander, Stone
Co., Ark.; Kenneth Sutton
and Edmund Luther,
Commissioners

Value-added industry for a timber waste management
program, and a better county jail.

Judge Joe Dillard, Baxter
Co., Ark.

An interstate highway; a road in Baxter County that goes
to the Buffalo River; catfish stocking in the Buffalo River.

John Miller, State Representative, Melbourne, Ark.

An interstate highway.

Ted Thompson, Northwest
Arkansas Economic
Development District,
Harrison, Ark.

Projects to address concerns about groundwater pollution.

Doug McClelland, Resource
Conservation and Development Commission, Yellville,
Ark.

Project to demonstrate value-added timber industry.

Jim Nesbitt, Farm Bureau,
Stone Co., Ark.

More forest: places have been cleared that should never
have been cleared.

Randy Gibbons, Farm
Bureau, Newton County,
Ark.

Clean industry.

Guy Alexander, Farm
Bureau, Marion Co., Ark.

Better roads around Bull Shoals Lake.

Table 8, page 2. If you could have anything you want for your county or area,
would it be?

what

Jim Gaston, Gaston's Resort,
Marion Co., Ark.

An image for the area—Capitalize on the culture.

Gary and Judy Belletini,
Dogwood Lodge, Bull
Shoals, Ark.

Industry, better advertising, and better roads.

Lynn Spradley, Dogpatch
U.S.A., Newton Co., Ark.

A real change in attitude by the government: agencies
need to become more sensitive to the feelings of the
private citizen.

John Cooper, Jr., Cherokee
Village, Bentonville, Ark.

Environmentally sensitive development

Ben Fruehauf and Scottie
Carr, Gilbert General Store,
Searcy Co., Ark.

More industry to keep young people.

Sandy Garcia, Ozark
Recycling Enterprise, Searcy
Co., Ark.

Better uses for native plants.

Audie DePriest, Office of
Economic Development,
Searcy Co., Ark.

More value-added wood industries, an impoundment for
better water, an airport, a natural gas line.

Gene Swanson, John R.
Sandridge, and John W.
Murrell, Jr., South Central
Ozark Council of Governments, West Plains, Mo.

Protection of groundwater quality; adequate solid waste
and sewage disposal for all counties.

Don Bell, Ozark Foothills
Regional Planning
Commission, Poplar Bluff,
Mo.

Improved road system, plenty of grant money, low interest
loans for small business.

Leo Warren, Presiding Commissioner, Oregon Co., Mo.

A few good factories.

John C.F. Morris, Presiding
Commissioner, Dent Co.,
Mo. Ozark Heritage Tourism
Association

Clean industry.

Table 8, page 3. If you could have anything you want for your county or area, what
would it be?

Lloyd Rainbolt, Presiding
Commissioner, Shannon Co.,
Mo.; Dean Cox and Herman
Kelly, Commissioners; others

More factories, better roads, solid waste disposal or
recycling industry.

Clyde Turner, Presiding
Commissioner, Ripley Co.,
Mo.; Raymond Lynn and
Kenneth Stillwell,
Commissioners; others

Diverse manufacturing, better roads.

Don Holman, Presiding
Commissioner, Howell Co.
Mo.

More industry.

Richard Gore, Presiding
Commissioner, Reynolds Co.,
Mo.; Commissioner Alfred
Lorentz

Government working with people by leading them, not
forcing them.

Betty Sue Crow, Presiding
Commissioner, Texas Co.,
Mo.; Wilford Crow, Licking
Motor Company, Licking,
Mo.

Continued maintenance of the area's beauty; upgraded
schools; improved water and sewer services for a growing
population and retirees.

Charlie Santiff, Department
of Conservation, Eminence,
Mo.

More value-added timber industries; more motels and
restaurants.

Bob Hitzhusen, Missouri
Farm Bureau, Jefferson City

Better ways to help farmers in southern Missouri counties.
Development of value-added farm products such as
ethanol.

Ken Christgen, Missouri
Forest Products Association,
Jefferson City

Ways to promote more land for timber production.

Bill Wright, Vitronic
Industries, Doniphan, Mo.

An adequate highway from southern Missouri to Kansas
City. A more stable work force.

Brad Williams, Eminence
Security Bank, Eminence,
Mo.

A factory and an enterprise zone.

